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Abstract

The terahertz region, in the heart of the electromagnetic spectrum, has been the
least utilized, in part due to inadequacies of available sources. Optically pumped
far-infrared (OPFIR) lasers were one of the most powerful continuous-wave terahertz
sources. However, such lasers have long been thought to have intrinsically low ef-
ficiency, not tunable in frequency, and large sizes. In this thesis, we introduce a
compact, frequency-tunable source of terahertz radiation with high efficiency.

We first present both an innovative theoretical model and experimental validation
of a Methyl Fluoride OPFIR laser at 0.25 THz that exhibits 10× greater efficiency and
1,000× smaller volume than the best commercial lasers. Unlike previous OPFIR-laser
models involving only a few energy levels that failed even qualitatively to match ex-
periments at high pressures, our ab-initio theory matches experiments quantitatively,
within experimental uncertainties with no free parameters, by accurately capturing
the interplay of millions of degrees of freedom in the laser.

Moreover, we demonstrate a widely frequency-tunable compact terahertz radiation
with laughing gas (nitrous oxide N2O) pumped by a quantum cascade laser (QCL). In
experiments, broad tunability is achieved over 31 lines spanning 0.25–0.80 THz, each
with kilohertz linewidths. Our comprehensive theoretical model is able to constrain
the key molecular parameters and predict the optimal performance of the laser. The
concept of QCL-pumped molecular laser (QPML) is a universal while revolutionary
concept characterized by unprecedented frequency tunability over a wide range of
rotational transitions using a single molecular gas as the gain medium. An analytical
theory for QPML is presented to study the key factors for improving the laser perfor-
mance. We believe that these developments will revive interest in optically pumped
molecular laser as a powerful, tunable, and compact source of terahertz radiation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The problem of generating radiation in the terahertz (THz) or far-infrared range

(0.3-3.0 THz) has challenged researchers for decades. Found in “the middle” of the

electromagnetic spectrum, this region represents the high-frequency end of the ra-

dio/microwave region and the low-frequency end of the infrared (IR) region, which

support widely used technologies such as radio, radar, night-vision cameras, high-

bandwidth communications, and spectrometers. If these same technologies could

operate in the terahertz region, many of them would benefit from appealing char-

acteristics such as high bandwidth, high spatial resolution, compact size, and/or

adjustable atmospheric propagation [1] . Among the many techniques developed to

generate terahertz radiation as shown in Fig. 1-1, the most widely used [2] include

harmonic multipliers of tunable microwave sources [3], vacuum electronics (backward-

wave oscillators, gyrotrons, and carcinotrons)[4], supercontinua generated by ultrafast

lasers and photoconductive switches [5], and difference-frequency mixing of tunable

continuous-wave lasers [6, 7]. Commercial versions of each of these terahertz sources

are available, but their cost and idiosyncrasies have prevented widespread adoption.

Often overlooked is an early method of terahertz generation, optically pumped

far-infrared (OPFIR) gas lasers. These lasers were one of the most powerful sources

to generate continuous-wave (CW) terahertz radiation [9–21]. They employ popu-
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Figure 1-1: Average power vs (a) THz frequency [8], and (b) device volume of different
terahertz sources. In (a), 𝑃𝑓 2 =constant line is the typical power-frequency slope in a
RF device, while the 𝑃𝜆 =constant line is the Manley–Rowe slope for gas-phase lasers.
In (b), both commercial and our compact OPFIR lasers are shown. In this thesis,
we will demonstrate an OPFIR laser that is 1000× more compact while exhibits 10×
greater efficiency than the commercial OPFIR lasers.

lation inversions excited in molecule-specific rotational–vibrational transitions by a

line-tunable CO2 laser. By changing the gas, isotope, and CO2 laser line, different

transition frequencies could be made to lase, typically in meter-long cavities oper-

ated at low pressures (< 0.1 Torr). These lasers can generate significant power (e.g.

> 150 mW near 𝜈THz = 2.5 THz for the CH3OH laser) and exhibit a narrow linewidth

(∆𝜈 ≈ 1 kHz); a combination of features that is not available with most other tera-

hertz sources.

Initially, it was thought that low pressures and large cavities were required, but

this produced a “vibrational bottleneck”: diffusion-limited relaxation by molecule–

wall collisions that filled the vibrational level and quenched any inversion above a

maximum pressure, regardless of the pump intensity [10, 13, 15]. It was subsequently

discovered that OPFIR lasers could operate at pressures higher than this in smaller

cavities, a result of collisional processes that excited high-energy vibrational levels

and removed the bottleneck [16, 18]. This breakthrough was never fully investigated

or exploited, however, as it came at a time when new sources of terahertz radiation

were emerging [22–24]. Additionally, OPFIR lasers required an equally large CO2
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laser and high-voltage power supply. Moreover, they were poorly tunable, requiring

the laser gas and CO2 laser line to be changed each time a new frequency is needed.

Consequently, OPFIR lasers fell from widespread use when these other sources became

available.

This thesis addresses all the supposed design difficulties and previous theoretical

misunderstandings mentioned above. We will first present an innovative theoretical

model of OPFIR lasers that not only fully matches experiments, but also exhibits a

superior laser regime with unprecedented conversion efficiencies and device compact-

ness. We solve deficiencies of earlier models by developing a far more complete theory

for a compact OPFIR laser, using the prototypical molecular gas 13CH3F pumped by

a line-tunable CO2 laser. Using no adjustable parameters, our model matches our

experimental measurements with excellent accuracy, especially considering its sensi-

tivity to many experimental variables. Moreover, it shows that our compact OPFIR

laser is 1000× smaller in volume while delivering more than 10× greater efficiency

than the best commercial OPFIR lasers.

Furthermore, we bring up a revolutionary OPFIR laser concept characterized by

enormous frequency-tunability over a wide range of rotational transitions using a

single molecular gas as the gain medium. This concept is realized and demonstrated

both theoretically and experimentally. Broad terahertz tunability is made possible

by the use of a continuously tunable mid-infrared pump source, the quantum cascade

laser (QCL) [25–27]. This single IR source may excite almost any ro-vibrational

transition of almost any molecule, not just a rare coincidence afforded by a specific

CO2 laser line with a specific transition in a specific molecule. The combination of

a compact QCL and a compact OPFIR laser can thereby produce a broadly tunable

laser source that can easily fit in a shoebox.
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1.2 Failure of theory: vibrational bottleneck

OPFIR lasers operate by creating rotational population inversion in the molecules,

formed by the pump excitation. The infrared pump laser populates molecules from

a rotational level L in the ground vibrational state to a rotational level U in excited

state. From Boltzmann distribution, L is heavily populated while U is almost empty.

When the pump is on, a series of collisions occur between rotational and vibrational

levels, and between molecules and the cavity wall, creating two types of population

inversion in steady state: “direct” inversion between U and U−1, and “refilling” in-

version between L+1 and L.

In the diffusion-limited OPFIR lasers, the primary pathway for relaxation is

molecule–wall collisions through diffusion. This makes the OPFIR laser operation

sensitive to gas pressure. As pressure increases, the diffusion rate decreases while

the collisional rate increases, causing pump saturation easily with population stuck

in the excited state. Eventually, thermal vibrational population accumulated in the

excited state overwhelms the nonthermal rotational population and quenches the las-

ing performance. This is known as “vibrational bottleneck”. The cutoff pressure can

be derived as [28]

𝑃cutoff =
7.1

𝑅

√︃
𝑔𝑢
𝑔𝑢−1

𝑇 2.5

𝜈∆𝜈𝑝𝑓𝑢𝜎GK

√
𝑚

(1.1)

where 𝑓𝑢 is the population fraction of rotational level U, 𝑔𝑖 is the degeneracy of level 𝑖,

𝑅 is the cell radius in cm, 𝑇 is the temperature in K, 𝜎GK is the gas kinetic collisional

cross section in Å2, ∆𝜈𝑝 is the pressure broadening half width in MHz/Torr, 𝑚 is the

mass of the molecule (AMU), and 𝜈 is the lasing frequency in GHz. For example, the

cutoff pressure for 𝐽 = 5 → 4, 𝐾 = 3, v3 direct transition for 13CH3F OPFIR laser

at room temperature is 110/𝑅 mTorr. For a cavity with radius 0.25cm, the cutoff

pressure is 440 mTorr, regardless of the pump power.

However, it was subsequently discovered that OPFIR lasers could operate at pres-

sures higher than this cutoff value in small cavities that removed the bottleneck [16]. It
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turns out that the high-pressure bottleneck is only a theoretical artifact. The deriva-

tion in (1.1) included only two vibrational states associated with the pump process

but excluded all the other high-lying vibrational states, which become heavily popu-

lated as the pressure increases and may significantly reduce the thermal population

of the excited state U belongs to. It implies the OPFIR lasers can operate above the

cutoff pressure with increasing pump power.

In order to include these vibrational levels, the critical innovation of this thesis

is an effective vibrational temperature model that involves all accessible high-lying

vibrational levels without having to describe the complicated relaxation processes

among them explicitly. Although a related effective-temperature idea had been pro-

posed previously [16], our model is the first to incorporate such an approach into a

comprehensive ab-initio theory with no free parameters in which the effective temper-

ature is determined self-consistently. Specifically, we make the ansatz that vibrational

transitions are rapid enough to “thermalize” those high-lying levels with a Boltzmann

distribution described by an effective temperature, so they may be grouped together

into a separate population “pool”. The main justification of this ansatz is that thermal-

ization among vibrational states is through bimolecular collisions, meaning the rates

increase with pressure, while vibrational-state relaxation occurs through diffusion to

the walls, which goes as the inverse of pressure. Therefore, the higher the pressure,

the more vibrational thermalizing collisions occur before diffusion to the walls relaxes

the excitation, and so the model becomes more accurate in the high-pressure regime

where these extra vibrational levels are relevant to the inversion. More details are

discussed in Section 2.5.

Moreover, we have developed a complete ab-initio theory that accurately captures

the interplay of millions of degrees of freedom in the laser, including many collisional

processes that people neglected or approximated, such as inhomogeneous broaden-

ing, dipole–dipole collisions, symmetry-preserving thermalization, V-swap processes,

molecule–wall collisions, velocity subclasses, and spatial diffusion. An efficient nu-

merical solver is developed to find the steady state directly, without time evolution,

as a system of millions of coupled nonlinear rate equations. Not only does the model
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match experiments; it also unexpectedly shows that our laser exhibits remarkable

conversion efficiency, up to 39% of the Manley–Rowe limit which is 10× greater than

the best commercial OPFIR laser, while the cavity volume is 1,000× smaller.
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1.3 Frequency tunability of OPFIR lasers

Though we have realized a high-efficiency OPFIR laser with compact cavity size, the

whole OPFIR laser system still requires a large-size CO2 laser as the pump source.

CO2 pump laser also prevents the frequency tunability. It requires the molecular gas

and pump laser line to be changed each time a new frequency is needed. Therefore,

the huge size and lack of frequency tunability still limit OPFIR lasers from widespread

use.

In this thesis, we will introduce a revolutionary OPFIR laser by replacing CO2

laser with a continuously tunable mid-infrared pump source, the quantum cascade

laser (QCL) [25–27]. A single QCL may excite almost any ro-vibrational transition

of almost any molecule, which easily realizes the broad terahertz tunability.

We will use nitrous oxide (N2O, laughing gas) as the gain medium to demonstrate

broad frequency-tunability over 31 lines spanning 0.25–0.80 THz, each with kilohertz

linewidths. The comprehensive OPFIR laser model equips us with the ability to study

the QCL-pumped molecular laser extensively. We will show laser lines spanning more

than 1 THz with powers greater than one milliwatt are possible from many molecular

gases pumped by commercially-available QCLs.
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Chapter 2

An ab-initio Modeling Framework for

OPFIR Lasers
1

In this chapter, we’ll present both an innovative theoretical model and an experimen-

tal validation of OPFIR lasers. In particular, we develop the ab-initio model based

on the prototypical molecular gas Methyl Fluoride (CH3F), which is widely used as

gain medium in many OPFIR lasers [9]. An effective temperature model is developed

to include high-lying vibrational levels to overcome the vibrational bottleneck at high

pressures. Our theory matches experiments quantitatively, within experimental un-

certainties with no free parameters, by accurately capturing the interplay of millions

of degrees of freedom in the laser. It also shows that our compact laser with 1,000

× smaller in volume exhibits more than 10× greater efficiency than the best com-

mercial laser, pointing out a new high-efficiency regime for terahertz gas-phase lasers.

We believe that these results will revive interest in OPFIR laser as a powerful and

compact source of terahertz radiation.

Here, we will review the energy structure of the molecule CH3F in Section 2.1,

following which the experimental results are presented in Section 2.2. A series of

nonlinear rate equations is developed in Section 2.3 to describe the pump transition

1This chapter is based on: Fan Wang, Jeongwon Lee, Dane J. Phillips, Samuel G. Holliday,
Song-Liang Chua, Jorge Bravo-Abad, John D. Joannopoulos, Marin Soljačić, Steven G. Johnson,
and Henry O. Everitt. A high-efficiency regime for gas-phase terahertz lasers. Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, USA, 115(26):6614–6619, 2018.
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and the complex nonlinear interactions between many vibrational and rotational lev-

els, and between the molecules and the cavity wall. An efficient numerical solver by

fixed point iteration with Anderson acceleration is developed to obtain the steady-

state population for all rotational and vibrational levels. In section 2.4, we’ll present

how the THz output power is then self-consistently computed with the calculated

population inversion. Section 2.5 describes in detail the implementation of effective

temperature model (EVM) and shows that pressure bottleneck can be reproduced

without EVM, while a full match with experiments is obtained with EVM. More

theoretical results and discussions on the population inversion, gain coefficients, and

laser efficiency are presented in Section 2.6, following which the optimization of the

cavity geometry is shown in Section 2.7 to maximize the conversion efficiency and the

THz output power.
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2.1 Review of molecular structure of CH3F

2.1.1 Energy levels of CH3F

Figure 2-1: Molecular structure of CH3F.

Vibrational energy levels of symmetric top molecules

A schematic diagram of CH3F is shown in Fig. 2-1. In CH3F, there are 𝑁 = 5 atoms,

so its total degrees of freedom are 3𝑁 − 6 = 9. Three vibrational modes are doubly

degenerate, therefore CH3F has 6 distinct vibrational modes. Animations of all the

vibrational modes can be found online (https://people.chem.ucsb.edu/laverman/

leroy/GauchoSpace/CH3F_vib.html). The energy of vibrational mode 𝑘 is

𝐸𝑘,𝑛 =

(︂
𝑛 +

1

2

)︂
ℎ̄𝜔𝑘 (2.1)

where ℎ̄𝜔𝑘 is the characteristic energy for mode 𝑘, and 𝑛 = 0, 1, · · · is the level of

excitation. Then the vibrational energy difference between adjacent excitations of

mode 𝑘 is simply ℎ̄𝜔𝑘. For methyl fluoride, ℎ̄𝜔𝑘 of the six vibrational modes are

listed in Appendix A. In particular, the excitation frequency of v3 mode for 13CH3F
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is 1027.49 cm−1. Figure 2-2(b) shows the vibrational energy levels of 13CH3F up to

3000cm−1.

Rotational energy levels

Each vibrational state is split into many rotational levels. CH3F has three-fold rota-

tional symmetry along the C–F bond and belongs to the symmetry group 𝐶3𝑣. It is

also categorized as a prolate symmetric top molecule [29] in which two moments of

inertia are equal and greater than the third, i.e., 𝐼𝑥 = 𝐼𝑦 > 𝐼𝑧. The Hamiltonian of

CH3F as a rigid rotor can be written as

𝐻 =
𝑃 2

2𝐼𝑦
+

(︂
1

2𝐼𝑧
− 1

2𝐼𝑦

)︂
𝑃 2
𝑧 . (2.2)

From quantum mechanics, the rotational energy levels are

𝐸𝑟 = ⟨𝐽,𝐾,𝑀 |𝐻|𝐽,𝐾,𝑀⟩ = 𝐵𝐽(𝐽 + 1) + (𝐴−𝐵)𝐾2, (2.3)

in which |𝐽,𝐾,𝑀⟩ is the eigenstate. 𝐽 is the angular momentum quantum number.

𝐾 and 𝑀 are the projections of 𝐽 satisfying −𝐽 ≤ 𝐾,𝑀 ≤ 𝐽 . States with +𝐾 and

−𝐾 are degenerate, as are all values of 𝑀 . So each rotational level can be labeled by

|𝐽,𝐾⟩ with 0 ≤ 𝐾 ≤ 𝐽 . In (2.3),

𝐴 = ℎ̄2/2𝐼𝑧, 𝐵 = ℎ̄2/2𝐼𝑦 (2.4)

are the rotational constants. For CH3F, 𝐴 ≈ 150 GHz, and 𝐵 ≈ 25 GHz (the Planck

constant ℎ is neglected here for convenience.). The rotational transition energy of

|𝐽 + 1, 𝐾⟩ → |𝐽,𝐾⟩ is

𝐸𝐽+1→𝐽 = 2𝐵(𝐽 + 1), (2.5)

which is approximately 50(𝐽 + 1) GHz for CH3F.

Note that (2.3) assumes body fixed symmetric top molecules. With centrifugal
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stretching, a more accurate expression of the rotational energy levels is

𝐸𝑟 = 𝐵𝐽(𝐽 + 1) + (𝐴−𝐵)𝐾2 −𝐷𝐽𝐽
2(𝐽 + 1)2 −𝐷𝐽𝐾𝐽(𝐽 + 1)𝐾2 −𝐷𝐾𝐾

4 (2.6)

Values of all the rotational constants 𝐴,𝐵,𝐷𝐽 , 𝐷𝐽𝐾 , and 𝐷𝐾 for both 12CH3F and
13CH3F are listed in Appendix A. Schematics of the rotational energy levels of 13CH3F

are shown in Fig. 2-2(b).

Due to the orientation of hydrogen nuclei spin, molecules of symmetric top molecules

like CH3F are categorized into two symmetry species, labeled by A and E. The cat-

egorization is related to 𝐾 quantum number. Molecules with 𝐾 = 3𝑛 where 𝑛 is an

integer are categorized as A type, and molecules with 𝐾 ̸= 3𝑛 are categorized as E

type [28].

The degeneracy of state |𝐽,𝐾⟩ is obtained by

𝑔 = 𝑔𝑀𝑔𝐾𝑔𝐼 , (2.7)

where 𝑔𝑀 and 𝑔𝐾 are the degeneracies of quantum number 𝑀 and 𝐾, respectively.

𝑔𝐼 describes the degeneracy of exchange of identical hydrogen nuclei spin. So

𝑔𝑀 = (2𝐽 + 1), 𝑔𝐾 =

⎧
⎨
⎩

1, if 𝐾 = 0

2, if 𝐾 > 0
, 𝑔𝐼 =

⎧
⎨
⎩

2, if 𝐾 = 3𝑛

1, if 𝐾 ̸= 3𝑛
(2.8)

where 𝑛 is nonnegative integers.

When the pump laser frequency matches the ro-vibrational transition frequency

between rotational level 𝐽𝐿 in the ground vibrational state and rotational level 𝐽𝑈

in the excited vibrational state, it can create population inversion and produces a

THz laser. For polar molecules with permanent dipole moments, the selection rule

for allowed ro-vibrational transitions is 𝐽𝑈 = 𝐽𝐿 + 1, 𝐽𝐿, and 𝐽𝐿 − 1, which are called

R-, Q-, and P-branch transitions, respectively. In this thesis, we mainly focus on the

R-branch transition.
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Figure 2-2: Schematics of (a) the laser cavity and (b) molecular energy levels of
13CH3F. The energy levels consist of vibrational levels vℓ, with A and E symme-
tries [19], composed of rotational levels with quantum numbers J and K. The IR
pump excites a transition between levels L and U, and lasing occurs for both the
“direct” inversion between U and U–1 and the “refilling” inversion between L+1 and
L.
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2.2 Experimental measurements and artificial pres-

sure bottlenecking

Fig. 2-2(a) depicts our OPFIR laser system: a line-tunable CO2 pump laser (𝜆 =

9.7𝜇m) is focused through a pinhole in the front copper mirror into a 5mm×14.3cm

copper tube filled with 13CH3F gas. The lasing transition is brought into resonance

with the cavity by a copper-plunger rear mirror that adjusts the cavity length, and

the resulting laser power emerges from the same pinhole, after which it is detected

by a heterodyne receiver.

In 13CH3F, the coincidence between the 9P(32) line of the pump laser and the

R3(4) ro-vibrational transition in 13CH3F produces two rotational population inver-

sions, the “direct” 𝐽 = 5 → 4 (with 𝐾 = 3, type A) inversion in v3 with frequency

245.351 GHz and a corresponding “refilling” rotational transition in the type A ground

vibrational level v0 with frequency 248.559 GHz [30]. The heterodyne receiver distin-

guishes the lasing transitions and measures their intensity as a function of pressure

and the input pump power.

In experiments, the pump beam from a grating-tuned Apollo CO2 laser (Model

570), producing as much as 15W on the 9P(32) line at 9.657 𝜇m, was focused through

a 1mm diameter pinhole in a gold-coated copper plate by a 10cm focal length ZnSe

lens into the 0.5cm diameter, 14.3cm long OPFIR laser cavity with a base pressure

of < 10−4 Torr and a transmitted laser power 2/3 of the incident power (e.g. 10W

input pump power at maximum output). The cavity was composed of copper tubing

with a gold-coated cylindrical copper plunger inserted into the rear of the cavity to

adjust the cavity length while using a bellows to maintain a vacuum seal. In each

measurement for a given pressure and pump power, the plunger was adjusted to tune

the cavity resonance either to the direct or refilling transition, then the detuning

of the CO2 laser was adjusted with a piezoelectric transducer mounted on a pump

cavity mirror to maximize the OPFIR laser output intensity. The 1.2mm wavelength

laser radiation strongly diffracted from the 1mm diameter pinhole, so only a fraction

was captured for detection through a series of copper pipes, copper mirrors, and
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Teflon lenses. Attenuators with unknown absorbance were used to limit the power

reaching the detector to ensure it remained in the linear-response regime. A Virginia

Diodes heterodyne receiver operating in the 220–330GHz band was used to measure

the frequency and strength of the OPFIR laser emission. The width of the measured

emission lines was less than 3MHz, determined not by the laser but by the detection

bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer used to display the intermediate frequency.

Figure 2-6(a) shows the measured output power as a function of gas pressure, for

various input pump powers (3.3 W, 6.6 W, and 10 W) and for both the direct (solid

lines) and refilling (dashed lines) transitions. In contrast with previous theoretical

models that predicted a pump power-independent vibrational bottleneck, the experi-

mental results show no vibrational bottleneck on either transition. In fact, increasing

pump power produces higher-pressure operation, indicating even stronger emission

and higher pressures are achievable. This confirms of the failure of all previous theory

with only a few vibrational levels that creates artificial high-pressure bottlenecking.

In the following sections, a far more comprehensive theoretical model is developed to

fully describe the high-pressure operation in the compact OPFIR lasers.
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2.3 Numerical modeling: Population inversion

To understand the lack of vibrational bottlenecking, a thorough model of OPFIR

laser operation must capture many different physical processes. Gas-phase molecules

typically have hundreds to thousands of thermally populated rotational energy levels

in the same vibrational modes as the pumped states (L→U).

It has previously been shown that rapid collisional thermalization maintains a

Boltzmann distribution of population across most rotational states within a given

vibrational level vℓ and symmetry type (A or E); consequently, they may be modeled

as a thermal pool [18]. This thermal-pool approximation dramatically simplifies

models of the collision physics by reducing the number of levels that must be indi-

vidually included and collision cross-sections that must be known to those few most

closely connected to L and U.

Nevertheless, after the pump excites molecules from L to U, a complicated set

of collisional relaxation processes ensues, both bimolecular rotational energy transfer

and molecular diffusion to the walls for ro-vibrational thermalization, so that pop-

ulation inversions between L+1 and L (refilling) and U and U−1 (direct) occur in

a manner that depends sensitively on the input pump power, pressure, radial pop-

ulation distribution, cavity length, and cavity mode. All these collisional processes

will be discussed term by term in the following section of rate equations. In partic-

ular, molecule–wall collisions are the primary pathway for vibrational relaxation in

OPFIR lasers. Since the diffusion rate goes as 1/𝑝𝑅2 for pressure 𝑝 and cell radius

𝑅, typical large-diameter glass OPFIR lasers require operation at low pressure, while

small-diameter metallic cells are favored for high-pressure operation (with the tradeoff

of increased ohmic losses at the lasing frequency).

The infrared pump creates non-thermal rotational populations 𝑁 r
ℓ and non-equilibrium

populations of vibrational thermal pools 𝑁v
𝑝 , and the goal is to predict these differ-

ences 𝑁 from the equilibrium (unpumped) populations and their consequences for

THz gain. Our semiclassical theoretical model consists of a set of rate equations

giving �̇� = 𝜕𝑁/𝜕𝑡 for both 𝑁 r
ℓ and 𝑁v

𝑝 . Below, we begin by describing these rate
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equations (which include various transitions, coupling to the pump, and an effective-

temperature model discussed later for unknown vibrational levels), then explain how

the �̇� = 0 steady state is found, and finally how the output power is extracted

self-consistently from the populations.

2.3.1 Rate equations

The rotational-level rate equations for symmetry type A are given by:

𝑑𝑁 r
ℓ (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
=
∑︁

ℓ′

−𝛾ℓℓ′𝑁
r
ℓ (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) + 𝛾ℓ′ℓ𝑁

r
ℓ′(𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡)

−
(︀
𝛾SPT
ℓ𝑝 + 𝛾VS

ℓ𝑝

)︀
𝑁 r

ℓ (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡)

+ 𝑅pump(𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡)

+ 𝐷∇2𝑁 r
ℓ (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡).

(2.9)

Here, population density of energy level ℓ 𝑁 r
ℓ (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) depends on molecular axial (the

direction of the pump beam) velocity 𝑣, position 𝑟, time 𝑡. Because the problem is

axisymmetric, we simplify 𝑟 to only the radial position 𝑟 and eliminate the axial (𝑧−)

dependence by an averaging procedure described in Section 2.3.2.

The first two terms in equation (2.9) describe the dipole–dipole collisions. 13CH3F

is a polar molecule with permanent dipole moment 𝜇0 = 1.86 Debye. Dipole–dipole

collision is one of the most dominant collisional processes. From quantum mechanics,

rotational selection rule for interaction of an external field with an electric dipole

is ∆𝐽 = 0,±1, and ∆𝐾 = 0. So the dipole–dipole collision introduces rotational

transition between adjacent rotational levels, i.e., ℓ′ = ℓ±1. 𝛾ℓℓ′ denotes the transition

rate from ℓ → ℓ′ and is obtained by multiplying the dipole–dipole transition rate 𝛾DD

with the branching ratio with a Boltzmann factor 𝜌𝑙𝑙′ ,

𝛾ℓℓ′ = 𝛾DD𝜌𝑙𝑙′ (2.10)
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with

𝛾DD = 𝑛tot⟨𝑣rel⟩𝜎DD (2.11)

where 𝑛tot is the total population density, ⟨𝑣rel⟩ is the average relative velocity between

colliding molecules,

⟨𝑣rel⟩ =

√︂
16𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜋𝑚
(2.12)

in which 𝑚 is the molecular mass in atomic mass unit. In (2.11), 𝜎DD is the dipole–

dipole collision cross section. For methyl fluoride, 𝜎DD is measured to be 320 Å2 [21].

𝜌𝑙𝑙′ in (2.10) is written as

𝜌𝐽→𝐽+1 =
(𝐽 + 1)2 −𝐾2

(𝐽 + 1)(2𝐽 + 1)
𝑒
− Δ𝐸

𝑘𝐵𝑇 , and 𝜌𝐽→𝐽−1 =
𝐽2 −𝐾2

𝐽(2𝐽 + 1)
, (2.13)

in which 𝐽 and 𝐾 are the rotational quantum numbers, and ∆𝐸 is the energy differ-

ence between the two rotational levels [28].

In the second line in equation (2.9), −𝛾SPT
ℓ𝑝 𝑁 𝑟

ℓ describes a symmetry-preserving

thermalization (SPT) process that moves non-thermal population in rotational level ℓ

to its associated vibrational thermal pool 𝑝 with the same A or E symmetry type [19].

The collisional cross section for SPT process is 𝜎SPT = 137Å2.

−𝛾VS
ℓ𝑝 𝑁 𝑟

ℓ describes a slower “V-swap” (VS) process that moves non-thermal rota-

tional population to both A and E thermal pools with an equal probability [19]. Its

cross section for CH3F is 𝜎VS = 21Å2 at room temperature.

The pump rate term 𝑅pump(𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) in (2.9) involves only levels L and U associated

with the infrared pump transition [28]:

𝑅pump(𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) =

[︂
𝑁 tot

L (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) − 𝑔L
𝑔U

𝑁 tot
U (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡)

]︂
𝑝L→U · (𝛿𝑙,U − 𝛿𝑙,L), (2.14)

in which 𝑁 tot
L (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) and 𝑁 tot

U (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡) are the total population for levels L and U,

respectively. The total population is the sum of non-thermal and thermal population.
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𝑔L and 𝑔U are the degeneracies of L and U. And the transition probability 𝑝L→U is

given by

𝑝L→U =
8𝜋3

3ℎ2𝑐

|⟨𝐽 ′, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2
𝜋𝑅2

[︀
𝑃 forw
pump𝑓

forw
𝑏 (𝜈, 𝜈𝑝) + 𝑃 back

pump𝑓
back
𝑏 (𝜈, 𝜈𝑝)

]︀
.

(2.15)

Here, 𝑅 is the cell radius, |⟨𝐽 ′, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 is the dipole matrix element for

the pump transition. For methyl fluoride, the dipole derivative square is obtained

by experimental measurement as 0.027 Debye2. A more detailed discussion of the

dipole matrix element is found in Appendix G. 𝑃 forw
pump and 𝑃 back

pump are the effective

pump intensities in both forward (incident direction of pump beam, or +𝑧) and back-

ward (−𝑧) propagation directions by a 𝑧-average procedure over the self-consistent

IR absorption coefficients. Detailed discussion on how to compute the absorption co-

efficients and effective pump intensities are present in the following section. In (2.15),

𝑓𝑏(𝜈, 𝜈𝑝) is the area-normalized lineshape function for the pump absorption. Here, it

is a Lorentzian including pressure [31] and AC-Stark [32] broadening. Both forward

and backward directions are included due to the reflection of the back mirror. In

𝑓𝑏(𝜈, 𝜈𝑝), 𝜈𝑝 denotes the pump frequency, and

𝜈 = 𝜈0

(︁
1 +

𝑣

𝑐

)︁
(2.16)

is the Doppler-shifted transition frequency for velocity 𝑣. So The following section

provides the exact formulae and further discussions for 𝑓𝑏(𝜈, 𝜈𝑝).

The final term in equation (2.9) describes the spatial diffusion with a diffusion

coefficient 𝐷 = 1
3
⟨𝑣abs⟩ℓmf where ⟨𝑣abs⟩ is the averaged absolute velocity and ℓmf is

the mean free path [11] determined by temperature 𝑇 , pressure 𝑝 in mTorr, and

gas-kinetic cross section 𝜎GKC:

ℓmf = 0.732
𝑇

𝑝 𝜎GKC

. (2.17)

with 𝜎GKC = 44 Å2 for CH3F.
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Similarly, the rate equations for the vibrational thermal pools for a sym-

metry type 𝑆 (= A or E) are written as:

�̇�v
𝑝,𝑆(𝑟, 𝑡) =

∑︁

𝑝′

−𝛾𝑝𝑝′𝑁
v
𝑝,𝑆(𝑟, 𝑡) + 𝛾𝑝′𝑝𝑁

v
𝑝′,𝑆(𝑟, 𝑡)

+ �̇�VS
𝑝,𝑆(𝑟, 𝑡)

+
∑︁

ℓ

[︃
𝛿𝑆,A𝛾

SPT
ℓ𝑝 +

𝛾VS
ℓ𝑝

2

]︃∫︁
𝑑𝑣𝑁 r

ℓ (𝑣, 𝑟, 𝑡)

+ 𝐷∇2𝑁v
𝑝,𝑆(𝑟, 𝑡).

(2.18)

Unlike the rotational population, we do not distinguish the vibrational-pool popula-

tion 𝑁v
𝑝,𝑆 by axial velocity since they do not directly absorb the pump. The first two

terms describe the intermolecular collision between vibrational level 𝑝 → 𝑝′ and vice

versa, for instance between v3 and v6 with a cross section 𝜎V6→V3 = 3.21Å2 [19]. V-

swap transitions also occur among vibrational states, described by the second line in

equation (2.18). We consider the most common form of this collision between a V3A

and a V0E molecule: V3A + V0E ↔ V0A + V3E [19]. This is a nonlinear process be-

cause the collisional rate depends on the unknown population of colliding molecules.

A detailed description of the V-swap process is discussed in Appendix F.The third

line in equation (2.18) describes the SPT and VS processes that move non-thermal

rotational level ℓ to the associated vibrational thermal pool 𝑝, as described previously.

The final term describes the diffusion as discussed above.

2.3.2 Line shape function, IR pump absorption, and effective

pump intensity

As explained above, 𝑓𝑏(𝜈, 𝜈𝑝) is the area-normalized lineshape function including pres-

sure [31] and AC-Stark [32] broadening. 𝜈𝑝 is the pump frequency, and 𝜈 is the

transition frequency of molecules with axial velocity 𝑣. By the relativistic Doppler

effect, 𝜈± = 𝜈0(1 ± 𝑣/𝑐) for the forward (+) and backward (−) directions, where

𝜈0 = 31.04THz is the intrinsic transition frequency between L and U for 13CH3F. The
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lineshape function 𝑓±
𝑏 (𝜈±, 𝜈𝑝) is a convolution of pressure and AC-Stark broadening

effects:

𝑓±
𝑏 (𝜈±, 𝜈𝑝) = 𝑓𝑝(𝜈

±, 𝜈𝑝) * 𝑓±
S (𝜈±, 𝜈𝑝)

where

𝑓𝑝(𝜈
±, 𝜈𝑝) =

1

𝜋

∆𝜈𝑝
(𝜈± − 𝜈𝑝)2 + ∆𝜈2

𝑝

is the pressure broadening line shape function with linewidth proportional to gas

pressure:

∆𝜈𝑝 =
1

2𝜋∆𝜏
≈ 15 MHz/Torr (2.19)

in which ∆𝜏 is the mean collision time [28]). The AC-Stark broadening line shape

function 𝑓±
S (𝜈±, 𝜈𝑝) can also be approximated by a Lorentzian with linewidth [32]

∆𝜈±
S =

|⟨𝐽 ′, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|
2𝜋ℎ̄

√︃
2𝑃±

pump

𝜋𝜖0𝑐𝑅
= 0.38

√︁
𝑃±
pump/Watt

𝑅/cm
.

Note that the average pump power 𝑃±
pump is different for the +𝑧 direction and the

reflected power in the −𝑧 direction, as described below. The convolution of two

Lorentzians is also a Lorentzian with the sum of the linewidths, so we obtain

𝑓±
𝑏 (𝜈±, 𝜈𝑝) =

1

𝜋

∆𝜈±

(𝜈± − 𝜈𝑝)2 + (∆𝜈±)2
(2.20)

with

∆𝜈± = ∆𝜈𝑝 + ∆𝜈±
S . (2.21)
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Infarared pump absorption coefficient as a function of radial position 𝑟 is integrated

over all velocity subclasses [28]

𝛼±(𝑟) =
8𝜋3𝜈𝑝
3ℎ𝑐

|⟨𝐽 ′, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2
∫︁

𝑔±(𝑣)

[︂
𝑁 tot

𝐿 (𝑣, 𝑟) − 𝑔𝐿
𝑔𝑈

𝑁 tot
𝑈 (𝑣, 𝑟)

]︂
𝑑𝑣

(2.22)

in which ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝑅 is the cavity radius,

𝜈𝑝 is the pump frequency, and |⟨𝐽 ′, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 is the dipole matrix ele-

ment for the pump transition. For methyl fluoride, the dipole derivative square is

0.027 Debye2 [28]. 𝑔±(𝑣) = 𝑓±
𝑏 (𝜈±(𝑣), 𝜈𝑝) is the pump absorption line shape function

for molecules with axial speed 𝑣. 𝑔±(𝑣) peaks when the pump frequency 𝜈𝑝 is equal

to the Doppler-shifted transition frequency for 𝑣. Note that 𝛼±(𝑟) is different in the

forward (+) and backward (−) directions since they have different Doppler shifts and

different population distributions.

The spatially averaged pump absorption coefficient is obtained by:

𝛼± =

∫︀ 𝑅

0
𝛼±(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
∫︀ 𝑅

0
𝑟𝑑𝑟

.

Figure Fig. 2-3 shows the IR absorption spectrum 𝛼+ in the forward direction at

100 mTorr and 400 mTorr with various input pump powers. 𝜈0 = 31.0427 THz is the

center frequency for the L–U transition, while the CO2 pump laser is incident at a

frequency 25 MHz greater than 𝜈0, i.e., 𝜈𝑝 = 𝜈0 + 25 MHz. The figure shows a dip at

the pump frequency because of reduced population in the L level. This is also called

inhomogeneous broadening. The width of the dip increases with pressure and pump

power, as described in (2.21). The width becomes so broad at 400 mTorr that its

effect is hard to see. There is an extra dip at −25 MHz from the reflection at the

back mirror of the cavity, with a relatively weaker strength due to weaker effective

intensity of the reflected pump.

Insider the cavity, the pump photon travels back and forth, reflects off of the front

and back gold-coated copper mirrors, and transmits through the pinhole in the front
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Figure 2-3: IR absorption spectrum at 100 mTorr and 400 mTorr with various input
pump powers. 𝜈0 = 31.0427 THz is the frequency of the L–U transition, while the
CO2 pump laser is incident at a frequency 25 MHz > 𝜈0.

mirror. We sum all the trips to obtain an effective 𝑧-averaged pump power in each

direction. The loss for one round trip is (1 − 𝛽) with

𝛽 = 𝑅1𝑅2 𝑒
−(𝛼++𝛼−)𝐿 (2.23)

where 𝑅2 is the reflection on the back mirror at the pump frequency. Here, we have

𝑅2 = 0.95. 𝑅1 = 0.96 × 0.95 = 0.912 is the reflection of the front mirror considering

an extra 4% leakage from the pinhole. Then the 𝑧−averaged effective pump power is

computed by:

𝑃+
pump =

𝑃0

1 − 𝛽

∫︀ 𝐿

0
exp (−𝛼+𝑧) 𝑑𝑧

𝐿
=

1

1 − 𝛽

1 − exp(−𝛼+𝐿)

𝛼+𝐿
𝑃0 (2.24)

𝑃−
pump =

𝑅2 exp(−𝛼+𝐿)

1 − 𝛽
· 1 − exp(−𝛼−𝐿)

𝛼−𝐿
𝑃0 (2.25)
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where 𝑃0 is the input pump power. If the round trip loss and the absorption coefficient

are small enough, the effective pump intensity can be greater than the incident pump

power due to pump-photon accumulation inside the cavity. While if the absorption

coefficient is big enough, the effective pump intensity can be much smaller than the

incident power due to fast decaying.

Note that the lineshape functions, pump absorption coefficients, and the effective

pump intensities introduce nonlinearities to the rate equations. We will discuss how

to numerically solve the nonlinear rate equations self-consistently in later sections.

2.3.3 Molecule–wall collisions and boundary conditions

Molecule–wall collision is the primary vibrational relaxation pathways of molecules.

The wall collision process in a cylindrical cell depends on molecular diffusion, which

acts to produce a radial spatial variation in the molecular population. Furthermore,

the wall collision produces a Boltzmann distribution of the population based on the

wall temperature (300K). Therefore, the majority of vibrationally excited molecules

are de-excited to v0 after wall collision, and are distributed thermally in the two

thermal pools (A and E types) of v0 while preserving symmetry type.

Traditionally, a wall-collision rate 𝑘𝑤 was introduced in the rate equations. For

example in Ref. [11], 𝑘𝑤 at a radial position 𝑟 (0 < 𝑟 < 𝑅) was approximated as

𝑘𝑤 =

⎧
⎨
⎩

𝑣avgℓmf/(𝑅− 𝑟)2 if 𝑟 ∈ [0,max(0, 𝑅− ℓmf)]

𝑣abs/(𝑅− 𝑟) if 𝑟 ∈ [max(0, 𝑅− ℓmf), 𝑅].

Here, ℓmf is the pressure-dependent mean free path, 𝑣avg is the average relative velocity

between molecules, and 𝑣abs is the average absolute velocity of molecules. Even though

𝑘𝑤 is qualitatively correct in that it increases as 𝑟 approaches the wall, this simplified

treatment of the wall collision rate was increasingly inadequate at high operating

pressures above 1 Torr. Though we can re-derive 𝑘𝑤 more rigorously by integrating the

molecule–wall colliding angle, 𝑘𝑤 as a function of position 𝑟 per se is an approximation

since wall collision occurs just at the wall. The diffusion term 𝐷∇2𝑁 already captures
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the motion of molecules to/from the wall, so a purely local boundary condition is more

correct than the nonlocal collision rate used previously [11].

We use a standard Neumann boundary condition (𝜕𝑁/𝜕𝑟 = 0) for rotational popu-

lation to represent impermeable walls, but with a different vibrational-level boundary

condition that expresses the wall relaxation. As discussed above, wall collisions ther-

malize the vibrational levels and redistribute molecules into all possible vibrational

levels of the same symmetry 𝑆 according to a Boltzmann distribution characterized

by 𝑇wall. Note that the population flux in 𝑟 (or �̂�) direction is

−𝐷∇𝑁 = −𝐷
𝜕𝑁

𝜕𝑟
�̂�.

A Robin boundary condition similar to “surface-reaction” boundary conditions used

in chemistry [33] is applied for vibrational thermal pool 𝑝:

−𝐷
𝜕𝑁𝑝

𝜕𝑟
= 𝑣(1 − 𝑞𝑝)𝑁𝑝/2 − 𝑣𝑞𝑝

∑︁

𝑝′ ̸=𝑝

𝑁𝑝′/2, at 𝑟 = 𝑅 (2.26)

in which 𝑞𝑝 is the population fraction of vibrational level 𝑝 for a Boltzmann distri-

bution at the wall temperature (𝑇wall = 300K) and 𝑣 is the average velocity of the

population flux perpendicular to the wall. Appendix B shows 𝑣 = ⟨𝑣abs⟩/2. The

factor of 1/2 in (2.26) comes from the consideration that only half of the population

move towards the wall.

2.3.4 Numerical solver: fixed point iteration and Anderson

acceleration

In this section, we will discuss how to build a numerical solver with enormous compu-

tational improvement that allows us to include not only millions of population degrees

of freedom but also many physical processes that other authors neglected or approx-

imated. In particular as discussed in previous sections, we include dipole–dipole

collisions between rotational states, SPT between nonthermal rotational states and

vibrational thermal pools, the V-swap process, molecule–wall collisions, and spatial
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diffusion. For the inhomogeneously broadened pump absorption, we include Doppler,

AC-Stark, and pressure broadening of all velocity subclasses, and we determine the

𝑧−average pump intensity self-consistently, including spectral hole burning and pump

saturation, with the absorption coefficient calculated from the populations.

Given a set of nonlinear rate equations, most authors evolve them in time until

the steady state is obtained [11], but this approach is severely inefficient, especially

at high pressures where timescales for different relaxation processes diverge widely.

Instead, we solve for the steady state directly, without time evolution, by setting

�̇�ℓ = 0, �̇�𝑝 = 0 (2.27)

in Eqs. (2.9, 2.18). The nonlinearity of the rate equations arises from the pump

term, V-swap collision between vibrational levels, and the EVT model discussed in

the following section.

Our nonlinear solver is based on the fixed-point iteration with Anderson acceler-

ation (AA) [34].

Fixed point iteration is a convenient numerical method for solving nonlinear equa-

tions. We can write the problem in a general form of

𝒜(𝑝,𝑥)𝑥 = 𝑏(𝑝), (2.28)

where 𝑥 is the unknown population density, 𝑝 denotes parameters of molecular proper-

ties, collisional cross sections, and pump parameters, 𝒜(𝑝,𝑥) is the matrix describing

the collisional transitions, pump process, and diffusion. 𝒜(𝑝,𝑥) nonlinearly depends

on both the population density 𝑥 and parameters 𝑝. 𝑏 is related to the pump. The

solution

𝑥 = 𝒜[𝑝,𝑥]−1𝑏 ≡ 𝑔(𝑥), (2.29)
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can be numerically computed by the fixed-point iteration:

initial guess: 𝑥0,

do: 𝑥1 = 𝑔(𝑥0),

𝑥2 = 𝑔(𝑥1),

· · ·

𝑥𝑛 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑛−1),

until convergence:
||𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛−1||

||𝑥𝑛||
< 𝜖

where 𝜖 is the convergence criterial for the relative error.

The fixed-point iteration doesn’t require the computation of Jacobian matrix as

required in other popular nonlinear solvers such as Newton’s method. This makes

it extremely convenient to add and modify the collisional terms straightforwardly

without deriving the derivatives. It also allows us to easily turn on and off each

physical collisional process, and efficiently helps to explore the importance of all the

collisional processes.

One practical problem of the fixed-point iteration is that the algorithm doesn’t

converge when the nonlinearity increases with increasing pump power. The solution

is to use a different fixed-point form based on the convergent solution with smaller

pump power. In particular, assume the solution 𝑥0 with parameter 𝑝0 based on the

above simple algorithm is obtained. For parameter 𝑝 with higher pump power, the

fixed-point problem is modified as

𝒜[𝑝,𝑥] = 𝒜[𝑝0,𝑥0] + ℬ[𝑝,𝑥], (2.30)

𝑔(𝑥) = 𝒜[𝑝0,𝑥0] ∖ (𝑏− (𝒜[𝑝,𝑥] −𝒜0[𝑝0,𝑥0])𝑥) (2.31)

This new fixed-point formula not only overcomes the divergence issue for 𝑝 ≈ 𝑝0, but

also dramatically saves the computational time because the matrix 𝒜[𝑝0,𝑥0] needs

only one factorization for all iterations.

Another way to improve the convergence rate of the fixed-point iteration is to use
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the Anderson Acceleration (AA) scheme [34]. Instead of updating the solution by

𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑘), AA updates the solution as a linear combination of multiple previous

steps:

𝑥𝑘+1 =

𝑚𝑘∑︁

𝑖=0

𝛼
(𝑘)
𝑖 𝑔(𝑥𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑖) (2.32)

subject to (2.33)

min
𝛼
(𝑘)
𝑖

||
𝑚𝑘∑︁

𝑖=0

𝛼
(𝑘)
𝑖 𝑓𝑖||2, 𝑠.𝑡.

𝑚𝑘∑︁

𝑖=0

𝛼
(𝑘)
𝑖 = 1. (2.34)

where 𝑚𝑘 = min(𝑚, 𝑘) is the number of previously steps used to span the new solution

space, subject to condition that linear coefficients 𝛼
(𝑘)
𝑖 minimize the residuals, with

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑥𝑖 being the residual at step 𝑖. The solution to (2.34) gives the AA

algorithm [34]

𝑥𝑘+1 = 𝑔(𝑥𝑘) −
𝑚𝑘−1∑︁

𝑖=0

𝛾
(𝑘)
𝑖 [𝑔(𝑥𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑖+1) − 𝑔(𝑥𝑘−𝑚𝑘+𝑖)] (2.35)

= 𝑥𝑘 + 𝑓𝑘 − (𝒳𝑘 + ℱ𝑘)𝛾(𝑘) (2.36)

where 𝒳𝑘 = (∆𝑥𝑘−𝑚𝑘
, · · · ,∆𝑥𝑘−1) with ∆𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖+1−𝑥𝑖, ℱ𝑘 = (∆𝑓𝑘−𝑚𝑘

, · · · ,∆𝑓𝑘−1)

with ∆𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖+1−𝑓𝑖, and 𝛾(𝑘) = (ℱ𝑇
𝑘 ℱ𝑘)−1ℱ𝑇

𝑘 𝑓𝑘 assuming ℱ𝑘 is full ranked. The idea

of updating the new solution based on multiple previous steps is similar to Krylov

space. It can be proved that Anderson acceleration is “essentially equivalent” in a

certain sense to the GMRES method for solving linear problems [34].

Figure 2-4 shows the convergence rate of the fixed-point iteration with and without

AA. In the example, the gas pressure is 800 mTorr, and the pump power is 5.0 Watt.

The solver converges within 30 iterations without AA, while the same problem con-

verges within 12 Anderson iterations. Typically, AA improves the convergence rate

by a factor of 2 or more.
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Figure 2-4: Convergence rate with (orange) and without (blue) Anderson acceleration.
In this example, the gas pressure is 800 mTorr and the pump power is 5.0 Watt. The
solver converges within 30 iterations without Anderson acceleration, while the same
problem converges within 12 Anderson iterations.
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2.4 Numerical modeling: terahertz output power

Up to now, we have presented how the population rate equations are developed and

solved. In this section, we will discuss how to compute the terahertz output power

based on the population inversion obtained from the rate equations.

The lasing output power is obtained by matching terahertz cavity loss 𝛼THz with

the gain coefficient ⟨𝛾⟩:

𝛼THz = ⟨𝛾⟩ =

∫︀
𝑉
𝛾(𝜈, 𝑟)|𝐸(𝑟)|2𝑑𝑟∫︀
𝑉
|𝐸(𝑟)|2𝑑𝑟 . (2.37)

Here, the gain coefficient 𝛾(𝜈, 𝑟) is averaged over the mode profile. Cavity loss 𝛼THz

includes ohmic loss and leakage through the front window. Ohmic loss can be com-

puted analytically for the modes of a hollow metal waveguide [35]. The lowest-loss

mode is TE01, but which mode lases will depend on the degree of radial and frequency

overlap between the gain and mode profiles. We’ll show later that we use the 𝛼THz

from TE01 for all calculations except for refilling lasing with input pump power 6.6W

to match the experiments, indicating that the model could enable us to determine

which mode is lasing without directly measuring the mode profile!

Since the gain is a small perturbation (< 0.01%) to the permittivity, the electric

field 𝐸(𝑟) is accurately approximated by the passive waveguide mode. For conve-

nience, we normalize the mode so that
∫︀
𝑉
|𝐸(𝑟)|2𝑑𝑟 =

∫︀
𝑉
𝑑𝑟 = 𝑉 . The gain coefficient

𝛾(𝜈, 𝑟) at lasing frequency 𝜈 and radial position 𝑟 is then expressed as [31]

𝛾(𝜈, 𝑟) =

∫︁
𝑑𝑣

∆𝑁(𝑣, 𝑟)𝜎(𝜈)

1 + Φ|𝐸(𝑟)|2/Φ𝑠

(2.38)

which includes contributions from all velocity subclasses. ∆𝑁(𝑣, 𝑟) is the population

inversion obtained by solving the rate equations, and 𝜎(𝜈) is the transition cross

section:

𝜎(𝜈) =
𝜆2𝑔(𝜈)

8𝜋𝑡sp
, (2.39)
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where 𝜆 is the lasing wavelength, the spontaneous emission lifetime 𝑡sp is taken to be

10 sec [11], much longer than all other transition lifetimes in the system (see Appendix

D for a detailed discussion: 𝑡sp has little effect on the peak efficiency), and

𝑔(𝜈) =
1

𝜋

∆𝜈𝑝
(𝜈 − 𝜈𝑣)2 + ∆𝜈2

𝑝

(2.40)

is the pressure-broadened lineshape function (𝜈𝑣 is the center frequency for molecules

with velocity 𝑣) as discussed in Section (2.3.2). Φ𝑠 in (2.38) is the saturated photon

flux density:

Φ𝑠 =
1

𝜏𝑠𝜎(𝜈)
, (2.41)

where 𝜏𝑠 is the characteristic time for the lasing transition. Unlike a three- or four-

level system in which 𝜏𝑠 can be analytically derived [31], our system requires 𝜏𝑠 to be

obtained numerically from the model. A stimulated emission rate 𝑤st is introduced

between the two lasing levels, and 𝜏𝑠 is obtained by fitting the population inversion

as a function of 𝑤st:

∆𝑁(𝑤st) =
∆𝑁(𝑤st = 0)

1 + 𝜏𝑠𝑤st

. (2.42)

Once all ∆𝑁 , 𝜎, Φ𝑠 and cavity mode 𝐸(𝑟) are known, we numerically solve equation

(2.37) for the intensity of photon flux density Φ by a Newton method. Finally, the

THz output power is obtained from

𝐼𝑜 =
1

2
(ℎ𝜈)𝜋𝑅2𝑇Φ (2.43)

where 𝑅 is the radius of the cavity and 𝑇 is the transmission coefficient, computed

by integrating the waveguide mode’s Poynting flux over the output pinhole (since the

pinhole is comparable to the wavelength; see Appendix C). The formula has a factor

of 1/2 to count only photons flowing in the outward direction [31].
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2.5 Effective temperature model

Even with including all the complicated physical collisions in the model, the steady-

state computation efficiency, and an accurate way to compute the output power, the

sheer complexity of the inversion process still makes it extremely challenging to model

accurately.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, previous models needed to make many simplifying

assumptions, and the reason they produced unphysical bottlenecking at high pres-

sures was conjectured to be their inclusion of only two key vibrational levels, e.g.,

v0 and v3 for 13CH3F. We confirmed this conjecture with our model by artificially

“turning off” collisional processes one by one, as shown in Fig. 2-5. The only process

that circumvented vibrational bottlenecking was the process by which higher-lying

vibrational levels are populated. The difficulty of including these higher-lying vibra-

tional levels seems almost insurmountable at first: Although the energies of hundreds

of vibrational levels are known [28], the relaxation processes among them are not

known quantitatively and are infeasible to measure.

To deal with that problem, a crucial theoretical innovation of our work is to

describe those levels implicitly via an effective temperature (different from the ambi-

ent temperature!) that is determined self-consistently from the few collisional cross-

sections whose values are known. Specifically, we make the ansatz that vibrational

transitions are rapid enough to “thermalize” those levels with a Boltzmann distribu-

tion described by an effective temperature 𝑇𝑣, so they may be grouped together into

separate population pools vΣ for the A and E symmetries, as shown in Fig. 2-2(b).

This expandable thermal pool contains all 120 vibrational levels higher than v3 up to

6959 cm−1 (∼ 35𝑘𝐵𝑇wall), taking into account the specific energies and degeneracies

of each.

This is similar to the experimentally justified thermal-pool assumption [18] that

maintains a constant temperature among rotational states within a given symmetry

type and vibrational level. The main justification of this ansatz is that thermalization

among vibrational states is through bimolecular collisions, meaning the rates increase
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with pressure, while vibrational-state relaxation occurs through diffusion to the walls,

which goes as the inverse of pressure. Therefore, the higher the pressure, the more

vibrational thermalizing collisions occur before diffusion to the walls relaxes the exci-

tation, and so our model becomes more accurate precisely in the high-pressure regime

where these extra vibrational levels are relevant to the inversion.

To implement this thermalization ansatz, the populations of v0 and v3 are cal-

culated explicitly, and we then assign the effective temperature of the remaining

vibrational levels to be

𝑇 𝑆
𝑣 = −∆𝐸

𝑘𝐵

1

log
(︀
𝑁 tot

3,𝑆/𝑁
tot
0,𝑆

)︀ (2.44)

where ∆𝐸 = 𝐸3−𝐸0 is the energy difference between v3 and v0. In order to maintain

the Boltzmann distribution for vΣ, transition rates between v3 and vΣ are introduced

and satisfy the Boltzmann relation:

𝛾3→Σ

𝛾Σ→3

= exp

(︂
𝐸3 −

∑︀
𝑘∈𝑉Σ

𝑔𝑘𝐸𝑘

𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝑆
𝑣

)︂
, (2.45)

By taking the limit 𝛾3→Σ, 𝛾Σ→3 → ∞ in the rate equations, we obtain

𝑁Σ,𝑆(𝑟) = exp

(︂
𝐸3 −

∑︀
𝑘∈𝑉Σ

𝑔𝑘𝐸𝑘

𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝑆
𝑣

)︂
𝑁3,𝑆(𝑟). (2.46)

There are three vibrational rate equations associated with v0, v3 and vΣ in (2.18).

One of them can be replaced by (2.46). In fact, another equation can be replaced by

the conservation of population (See Appendix E)

𝑁0(𝑟) + 𝑁3(𝑟) + 𝑁Σ(𝑟) = 0. (2.47)

These simplifications decrease the nonlinearities of the rate equations and improve

the convergence rate.
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2.5.1 Experiment-theory comparison

Here, we first demonstrate the unphysical bottlenecking phenomena by including all

the rotational levels as shown in Fig. 2-2, but only the 6 vibrational levels that are

most directly connected to the lasing energy levels. In this 6-level model, we included

all of the other processes discussed before. The only difference is that it has no

effective temperature to model the “missing” higher-lying vibrational levels, and the

population of all 6 vibrational levels is solved exactly. The output THz powers with

different input pump powers (3.3 W, 6.6 W, and 10 W) are shown in Fig. 2-5. We find

the return of the vibrational bottleneck as in previous work: The inversion disappears

above 700 mTorr for all input pump powers, which is qualitatively different from the

experimental observations in Fig. 2-6A.
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Figure 2-5: Reproduction of the artificial high-pressure bottlenecking: Prediction of
the THz output powers by a 6-level model, for various input pump powers (3.3W,
6.6W, and 10W), and for both the direct (solid lines) and refilling (dashed lines)
transitions. It is clearly observed that no gain is obtained above 700 mTorr by the
6-level model, known as high-pressure unphysical bottlenecking.
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Fig. 2. (A) Experimental and (B) theoretical terahertz laser output power as
a function of gas pressure, for various input pump powers (3.3 W, 6.6 W, and
10 W) and for both the direct (solid lines) and refilling (dashed lines) tran-
sitions. Excellent agreement is obtained even though the theoretical model
has no adjustable parameters; in contrast to previous work (2–4, 13), our
theory captures the fact that higher powers allow operation at higher pres-
sures, in part because of an innovative technique to model a large number
of high-energy vibrational levels. The dotted parts of the direct lasing curves
represent an inefficient regime in which the pump intensity is nearly zero in
the back of the cavity. In this case our model’s approximation of an effective
z-uniform pump strength is inaccurate, but it is not desirable to operate in

freedom in the rate equations include axial molecular speed
v , radial position r , time t , and different energy levels includ-
ing nonthermal rotational levels and vibrational thermal pools.
By calculating separate populations at each v , unlike previous
work, we can accurately model inhomogeneous broadening and
spectral hole burning (SHB) effects on the Doppler-broadened
pumped IR transition and the resulting pressure-broadened ter-
ahertz gain profile. By additionally modeling each population
density as a function of r , the overlap between the inversion and
the cavity mode is calculated for an accurate estimation of the
weighted gain coefficient. In the efficient regime where the pump
intensity reaches the entire cavity (i.e., IR absorption, spectral
hole burning, and saturation effects do not cause the pump inten-
sity to decay strongly before reaching the end of the cavity), the
populations can be approximated as uniform in z with an effec-
tive z -averaged pump intensity (different from the input pump
intensity, SI Appendix, section 2: More Technical Details), which
greatly simplifies the calculations.

Given a set of nonlinear rate equations, most authors evolve
them in time until the steady state is obtained (9, 13), but
this approach is severely inefficient, especially at high pres-
sures where timescales for different relaxation processes diverge
widely. Instead, we solve for the steady state directly, without
time evolution, as a system of millions of coupled nonlinear
equations, with computational cost equivalent to less than 100
time-evolution steps. This enormous computational improve-
ment allows us to include not only millions of population degrees
of freedom but also many physical processes that other authors
neglected or approximated. In particular, we include dipole–
dipole collisions between rotational states (12), symmetry-
preserving thermalization (SPT) (also called K-swap processes)
between nonthermal rotational states and vibrational thermal
pools, the V-swap process (10, 24), nonresonant collisions among
thermal pools (24, 25), molecule–wall collisions (9, 13), and spa-
tial diffusion (13). For the inhomogeneously broadened pump
absorption (25), we include Doppler, AC-Stark (26), and pres-
sure (23) broadening of velocity subclasses, and we determine
the average pump intensity self-consistently, including SHB
and pump saturation, with the absorption coefficient calculated
from the populations. Given rate equations for the populations
Nk (v , r , t) of each level k (SI Appendix, section 1: Experimental
Measurements and Theoretical Modeling), by setting @Nk/@t =
0 we obtain a nonlinear system of equations for the steady-state
populations Nk (v , r). From the calculated radially dependent
population inversions, gain profiles, and lasing mode geome-
try, the output of the model is the predicted lasing power Io ,
calculated using modified standard formulas (23) with a self-
consistent characteristic time as described in SI Appendix, section
1: Experimental Measurements and Theoretical Modeling.

Even with the thermal pool simplification and steady-state
computation efficiency, the sheer complexity of the inversion
process makes it extremely challenging to model accurately. Pre-
vious models needed to make many simplifying assumptions,
and the reason they produced unphysical bottlenecking at high
pressures was conjectured to be their inclusion of only two
key vibrational levels (7, 9), e.g., V0 and V3 for 13CH3F. We
confirmed this conjecture with our model by artificially “turn-
ing off” collisional processes one by one. The only process
that circumvented vibrational bottlenecking was the process by
which higher-lying vibrational levels are populated. The difficulty
of including these higher-lying vibrational levels seems almost

this regime. Our model also predicts (C) the input pump power at lasing
threshold (blue) and the differential quantum efficiency (DQE) (yellow) (23)
normalized by the Manley–Rowe (MR) limit at threshold vs. pressure for
both inversions. The refilling inversion is both higher power and higher
efficiency, with a modeled DQE that can reach 64%.
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Fig. 2. (A) Experimental and (B) theoretical terahertz laser output power as
a function of gas pressure, for various input pump powers (3.3 W, 6.6 W, and
10 W) and for both the direct (solid lines) and refilling (dashed lines) tran-
sitions. Excellent agreement is obtained even though the theoretical model
has no adjustable parameters; in contrast to previous work (2–4, 13), our
theory captures the fact that higher powers allow operation at higher pres-
sures, in part because of an innovative technique to model a large number
of high-energy vibrational levels. The dotted parts of the direct lasing curves
represent an inefficient regime in which the pump intensity is nearly zero in
the back of the cavity. In this case our model’s approximation of an effective
z-uniform pump strength is inaccurate, but it is not desirable to operate in

freedom in the rate equations include axial molecular speed
v , radial position r , time t , and different energy levels includ-
ing nonthermal rotational levels and vibrational thermal pools.
By calculating separate populations at each v , unlike previous
work, we can accurately model inhomogeneous broadening and
spectral hole burning (SHB) effects on the Doppler-broadened
pumped IR transition and the resulting pressure-broadened ter-
ahertz gain profile. By additionally modeling each population
density as a function of r , the overlap between the inversion and
the cavity mode is calculated for an accurate estimation of the
weighted gain coefficient. In the efficient regime where the pump
intensity reaches the entire cavity (i.e., IR absorption, spectral
hole burning, and saturation effects do not cause the pump inten-
sity to decay strongly before reaching the end of the cavity), the
populations can be approximated as uniform in z with an effec-
tive z -averaged pump intensity (different from the input pump
intensity, SI Appendix, section 2: More Technical Details), which
greatly simplifies the calculations.

Given a set of nonlinear rate equations, most authors evolve
them in time until the steady state is obtained (9, 13), but
this approach is severely inefficient, especially at high pres-
sures where timescales for different relaxation processes diverge
widely. Instead, we solve for the steady state directly, without
time evolution, as a system of millions of coupled nonlinear
equations, with computational cost equivalent to less than 100
time-evolution steps. This enormous computational improve-
ment allows us to include not only millions of population degrees
of freedom but also many physical processes that other authors
neglected or approximated. In particular, we include dipole–
dipole collisions between rotational states (12), symmetry-
preserving thermalization (SPT) (also called K-swap processes)
between nonthermal rotational states and vibrational thermal
pools, the V-swap process (10, 24), nonresonant collisions among
thermal pools (24, 25), molecule–wall collisions (9, 13), and spa-
tial diffusion (13). For the inhomogeneously broadened pump
absorption (25), we include Doppler, AC-Stark (26), and pres-
sure (23) broadening of velocity subclasses, and we determine
the average pump intensity self-consistently, including SHB
and pump saturation, with the absorption coefficient calculated
from the populations. Given rate equations for the populations
Nk (v , r , t) of each level k (SI Appendix, section 1: Experimental
Measurements and Theoretical Modeling), by setting @Nk/@t =
0 we obtain a nonlinear system of equations for the steady-state
populations Nk (v , r). From the calculated radially dependent
population inversions, gain profiles, and lasing mode geome-
try, the output of the model is the predicted lasing power Io ,
calculated using modified standard formulas (23) with a self-
consistent characteristic time as described in SI Appendix, section
1: Experimental Measurements and Theoretical Modeling.

Even with the thermal pool simplification and steady-state
computation efficiency, the sheer complexity of the inversion
process makes it extremely challenging to model accurately. Pre-
vious models needed to make many simplifying assumptions,
and the reason they produced unphysical bottlenecking at high
pressures was conjectured to be their inclusion of only two
key vibrational levels (7, 9), e.g., V0 and V3 for 13CH3F. We
confirmed this conjecture with our model by artificially “turn-
ing off” collisional processes one by one. The only process
that circumvented vibrational bottlenecking was the process by
which higher-lying vibrational levels are populated. The difficulty
of including these higher-lying vibrational levels seems almost

this regime. Our model also predicts (C) the input pump power at lasing
threshold (blue) and the differential quantum efficiency (DQE) (yellow) (23)
normalized by the Manley–Rowe (MR) limit at threshold vs. pressure for
both inversions. The refilling inversion is both higher power and higher
efficiency, with a modeled DQE that can reach 64%.
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Figure 2-6: (a) Experimental and (b) theoretical THz laser output power as a function
of gas pressure, for various input pump powers (3.3W, 6.6W, and 10W), and for both
the direct (solid lines) and refilling (dashed lines) transitions. Excellent agreement
is obtained even though the theoretical model has no adjustable parameters; in con-
trast to previous work [10–13], our theory captures the fact that higher powers allow
operation at higher pressures, in part because of a novel technique to model a large
number of high-energy vibrational levels. The dotted parts of the direct lasing curves
represent an inefficient regime in which the pump intensity is nearly zero in the back
of the cavity. In this case our model’s approximation of an effective 𝑧-uniform pump
strength is inaccurate, but it is not desirable to operate in this regime.

On the other hand, with the effective temperature model, Fig. 2-12 shows excel-

lent agreement between the experimentally measured power and the predictions of

our ab-initio model, with no free parameters except for the overall scaling, even for

pressures >1 Torr where all previous models exhibited bottlenecking. This confirms

the long-held understanding that including only few vibrational levels in the model

induces the unphysical high-pressure quenching of the inversion through vibrational

bottlenecking.

In comparing the experimental results to the theoretical model, it is important

to keep in mind that there are significant experimental variabilities that limit repro-

ducibility. Among the largest sources of variability are ∼ ±10 MHz drift in the pump

frequency offset, ∼ ±2 𝜇m drift in cavity length from the optimal for a given terahertz

inversion, and ∼ 10% rise in the cavity pressure over the course of a measurement.

A final source of variability is that the optimal tuning for the refilling transition is

different from that for the direct transition. Given these variabilities, the excellent,
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roughly quantitative agreement with our model provides striking confirmation of its

validity.

In the dotted parts of Fig. 2-6, the pump is highly focused in the front of the

cavity and quickly decays to nearly zero (<2%) by the back of the cavity, in which

case our model’s approximation of an effective 𝑧-uniform pump strength is inaccurate,

and hence the slight mismatch with experiment is unsurprising. Accurately modeling

this attenuated-pump regime is relatively unimportant because that regime “wastes”

the end of the cavity, and it is preferable to use a shorter cavity.

Since the lasing-mode pattern could not be observed directly in the experiment,

we compute the terahertz cavity loss from the lowest-lost TE01 mode for all curves

except for the refilling lasing with input pump power 6.6 W. The 6.6-W experimental

refilling curve exhibited a jump in amplitude compared with adjacent powers. We

deduce that this is due to a different mode being excited by a mistuned cavity – using

the cavity loss and mode profile from the TE22 mode produced the best fit to the

data. In this way, the accuracy of the model enables us to determine which mode is

lasing without directly measuring the mode profile!

The effective temperature 𝑇𝑣 for the A-type vibrational thermal pools as a function

of radial position and molecular pressure is shown in Fig. 2-7(a), which provides a

deeper understanding of the system dynamics. The input pump power is 10W and

the cavity length is 14.3 cm. From the figure, 𝑇𝑣 is higher in the cell center, where

the pump is more saturated and the gain is smaller. One would normally expect 𝑇𝑣

to increase with pressure due to faster intermolecular collisions, but in this figure 𝑇𝑣

actually decreases above 400 mTorr because the 𝑧-averaging of the pump power lowers

the pump rate and brings the effective temperature down. 𝑇𝑣 with optimal cavity

length (which decreases with pressure so that the whole cavity remains pumped) as

discussed in the following section, the result as shown in Fig. 2-7(b) exhibits effective

temperatures that increase with pressure as expected.
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(b)(a) cavity wall

Figure 2-7: The effective temperature 𝑇𝑣 (in Kelvin) of type-A vibrational thermal
pools as a function of radial position and molecular pressure, for an input pump power
of 10W, with (a) cavity geometry in experiments, and (b) optimal cavity length as
discussed in Section 2.7.
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2.6 More theoretical results and discussion

The agreement between theory and experiment allows us to use the theory to thor-

oughly study the OPFIR laser system dynamics.

cavity wall

Figure 2-8: Radial distribution of population inversion for direct transition at 100
mTorr, 200 mTorr, 400 mTorr, and 1 Torr, with 10W input pump power.

The radial-direction modeling results show clear evidence of the spatial depen-

dence of the gain: Gain is larger when it gets closer to the cavity wall, which is

indicated in Fig. 2-7 of last section. Here, a more direct calculation of the population

inversion for direct transition ∆𝑁U as a function of radial position at 100 mTorr,

200 mTorr, 400 mTorr, and 1 Torr with 10W input pump power is shown in Fig. 2-8.

Population inversion, as well as the gain coefficient is larger at the cell wall. This

insight is crucial for cavity design that adding transparent walls inside the cavity for

both IR pump and THz radiation can potentially decease the pump threshold and

increase the gain and THz power.

Furthermore, operating OPFIR laser sources at high pressures leads to an unusu-

ally broad and flat gain profile. Gain spectrums at 100 mTorr and 400 mTorr with

different pump powers are shown in Fig. 2-9. The width of this pressure-broadened
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gain profile is proportional to the gas pressure, as shown in (2.40). Such flat gain

profiles potentially allow the terahertz lasing frequency to be tuned over a corre-

spondingly broad range (∼ ±10 MHz at a few hundred millitorrs) without sacrificing

efficiency.

Figure 2-9: THz gain spectrum at 100 mTorr and 400 mTorr with the input pump
power equal to 3W and 10W. The width of spectrum is proportional to the gas
pressure due to pressure broadening.

Additionally, we can compare the significance of different collisions. Figure 2-

10 plots the output power as a function of pressure for the full model, the 6-level

model, the full model without the V-swap collision, the full model without the SPT

collision, and the full model without the dipole–dipole collision. Pump power in

the calculation is fixed as 6.6 W. As discussed before, the 6-level model excludes

the high-lying vibrational modes and only introduces a low-pressure cutoff around

700 mTorr. The significance of different collisional terms is clearly seen through

comparison between the results without the collisional term and the full model. The

V-swap collision has smallest influence on the output power, due to its small collisional

cross section 21Å2. Both the SPT and the dipole–dipole collisions are important

for the lasing behavior. The SPT process transfers nonthermal population to the
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thermal pool, effectively enhancing the relaxation process, so that reducing the SPT

process reduces the output power. While the dipole–dipole collision thermalizes the

nonthermal population between rotational levels, and decreasing its cross section

simply adds more population in the U level and produces larger output power.
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Figure 2-10: Significance of different collisional terms: Comparison between the full
model, the 6-level model, the full model without the V-swap collison, the SPT process,
and the dipole–dipole collision. The comparison shows that the SPT, DD collisions,
as well as the effective temperature model are the most important to obtain accurate
results, while the V-swap process with small collisional cross section doesn’t affect
the output power too much.

With the accurate ab-initio modeling, we can easily assess the attainable quantum

efficiency of the laser quantitatively, a parameter which was difficult to measure in

our experiment because only a fraction of the emitted photons were detected by our

heterodyne receiver. Figure 2-11 plots the predicted lasing threshold and differential

quantum efficiency (DQE) at the threshold, defined as

𝜂𝑑 =
𝑑𝑃out

𝑑𝑃pump

/
𝜈out
𝜈pump

. (2.48)

The figure shows that the direct transition has lower pump threshold, but its
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Figure 2-11: The input pump power at lasing threshold (blue) and the differential
quantum efficiency (DQE) (yellow) normalized by the Manley–Rowe (MR) limit at
threshold vs. pressure for both inversions. The refilling inversion is both higher power
and higher efficiency, with a modeled DQE that can reach 64%.

DQE is smaller than the refilling transition (which can reach as high as 64%). We

also obtain the total quantum efficiency (QE), defined as

𝜂𝑡 =
𝑃out

𝑃pump

/
𝜈out
𝜈pump

(2.49)

which is theoretically bounded by 100% from the Manley–Rowe limit [31]: the highest

achievable power conversion efficiency is the ratio of output and pump frequencies.

Our computed QE can be as high as 29% at 350 mTorr for the refilling transition

and, as explained in the following section, can increase to 39% in an optimized cavity.

As shown in Fig. 2-12, both QE values are considerably larger than those attained in

previous commercial OPFIR lasers.

The remarkably high QE and DQE are an unexpected benefit of high pressure

operation, especially for the refilling transition. The model indicates that as pressure

increases, 𝑇𝑣 also increases as more of the pumped molecules are collisionally trans-
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ferred from v3 to vΣ and are therefore removed from the v0 and v3 A-type thermal

pools that quench the refilling and direct inversions, respectively. DQE measures the

likelihood that each additional pump photon just above threshold produces an addi-

tional terahertz photon, and the high DQEs seen at the highest operational pressures

mean that both inversions are increasingly efficient as bottlenecking traps molecules

in higher vibrational levels. In other words, below threshold most pumped molecules

are quickly lost from the levels associated with the inversions due to rapid collisional

thermalization, but just above threshold for a given pressure, sufficient collisional re-

distribution and equilibration of population has been achieved that additional pump

photons simply add to the strength of the inversions. This is particularly true for

the refilling transition, where the inversion with L+1 is produced as the pump laser

removes molecules from L. The efficiency of the direct transition is lower and less

sensitive to pressure because the pumped molecules placed in U are quickly removed

by collisional processes. Consequently, the model indicates that it is the refilling tran-

sitions, not the direct transitions typically used in traditional OPFIR lasers, that are

most attractive for compact, high pressure, efficient OPFIR lasers.

We can also
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Figure 2-12: Total quantum efficiency [31] (QE = THz power out / IR power in)
of commercial OPFIR lasers [36] and our compact OPFIR laser, normalized by the
Manley–Rowe (MR) limit [31] on QE. Our experimentally demonstrated laser achieves
a QE that is 29% of the MR limit (29% of 0.8%) which improves to 39% after cav-
ity optimization. Both are 10× better than the best commercial laser at the same
frequency (0.25THz, or 1.2mm wavelength), while being 1000× smaller—in fact, we
show theoretically that this efficiency boost is mainly due to the fact that our cavity
is so much smaller.
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2.7 Cavity optimization

With the full understanding of the lasing physics at all pressures, we can finally explore

and optimize the cavity geometry to maximize the THz power for compact OPFIR

lasers. In particular, we consider the choice of cavity length and radius. Performing

parameter variation with our model indicates that output power is maximized by a

cavity length of roughly 1/2𝛼𝑝, where 𝛼𝑝 is the average pump absorption coefficient

as discussed in Section 2.3.2, so here we define

𝐿𝑜 =
1

2𝛼𝑝

(2.50)

to be the “optimal” cavity length. Fortunately, operating with this cavity length

also ensures the validity of our 𝑧-averaged pump-intensity approximation, since 𝐿𝑜 is

several times smaller than the length where this approximation begins to fail due to

nonuniform pump intensity. Calculating 𝐿𝑜 is nontrivial because 𝛼𝑝 itself depends on

cavity length, so 𝐿𝑜 must be obtained by a self-consistent nonlinear search.
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Figure 2-13: Theoretical predictions of (a) the roughly optimal cavity length for
various radii and (b) the optimized laser power, both as a function of pressure for an
input pump power of 10W. The cavity length is optimized to equal half the decay
length of the pump beam. The output power (b) is shown for the optimal cavity
length at each pressure and radius so that each data point is a separate cavity design.
The peak efficiency is increased from 29% of Manley–Rowe in the experimental cavity
to 39%, but more importantly this optimization allows efficient operation at a wider
range of high pressures and hence in smaller cavities.
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Figure 2-13(a) shows the optimal cavity length as a function of pressure with

three different radii 𝑅 = 0.15cm, 0.25cm, and 0.4cm, with pump power set at 10W.

Because pump absorption increases with increasing pressure, we can see that higher

pressures favor shorter cavities. The increase in optimal cavity length with decreasing

cavity diameter derives from the increasing pump intensity, the associated increase

in AC-Stark broadening and spectral-hole burning, and the increasing saturation of

the pumped L → U transition for a given input pump power. Given that our cavity

length was maintained at approximately 14.3 cm for all our measurements, the model

indicates that the experimental drop in OPFIR power with increasing pressure is

caused in part by excess cavity length and incomplete pumping of the entire volume.

Another design improvement can be achieved by placing the front pinhole at an

optimized position: one chooses the pinhole location to increase the output flux of the

lasing mode, which increases both the output power and the efficiency by decreasing

the fraction of power lost to Ohmic absorption. For example, the TE01 mode [35] has

a maximum flux intensity around 𝑟 = 0.48 𝑅, so an off-center pinhole will achieve

larger lasing power, as shown schematically in Fig. 2-2(a). We compute the effect of

the pinhole location by calculating the TE01 flux through the hole in the Appendix C.

With the input pump power set at 10W, the predicted output power for cavities

of optimized length and pinhole position is shown in Fig. 2-13(b). Comparison with

Fig. 2-6 indicates how severely the high-pressure lasing is hampered by excess cavity

length. For optimized cavities, the maximum output power can reach 31mW, which

is 39% of the Manley–Rowe limit. Cavities with a larger radius of 𝑅 = 0.4cm can

achieve slightly higher output power at low pressures (around 100 mTorr). However,

low pressure indicates longer cavity length (around 50cm) from Fig. 2-13(a). In

contrast, 0.15cm diameter cavities shorter than 20cm can generate output power

about 25% of the Manley–Rowe limit in a wide range of pressure above 400 mTorr.

This requirement for widely adjustable cavity lengths is in stark contrast to traditional

fixed geometry OPFIR lasers, typically 10cm in diameter and 1 meter in length [36].

Our analysis explains why these huge cavities are inefficient, can only operate at very

low pressures, and may not be long enough!
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Chapter 3

Quantum Cascade Laser Pumped

Molecular Lasers
1

3.1 Introduction

Gas-phase OPFIR lasers historically used a line-tunable carbon-dioxide (CO2) laser to

excite a specific rotational-vibrational transition in a specific molecular gas to create

a rotational population inversion within a tunable cavity. For example in Chapter

2, the coincidence between the 9P(32) line of the CO2 laser excited the R3(4) ro-

vibrational transition in 13CH3F and produced the terahertz rotational transition

𝐽 = 5 → 4. However, these lasers required a large CO2 laser with high-voltage power

supply. Moreover, they were not frequency-tunable, requiring the laser gas and CO2

laser line to be changed each time a new frequency was needed.

In this chapter, we reintroduce the optically-pumped terahertz lasers (OPTLs)

as compact, broadly tunable, and ultrabright sources of terahertz radiation. Com-

pactness and frequency-tunability derive from three innovations: the advent of quan-

tum cascade lasers (QCLs)[25–27] which allows a single IR source to excite any ro-

vibrational transition of almost any molecule, the development of a comprehensive

1This chapter is based on a manuscript submitted for publication, with co-authors Paul Chevalier
(Harvard), Arman Armizhan (Harvard), Marco Piccardo (Harvard), Steven G. Johnson (MIT),
Federico Capasso (Harvard), and Henry O. Everitt (U.S. Army CCDC Aviation & Missile Center,
Duke University).
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theory of OPTL operation as shown in Chapter 2, and our discovery that OPTLs

are most efficient in small-volume cavities. The combination of the QCL and the

compact OPTL can thereby produce a broadly tunable source that can easily fit in

a shoebox. Moreover, these OPTLs are extremely bright sources defined by their

brightness temperatures 𝑇𝑏 = 𝐼𝑐2/(2𝑘𝜈2
THz∆𝜈) > 1014 K estimated by a typical laser

radiance with Boltzmann constant 𝑘, intensity 𝐼 = 1 mW·cm−2·sr−1, and linewidth

∆𝜈 = 1 kHz.

3.1.1 QCL-pumped molecular laser (QPML)

The principle of the QCL-pumped molecular laser operation is shown in Fig. 3-11.

The optical pumping of any molecular ro-vibrational transition 𝐽𝐿 → 𝐽𝑈 by a QCL

tuned to the coincident frequency promotes molecules into a virtually empty excited

vibrational level. Thus, sufficient pumping of 𝐽𝑈 by the QCL can invert the rotational

transition 𝐽𝑈 → 𝐽𝑈 − 1 and induce the “direct” transition to lase. The frequency of

the laser is approximately

𝜈 = 2𝐵𝐽𝑈 (3.1)

where 𝐵 is the rotational constant of the molecule. The rotational quantum number

𝐽𝑈 is selected by the type of ro-vibrational transition excited by the QCL. As men-

tioned in previous chapters, for 𝑃 -, 𝑄-, and 𝑅-branch transitions, 𝐽𝑈 = 𝐽𝐿 − 1, 𝐽𝐿,

and 𝐽𝐿 + 1, respectively. With sufficient QCL power, it is even possible to induce the

“refilling” transition 𝐽𝐿 + 1 → 𝐽𝐿 to lase as well, effectively doubling the number of

laser lines for a given molecular gas.

In fact, QPML is a universal concept: any molecule with a permanent dipole

moment and a vapor pressure can be made to lase if a QCL can be precisely tuned

across the IR band of the molecule, and its tuning range is simply determined by the

span of its rotational spectrum. In this chapter, we first study a QPML using N2O

as the gain molecule by both experiment and numerical modeling to demonstrate

the compactness and broad frequency-tunability. Our model is able to constrain
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Figure 3-1: Universality of the QCL pumped terahertz gas laser: Diagram showing
the different rotational levels of a molecule for both the ground and excited vibrational
states. The red arrows show various R-branch transitions between rotational levels
𝐽𝐿 and 𝐽𝑈 responsible for the ro-vibrational absorption spectrum of the molecule as
an illustration. The population of each rotational level of the ground vibrational state
determines the magnitude of the IR pump absorption. The blue arrows indicate that
the gas can lase at frequencies corresponding to an inversion between two rotational
states in the excited (“direct”) or ground (“refilling”) vibrational level. The frequency
of the laser emission is approximately 𝜈 = 2𝐵𝐽𝑈 for the R-branch transitions.

the unknown collisional cross sections, obtain excellent agreement with experimental

measurements, and predict the optimal performance of the laser. Furthermore, a uni-

versal theory of QPML is developed to answer the general question of what molecular

properties and cavity designs can improve the performance of QPMLs.
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3.2 QCL-pumped N2O laser

Figure 3-2 depicts the experimental setup of a QPML. The compact laser cavity is

a 5 mm diameter, 15 cm long evacuated copper tube into which is inserted a copper

rod rear reflector with a curved face that can be longitudinally scanned within the

cavity until the cavity mode overlaps the gain profile. The output coupler is simply

a pinhole in a flat front plate through which both the QCL and terahertz beams

propagate. The IR beam is focused by a 15 cm focal length lens through a Brewster-

angled ZnSe window to maximize power into the cavity (typically ∼85%), while the

terahertz beam diffracts through the pinhole and is refocused by an off-axis parabolic

mirror and a Teflon lens into a Schottky-diode detector or receiver operating in the

frequency band of interest between 0.22 and 1.1 THz.

To illustrate the performance and tunability of a compact QPML, we chose ni-

trous oxide (N2O), whose v3 vibrational band falls within the 2119–2342 cm−1 tuning

range of our 320-mW QCL (Daylight Solutions 41045-HHG). The spacings of the N2O

lasing transitions are ∼ 2𝐵N2O = 25.1 GHz. Frequency tuning was accomplished by

monitoring the QCL signal transmitted through a 15 cm gas cell containing 50 mTorr

of N2O using a HgCdTe detector (Vigo PV-106). The QCL frequency was tuned

by precise temperature control until molecular absorption minimized the transmit-

ted IR power. To detect the QPML emission, we used various Virginia Diodes, Inc.

room-temperature Schottky-diode detectors that operate between 0.22 and 1.1 THz.

We observed lasing for all 23 direct lasing transitions and 8 refilling transitions

within 0.250–0.800 THz (J𝐿 between 9 and 31) by exciting each 𝑅-branch v3 ro-

vibrational transition over a QCL tuning range of 2231–2247 cm−1 (see Fig. 3-3A

for direct transitions and Fig. 3-3B for refilling transitions). Refilling transitions and

direct transitions corresponding to the same J𝐿 exhibited slightly different frequen-

cies due to different rotational constants for the ground and excited states. Lower-

frequency lasing could not be observed because it occurred too far below the cutoff

frequency of the pinhole output coupler, suppressing radiation.

For most transitions, we measured the strength of the laser emission as a function
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Figure 3-2: Experimental setup: light from a tunable QCL is tuned to pump a
vibrational transition and create a rotational population inversion, thus realizing a
QCL pumped molecluar laser (QPML). Light from the QCL is deflected by a 90%–
10% beam splitter (BS) and transmitted through a gas cell so that the QCL may be
tuned into coincidence with the vibrational transition by minimizing the transmitted
intensity measured using a photodiode (PD). Light is coupled into the laser cavity
through a hole in an off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP), through a ZnSe window at
Brewster’s angle, and through a pinhole coupler in the cavity. A vacuum pump,
pressure sensor, and gas reservoir are use to set the pressure in both the laser cavity
and the gas cell. The radiation emitted from the pinhole of the QPML is collected
with the OAP, sent through a Teflon lens, and measured by a power meter, detector,
or receiver, the latter of which uses a frequency-multiplied local oscillator (LO) mixed
with the signal to produce the intermediate frequency (IF) measured by a spectrum
analyzer. The pump power from the QCL is varied using a wire grid polarizer on a
calcium fluoride substrate. The laser cavity is tuned into resonance with the lasing
frequency by moving a copper mirror on a translation stage.

of pressure for maximum QCL pumping power, and in some cases we also measured

the laser emission as a function of QCL pumping power as in Fig. 3-4A for 𝐽𝐿 = 14.

Figure 3-5B shows a more comprehensive measurement of the output THz power

as a function of both gas pressure and QCL pump power for 𝐽𝐿 = 14. By these

measurements, we were able to obtain the threshold power and slope efficiency of many

laser lines, providing critical information for ascertaining the molecular collisional

cross sections needed in the theoretical model, particularly the dipole–dipole and gas

kinetic thermalizing collisional cross sections.

We also used heterodyne receivers operating between 0.3 and 0.775 THz to mea-

sure the spectrum of these laser transitions (see Fig. 3-4B for the recovered line at
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𝜈THz = 373 GHz). The instantaneous linewidths were less than 1 kHz, but because of

frequency jitter the effective linewidths were typically 3-6 kHz. Other measured lines

are shown in Figs. 3-3 over a 200 kHz span. We were able to demonstrate frequency

tuning of the laser across its full Doppler-broadened gain bandwidth by precisely ad-

justing the cavity length with a motorized micrometer, as witnessed by the broad

feature (grey curve) in Fig. 3-4B showing the envelope of all the individual frequen-

cies the laser was tuned to while keeping the pump laser at a constant power and

frequency. Importantly, the QPML frequency was quite stable (routinely < 10 kHz)

while freely running, and it could be made even more stable through active frequency

stabilization of the QCL[37] and the laser cavity [38].

Using these experimental measurements, our comprehensive theoretical model dis-

cussed in the following sections is able to fit the collisional cross sections and predict

the optimal laser performance. Fig. 3-5A and Fig. 3-5B show an excellent agreement

between the theoretical and measured output THz power for the case of 𝐽𝐿=14. The

fit estimates the dipole–dipole collisional cross-section to be 35 Å2, well within the

expected range.

In the following, we start by a brief description of the modeling procedures adapted

from Chapter 2. Then a comprehensive model is used to determine the most impor-

tant while unknown collisional parameters, based on which more predictions on the

laser performance are presented.
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Figure 3-3: Tunability of the optically pumped N2O laser: Emission spectra of the
laser were measured as the QCL pump laser was tuned to different infrared transitions
of N2O. The top x-axis shows the measured emission frequency while the bottom x-
axis shows the quantum number of the lower state of the pumped R-branch transition.
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Figure 3-4: Experimental measurements: A: The output power of the N2O QPML is
plotted as a function of the IR pump power from the QCL, for which 𝑃THz = 70 mW
and 𝜂 = 0.05 mW/W at 40 mTorr for the 𝐽𝑈 = 15 → 14 transition at 374 GHz. B:
Emission spectra recorded for various mirror positions (broad grey feature) indicate
the full tuning range of the QPML operating at this same transition. The central line
is plotted (blue line) and shows a recovered linewidth of ≤ 5 kHz at 374 GHz.

(a) (b)

Figure 3-5: (A) Predicted and (B) measured QPML laser power as a function of gas
pressure and QCL pump power for the same direct transition with 𝐽𝐿 = 14.
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3.3 Theoretical modeling of N2O QPML

The theoretical model discussed in Chapter 2 is adapted to describe the lasing dynam-

ics of the N2O QPML. Different from the CH3F molecule, N2O is a linear molecule,

making the modeling task much simpler. Its rotational levels are labeled by quantum

number 𝐽 with 2𝐽 + 1 fold degeneracy. The QCL pumps population of 𝐽𝐿 in the

ground vibrational state v0 into 𝐽𝑈 in the excited state v3. Since N2O doesn’t have

the 𝐾 quantum number, the population fraction of level L is much larger than that

of CH3F. Therefore, the N2O laser operates at much lower pressures typically under

100 mTorr. The low-pressure operation suppresses many collisional processes as well

as the influence of high-lying vibrational levels. So the effective temperature model

is unnecessary here. Additionally, there are no A/E-type degeneracy in N2O, and

neither are there V-swap collisional processes. The dominant collisional processes are

the dipole–dipole collisions, SPT processes, and molecule–wall collisions. Note that

in between v0 and v3 are sandwiched 5 vibrational states, which enhances the ro-

vibrational relaxation process. In the following modeling, we only present examples

of the R branch with 𝐽𝑈 = 𝐽𝐿 + 1 for consistency with the experiments.

To describe the pump process, the rate-equation model includes rotational levels

𝐽 = 0 to 𝐽𝐿 + 7 and the 10 lowest energy vibrational levels. For the rotational level,

the rate equation is

𝑑𝑁ℓ(𝑣, r, 𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= [Σℓ′=ℓ±1 − 𝛾ℓℓ′𝑁ℓ(𝑣, r, 𝑡) + 𝛾ℓ′ℓ𝑁ℓ′(𝑣, r, 𝑡)]

− 𝛾SPT𝑁ℓ(𝑣, r, 𝑡) + 𝑅pump(𝑣, r, 𝑡) + 𝐷∇2𝑁ℓ(𝑣, r, 𝑡)

(3.2)

where 𝑁ℓ(𝑣, r, 𝑡) is the nonthermal population density for rotational level ℓ with axial

velocity 𝑣 along the pump beam direction, at position r, and at time 𝑡. 𝛾ℓℓ′ is the

dipole–dipole collisional transition rate. From the selection rules, ℓ′ can only be ℓ±1.

The transition rate is determined by 𝛾ℓℓ′ = 𝑛tot⟨𝑣rel⟩𝜎𝜌ℓℓ′ , where 𝑛tot is the total

molecular population density, ⟨𝑣rel⟩ is the thermally averaged relative velocity, 𝜌ℓℓ′ is

the appropriate branching ratio with a Boltzmann factor. These parameters can be

evaluated following Chapter 2. 𝜎 is the collisional cross section for the transition.
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As mentioned above, the dominant collision is the dipole–dipole collision, so that

𝜎 ≈ 𝜎DD. In the second line of (3.2), −𝛾SPT𝑁ℓ describes the thermalization transition

of rotational level ℓ into its vibrational mode due to low energy collisions. The

thermalization rate 𝛾SPT is computed with the collisional cross section 𝜎SPT. 𝑅pump

describes the pump transition thoroughly following the treatment discussed in the

previous chapter. It includes inhomogeneous broadening from all velocity subclasses

with Doppler effect, pressure broadening with HWHM equal to 4.0 MHz/Torr, and

the multiple round-trips inside the cavity. The linewidth of the pump EC-QCL used in

experiments is typically 1-10 MHz. At last, diffusion process is also included in (3.2).

Similarly, the rate equation for the vibrational level is

𝑑𝑁𝑝(𝑣, r, 𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= [Σ𝑝′=𝑝±1 − 𝛾𝑝𝑝′𝑁𝑝(𝑣, r, 𝑡) + 𝛾𝑝′𝑝𝑁𝑝′(𝑣, r, 𝑡)]

+ Σℓ𝛾SPT

∫︁
𝑑𝑣𝑁ℓ(𝑣, r, 𝑡) + 𝐷∇2𝑁𝑝(𝑣, r, 𝑡)

(3.3)

in which 𝛾𝑝𝑝′ is the transition rate between vibrational thermal pools 𝑝 → 𝑝′ and

is assumed proportional to the gas kinetic cross section 𝜎GK and Boltzmann factor

exp(−∆𝐸𝑝𝑝′/𝑘𝐵𝑇 ) where ∆𝐸𝑝𝑝′ is the vibrational energy deficit between 𝑝 and 𝑝′.

The last two terms describe the thermalization from rotational levels to vibrational

levels as well as diffusion.

Additionally, molecule–wall collision is modeled by a reaction boundary condition

as discussed in Chapter 2, so that wall collision thermalizes the vibrational level and

redistributes the molecules into all possible levels with a Boltzmann distribution at

room temperature (300K). The ground vibrational state has the largest probability.

Instead of time evolution, we obtain the steady state by setting 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑡 = 0. These

nonlinear rate equations are discretized and solved numerically by fixed-point iteration

with Anderson acceleration as discussed in Chapter 2. At each iteration step, the

MUMPs direct solver is used for factorizing the sparse matrix [39].

Terahertz output power is obtained by matching the cavity loss 𝛼cell with the THz

gain. In particular, the cavity loss includes the ohmic loss 𝛼ohmic and transmission

loss 𝛼trans through the front pinhole. Ohmic loss can be expressed analytically for
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the modes of a hollow metal waveguide, which increases strongly with decreasing

radius [35]. The transmission loss is estimated by 𝛼trans = − log(1 − 𝑇 )/2𝐿 where

𝑇 is the front window transmission coefficient. The gain coefficient is obtained by

integrating contributions from all velocity subclasses.

3.3.1 Determination of 𝜎DD and other parameters

Unlike widely-studied CH3F, whose collisional parameters are experimentally well

known [16, 18], many collisional cross sections of N2O are unknown, such as the most

important 𝜎DD (dipole–dipole collisions). However, thanks to our full laser model, we

can use the experimental results to extract the key unknowns by a fitting procedure.

In particular, we use experimental fits to determine the dipole–dipole cross section

𝜎DD, the cavity loss (since the alignment and other geometric factors were imperfectly

known for our cavity), and the QCL linewidth. We also considered whether to fit

the SPT collisional cross section 𝜎SPT, but this parameter turned out to have little

influence on the results within a reasonable range and so we simply set it to match

the gas kinetic cross section. Once these parameters were obtained, we could then

proceed to use the model to predict other lasing behaviors and to identify the optimal

cavity and operating regime.

Fig. 3-6 shows the threshold power for direct lasing as a function of pressure

for both experimental measurements (blue circles) and theoretical modeling (dashed

lines) with different dipole–dipole cross sections 𝜎DD = 25Å2, 35Å2, and 45Å2. A

reasonable range for 𝜎DD can be estimated by assuming 𝜎DD ∝ 𝜇. Considering 𝜇N2O =

0.17 D, 𝜇CH3F = 1.8 D, and 𝜎CH3F
DD = 320Å2, we can evaluate 𝜎N2O

DD ≈ 𝜎CH3F
DD

𝜇N2O

𝜇CH3F
=

30Å2. Fig. 3-6 shows 𝜎DD = 35Å2 has the best agreement with experiments, which is

within the reasonable range. The fitted cavity loss is 0.3 m−1, which is about 5 times

larger than an ideal cylindrical cavity with TE01 mode. In principle, cavity loss can

be computed with the exact cavity geometry and cavity mode. However, our current

cavity has poor alignment using a concave back mirror with focal length about 2-3 cm,

which easily couples the lasing mode to other cavity modes, in particular with high

frequencies. In addition, the front pinhole coupler is tapered from the 1 mm diameter
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Figure 3-6: Threshold power for direct lasing as a function of pressure for both
experimental measurements (blue circles) and theoretical modeling (dashed lines)
with different values of 𝜎DD = 252, 352, 452. 𝐽𝐿 = 14 is pumped rotational level. In
the model, cavity loss is 0.3m−1. The results indicate the diple-dipole cross section
of N2O is 352.

exit to the 5 mm diameter cavity, and this taper also contributes to mode mixing

as well as suppression of long wavelength emission below cutoff. QCL linewidth is

fitted as 2 MHz to match Fig. 3-5B, a value that is well within the range previously

reported for EC-QCLs [40]. With these fitted parameters, full agreement between

theory and experiments for the output THz power as a function of gas pressure and

pump power is obtained for 𝐽𝐿 = 14, as shown in Fig. 3-5.

Using the obtained collisional parameters, the theory–experiment match for 𝐽𝐿 =

31 is also presented in Fig. 3-7. The agreement between theoretical modeling and

experiments confirms the correctness of the deduced collisional cross sections. Only

the cavity loss had to be adjusted, increased to 0.46 m−1 (due to the near doubling

of the THz frequency) to obtain good agreement. A frequency-dependent cavity

loss is expected because of the increasing number of modes above cutoff at higher

frequencies, coupled more easily to the lasing mode by the concave back plunger in

our cavity with increasing 𝐽𝐿 and lasing frequency. There is potential for improving
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(a) (b)

Figure 3-7: Contour plot of the THz output power from direct lasing transition as a
function of pressure and pump power for 𝐽𝐿 = 31. The theoretical prediction (left)
matches the experimental measurement (right) very well with previously obtained
dipole–dipole collisional cross section 𝜎DD = 35 Å2, and QCL linewidth as 2 MHz.
The cavity loss is fitted as 0.46 m−1.

the cavity design with a different geometry mirror or metasurface.

3.3.2 More predictions and discussion

With the confidence in the fitted collisional parameters, we’ll use the model to make

more predictions on the QPML performance for different pressures and different lines.

Figure 3-8 shows the predicted laser power for each transition at its optimal gas

pressure. We find that the direct lasing transition with maximum power occurs not

for 𝐽𝐿 = 15, where 𝑛𝐽𝐿 is largest, but for 𝐽𝐿 = 28 because of the Manley–Rowe effect.

Of course, the output power decreases for higher 𝐽𝐿 due to the limited population.

An emitted power of 0.07 mW was predicted for the 𝐽𝐿 = 14, 𝜈THz = 374 GHz

transition in a perfectly aligned single mode cavity. Although we measured only 0.01

mW, our power measurements underestimate the emitted power for several reasons,

including imperfect cavity alignment, competition among several cavity modes above

the lasing threshold, severe diffraction and low transmission of the terahertz beam

emitted through the 1 mm diameter output coupler, absorption and reflection by the

ZnSe Brewster window and Teflon lens, and use of the power meter at the edge of its
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Figure 3-8: THz output power vs pressure with 𝐽𝐿 = 6 to 𝐽𝐿 = 41 for both direct
and refilling lasing.

calibrated range.

Pump threshold power increases with pressure, as shown in Fig. 3-6, due to the

linearly increasing thermal population that must be overcome as pressure increases.

So a QPML lases more easily at lower pressures. But this doesn’t imply higher

powers at lower pressures, because only a limited fraction of the population can be

pumped. The optimal pressure with the highest output power occurs in between, as

shown in Fig. 3-9 for both direct and refilling transition with 𝐽𝐿 = 6 (∼ 175 GHz) to

𝐽𝐿 = 41 (∼ 1.05 THz). Lasing from direct inversion operates at higher pressures and

with much more output power than refilling inversion because refilling lasing has to

overcome much greater thermal population in the ground vibrational state.

Figure 3-10 shows the threshold power as a function of pressure for different 𝐽 ’s.

𝐽𝐿 = 30 has the lowest threshold across all pressures. This agrees with the observation

in Fig. 3-8 that 𝐽𝐿 = 28 (close to 30) is predicted to produce the maximum power,

even though the maximum population occurs at 𝐽𝐿 = 15, because of the Manley–

Rowe effect. A rotational level with a larger or smaller 𝐽𝐿 has smaller population

available to be pumped and therefore produces smaller output power with a higher

threshold. For 𝐽𝐿 = 40, the threshold power increases with decreasing pressure below

20 mTorr. This is also an effect of very limited population available to be pumped
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Figure 3-9: THz output power vs pressure with 𝐽𝐿 = 6 to 𝐽𝐿 = 41 for both direct
and refilling lasing.

considering the population fraction is only 𝑛𝐽=40 = 0.54%.
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Figure 3-10: Pump threshold power as a function of pressure for 𝐽 = 10, 20, 30, 40.
The cavity loss is assumed to be 0.3m−1 for all cases.
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3.4 Universal theory of QPML

As mentioned previously, a frequency-tunable QCL-pumped terahertz laser is achiev-

able for many molecules. Besides N2O, QPML has also been reported on three NH3

transitions [41, 42], and virtually any rotational transition can be induced to lase in

this manner.

Figure 3-11 illustrates the tuning range for several simple molecules (OCS, N2O,

CH3F, HCN, CO). The spacing of the laser lines is twice the principal rotational

constant 𝐵, which is inversely proportional to the principal moment of inertia of the

molecule for the vibrational level excited by the QCL [43, 44]. Thus a low moment of

inertia molecule like CO has sparser spacing, a broader tuning range, and a peak emis-

sion intensity at a high frequency, while a higher moment of inertia molecule like OCS

has a denser spacing, a narrower tuning range, and a peak at a lower frequency. The

number of available transitions increases as the molecular symmetry decreases and

molecular mass increases. If a laser is needed at a specific frequency, the appropriate

molecular gas may be identified by consulting a catalog of such transitions [45–47].

For a given QCL pump power, the terahertz power achievable by this room tem-

perature laser depends on several factors. To ascertain the potential of a given molec-

ular gas as a QPML, we consider the very low-pressure regime for which molecular

collisions with the chamber walls occur more frequently than any inter-molecular col-

lisions. When the QCL linewidth is much less than the ∼50–150 MHz Doppler width

of the IR molecular transition, a simple expression (derived in the next section) gives

the QPML laser power

𝑃THz =
𝑇

4

(︂
𝜈THz

𝜈IR

)︂(︂
𝛼IR

𝛼cell

)︂[︀
𝑃QCL − 𝑃th

]︀
= 𝜂
[︀
𝑃QCL − 𝑃th

]︀
(3.4)

at frequency 𝜈THz and identifies the essential parameters on which the laser power

depends. Here, 𝛼IR is the IR absorption coefficient of the gas molecule at the frequency

𝜈IR to which the QCL is tuned, 𝛼cell captures the losses of the cavity, 𝑃QCL is the QCL

pumping power and 𝑇 is the front window transmission coefficient for the THz output.

For 𝜈THz > 𝑐/2𝑟0, 𝑇 ≈ (𝑟0/𝑅cell)
2, where 𝑅cell is the cavity radius and 𝑟0 is the radius
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Figure 3-11: Plot showing the QPML tuning range and estimated power from direct
transitions for 10 mTorr of various molecular gases in a compact cylindrical cavity
pumped by a 250 mW QCL: Carbonyl sulfide (OCS), Nitrous oxide (N2O), Methyl
fluoride (CH3F), Hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and Carbon monoxide (CO). The arrows
indicate the 𝐽𝐿 for which the rotational population is largest, illustrating how the
Manley–Rowe effect skews the peak power to higher frequency. Also listed is the
QCL tuning range required to pump the associated R-branch transitions.

of the output coupler. But if the lasing frequency is low, 𝑇 depends sensitively on the

pinhole thickness. Combined, the factors before the square bracket in (3.4) constitute

the power efficiency 𝜂 of the QPML. The lasing threshold

𝑃th =
ℎ2

4𝜋

𝜈IR
𝛼IR

𝛼cell𝑅cell
𝑢2

|⟨𝐽𝑈 − 1|𝜇|𝐽𝑈⟩|2
(3.5)

depends on many of the same parameters, as well as the absolute molecular velocity 𝑢

and the transition dipole matrix element of the rotational transition ⟨𝐽𝑈−1|𝜇|𝐽𝑈⟩. As

expected, the threshold increases with increasing cavity loss, but the dependence of

𝑃th on cell radius is more subtle because of the strong increase of 𝛼cell with decreasing

𝑅cell due to Ohmic loss [35]. The threshold decreases for increasing dipole moment and
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Molecule 𝐽𝐿 𝜈THz PTHz Pth 𝜂 𝜇 𝜈IR 𝛼IR

(peak) (THz) (mW) (mW) (mW/W) (D) (cm−1) (m−1)
CH3F 11 0.605 1.49 0.10 5.97 1.85 1067.400 1.9
OCS 22 0.280 2.13 0.12 8.52 0.72 2070.859 11.3
NH3 3 1.073 6.16 0.15 24.66 1.46 967.346 4.0
HCN 8 0.797 0.33 0.29 1.32 2.98 1438.666 0.4
H2CO 9 0.777 0.35 0.37 1.40 2.33 1768.470 0.6
N2O 15 0.400 1.78 5.19 7.26 0.17 2236.223 7.3

CH3
35Cl 15 0.416 0.01 5.63 0.05 1.90 1459.545 0.03

CO 7 0.922 1.31 41.3 6.27 0.12 2172.759 2.7

Table 3.1: Predicted QPML power and QCL threshold pump power for the strongest
IR ro-vibrational transition of eight candidate laser molecules. Assumes a 0.25W
QCL pumping through a 1 mm diameter pinhole output coupler into a 5 mm diameter
cylindrical laser cavity (loss = 0.06 m−1) containing 10 mTorr of the molecular gas.

decreasing 𝜈IR, indicating that terahertz lasing is favored for strongly polar molecules

with low frequency vibrational modes.

Importantly, Eq. 3.4 shows that the maximum power achievable by the QPML,

often known as the Manley–Rowe limit[48], is determined by the ratio of the terahertz

laser and IR pump frequencies 𝜈THz/𝜈IR. Any vibrational band may be pumped by

the QCL, but this Manley–Rowe limit[48] also recommends low frequency vibrational

modes and long-wavelength QCLs. Currently, more powerful QCLs are available

at higher frequencies, so the selection of which vibrational mode to excite must be

determined by its absorption strength, the Manley–Rowe factor, and the available

QCL power.

Moreover, the Manley–Rowe factor indicates that the maximum power of the

QPML grows with increasing laser frequency for a given QCL and vibrational band,

in tremendous contrast with electronic sources. This Manley–Rowe effect is tempered

by the pressure-dependent population 𝑛𝐽𝐿 , manifested in the IR absorption term 𝛼IR,

available for the QCL to excite. One may simply look at the IR spectrum of a molecule

to estimate how the power of the corresponding terahertz laser will depend on 𝐽𝐿.

Fig. 3-11 plots the predicted power from Eq. 3.4, which is proportional to the product

of 𝛼IR and 𝜈THz/𝜈IR and confirms that the peak power occurs not for the 𝐽𝐿 where

𝑛𝐽𝐿 is maximum but at a higher 𝐽𝐿 because of the Manley–Rowe effect.
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The simple model in Eqs. 3.4-3.5 captures the molecular and cavity parameters es-

sential for ascertaining how a given molecular gas will perform as a QCL-pumped tera-

hertz laser. Table 3.1 summarizes these behaviors for eight candidate polar molecules,

sorted by threshold pump power. The oblate symmetric top NH3 has recently been

reported as a low threshold QCL-pumped laser[41, 42], but the simple model reveals

that CH3F and OCS have even lower thresholds. The high 𝜈THz of NH3 coupled with

its low 𝜈IR and the high 𝛼IR, combine to produce the highest power efficiency and

largest output power; however, the linear (OCS, HCN, N2O, CO) and prolate (CH3F,

H2CO, CH3
35Cl) molecules offer much greater tunability, in both range and spacing,

throughout the terahertz spectral region.

Because the model in Eqs. 3.4-3.5 is only valid at very low pressures, there is no

collisional quenching of the laser inversion, and 𝑃THz is predicted to increase linearly

with increasing pressure (through 𝛼IR). Of course, this best-case approximation fails

at higher pressures when inter-molecular dipole–dipole, rotational-state randomizing,

and velocity-randomizing collisions dominate the laser performance and quench the

inversion in a manner that depends on collision cross sections that may not be known.

To thoroughly study the lasing behaviors, our comprehensive numerical model can

be used to predict the performance of QPMLs as a function of 𝑃QCL and pressure.

In summary, we demonstrated the universal concept of broadly tunable molecular

lasers as a promising compact terahertz source, as more powerful single-mode[49, 50],

frequency stabilized QCLs are being developed, especially at longer wavelengths. To

improve portability, vacuum systems may be eliminated by placing within a confocal

cavity a sealed waveguide containing a given laser gas at its optimal pressure. In

addition to “coarse" line-by-line tuning of the QPML, “fine” tuning for a given line

may be accomplished through Stark tuning techniques[51], which may also be useful

for frequency modulating the QPML as a local oscillator for spectroscopy, radar, or

astronomical sensing. Finally, a tailored metasurface[52] could replace the pinhole

output coupler to optimize the competing requirements for low loss IR pumping and

high terahertz reflectivity ( 98%) for optimal laser power while generating the desired

spatial mode and minimizing mode competition.
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3.5 Analytical derivation of QPML theory

In a simplified three-level model as shown in Fig. 3-12, ground level 1 is pumped

with rate 𝑅pump into level 2, followed by dipole-dipole collisions between level 2 and

level 3, as well as molecule–wall collisions. THz lasing occurs between level 2 and 3.

Similar three-level models can be found in previous works [53], but they typically did

not include wall collisions. In this section, analytical derivations of the population

inversion, gain coefficient, pump threshold, and the THz output power in the low-

pressure limit are presented.

IR pump

kw

kw
kDD

N1

N3

N2

Figure 3-12: Schematics of a simplified three-level model for analytical derivations.

3.5.1 Pump threshold

Assuming molecular relaxation is dominated by molecule–wall collisions with rate 𝑘𝑤

and intermolecular dipole–dipole collisions with rate 𝑘DD, the rate equations for 𝑁2

and 𝑁3 are
𝑑𝑁2

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑅pump −𝑁2(𝑘DD + 𝑘𝑤) + 𝑁3𝑘DD,

𝑑𝑁3

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑁2𝑘DD −𝑁3(𝑘DD + 𝑘𝑤)

At steady state, 𝑑𝑁2/𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑𝑁3/𝑑𝑡 = 0, and the population inversion is obtained as

∆𝑁 = 𝑁2 −𝑁3 =
𝑅pump

2𝑘DD + 𝑘𝑤
. (3.6)

The pump rate can be approximated as

𝑅pump =
𝑃QCL(𝛼IR𝐿)

ℎ𝜈IR

1

𝜋𝑅2
cell𝐿

=
𝛼IR𝑃QCL

𝜋𝑅2
cellℎ𝜈IR

(3.7)
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in which 𝛼IR is the infrared absorption coefficient of the gain medium, and 𝑅cell and

𝐿 are the cavity radius and length, respectively. The pump power absorbed by the

gain medium is approximated as 𝑃QCL(𝛼IR𝐿).

The unsaturated gain coefficient is [31]

𝛾0 = 𝜎𝑙∆𝑁 =

[︂
𝜆2

8𝜋2∆𝜈𝑡sp

]︂
∆𝑁

where 𝜎𝑙 is the cross section for the lasing transition, the spontaneous emission lifetime

is 𝑡sp = 3ℎ𝜖0𝜆
3/16𝜋3𝜇2

𝑖𝑗 where 𝜇2
𝑖𝑗 = |⟨𝑖|𝜇|𝑗⟩|2 is the dipole matrix element, and ∆𝜈 is

the half width of the gain profile approximated as the Doppler broadening half width

∆𝜈 ≈ ∆𝜈𝐷 ≈ 𝑢/𝜆 where 𝑢 is the average relative speed between molecules. Then we

obtain

𝛾0 =

(︂
2

3ℎ2𝜖0

)︂(︂
𝜇2
𝑖𝑗

𝑢𝑅2
cell

)︂(︂
𝛼IR𝑃QCL

𝜈IR

)︂
1

2𝑘DD + 𝑘𝑤
. (3.8)

Threshold occurs when the unsaturated gain coefficient is equal to the cell loss,

𝛾0 = 𝛼cell, and the threshold power can be derived as [31]

𝑃th =

(︂
3ℎ2𝜖0𝜈IR

2

)︂(︂
𝑢𝑅2

cell

𝜇2
𝑖𝑗

)︂(︂
𝛼cell

𝛼IR

)︂
(2𝑘DD + 𝑘𝑤) (3.9)

At low pressures where molecule–wall collisions dominate, 𝑘𝑤 ≫ 𝑘DD, 𝑘𝑤 ≈ 2𝑢/3𝑅,

and the pump threshold simplifies to

𝑃th =
(︀
ℎ2𝜖0𝜈IR

)︀(︂𝑢2𝑅cell

𝜇2
𝑖𝑗

)︂(︂
𝛼cell

𝛼IR

)︂
(3.10)

3.5.2 THz output power

Output power is obtained by matching the saturated gain with the cavity loss,

𝛾 =
𝛾0

1 + Φ/Φ𝑠

= 𝛼cell (3.11)
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in which Φ is the photon flux density that is proportional to THz output power 𝑃THz:

𝑃THz =
1

2
ℎ𝜈THz𝑇 (𝜋𝑅2

cell)Φ

=
1

2
ℎ𝜈THz𝑇 (𝜋𝑅2

cell)

(︂
𝛾0
𝛼cell

− 1

)︂
Φ𝑠

(3.12)

where 𝑅cell is the cavity radius, Φ𝑠 is the saturated photon flux density with Φ𝑠 =

𝑘𝑠∆𝑁/𝛾0, and 𝑇 is the power transmission coefficient of the front coupler. For

wavelength smaller than the pinhole radius 𝜆THz < 2𝑟0, 𝑇 can be approximated as

𝑇 ≈ (𝑟0/𝑅cell)
2. In the simple 3-level model, 𝑘𝑠 can be derived as 𝑘𝑠 = (2𝑘DD + 𝑘𝑤)/2

following Ref. [31], and we obtain

𝑃THz =
1

2
ℎ𝜈THz(𝜋𝑟

2
0)

(︂
1

𝛼cell

− 1

𝛾0

)︂
𝛼IR𝑃QCL

2𝜋𝑅2
cellℎ𝜈IR

=
1

4

𝜈THz

𝜈IR

𝑟20
𝑅2

cell

𝛼IR

𝛼cell

(︂
1 − 𝛼cell

𝛾0

)︂
𝑃QCL

=
1

4

𝜈THz

𝜈IR

𝑟20
𝑅2

cell

𝛼IR

𝛼cell

(𝑃QCL − 𝑃th) .

(3.13)

Relationship 𝑃th/𝛼cell = 𝑃QCL/𝛾0 is used in the above derivation. The power efficiency

equals the derivative of 𝑃THz with respect to the pump power:

𝜂 =
1

4

𝜈THz

𝜈IR

𝑟20
𝑅2

cell

𝛼IR

𝛼cell

. (3.14)

Here are a few direct observations. The output power and power efficiency are

proportional to the IR absorption coefficient 𝛼IR. Since 𝛼IR is proportional to the

molecular pressure 𝑝 and the population fraction of rotational level 𝐽𝐿, we have

𝑃THz, 𝜂 ∝ 𝛼IR ∝ 𝑝 𝑛𝐽𝐿 . The output power and power efficiency are also propor-

tional to the THz frequency, i.e., 𝑃THz, 𝜂 ∝ 𝜈THz/𝜈IR, which is the Manley–Rowe

effect.

In this derivation, it was assumed that the linewidth of the QCL was much nar-

rower than the Doppler width of the pumped infrared transition, and indeed this is

satisfied in our case. Our experimental QCL is expected to have a linewidth in the

range of 1-10MHz [40] compared to the 50-150MHz linewidth of typical molecular
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infrared transitions. Our analysis with a QCL linewidth of 2 MHz finds excellent

agreement with the experimental results. If the QCL linewidth were larger, the sim-

ple model derived here could reflect this fact by using an averaged 𝛼IR, obtained by a

convolution of the QCL and Doppler lineshapes, rather than using the above approx-

imation of 𝛼IR at its center frequency. Regarding the linewidth of the QPML laser

transition, these lasers are perhaps more appropriately called “masers” [54] because

their cavity linewidths (≈10-100 MHz) are larger than the molecular gain profile

(≈1 MHz).
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Chapter 4

Capillary Instability with Thermal

Gradients
1

4.1 Introduction

Capillary instability of liquid jets has been widely studied since Plateau [55] first

showed that whenever a cylindrical jet’s length exceeded its circumference, it was

always unstable due to capillary forces or surface tension. Plateau’s conclusion was

drawn based on a geometric argument. Lord Rayleigh introduced a linear instability

analysis to quantitatively solve the break-up mode for an inviscid fliud jet [56, 57]

and precisely obtain the most unstable mode. Later on, Tomotika [58] generalized

Rayleigh’s analysis to study the growth rate when a cylindrical viscous liquid was

surrounded by another viscous fluid.

In recent years, in-fiber capillary instability has been exploited in a new way

to fabricate micro particles: the fiber-drawing process, as shown in Fig. 4-1. A

macro-scale preform of a multimaterial fibre is heated to a viscous state and then

thermally drawn into an extended concentric fiber with much smaller diameter. For

example, a fiber preform with Si core and glass cladding can be drawn into a long fiber

with submicron diameter. Capillary instability is then induced by thermal treatment

1The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Amy Guyomard (MIT), Xiangdong
Liang (MIT), J.C. Nave (McGill University), and Steven G. Johnson (MIT).
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external morphology over the entire range of diameters (Fig. 1e, f),
confirmed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging after dis-
solving the polymer cladding using dimethylacetamide23. This range
corresponds to five orders of magnitude in linear dimension—fifteen
in volume, from ,8 mm3 to ,8,000 nm3. The polydispersity of the
particle distribution for targeted micro- and nanoparticle sizes was
determined using dynamic light scattering, and the standard deviation
normalized with respect to the mean of the size distribution was found
to be ,10% (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for details).

The second key aspect of the in-fibre process is its scalability—that
is, the ability to produce large numbers of particles by parallelizing the
simultaneous breakup of a high density of cores occupying the same
long fibre. Starting from a macroscopic rod, one may in principle
convert its entirety into particles of prescribed size. Using a stack-
and-draw approach, we have produced fibres of 1 mm outer diameter,
containing 12 20-mm cores (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 3), 4,000
500-nm cores, or 27,000 200-nm cores (Fig. 2d, Supplementary Figs 4, 5;
Supplementary Table 1). In principle, one may combine 108 50-nm
cores in such a fibre with 25% fill factor. This far exceeds the current
parallelization capabilities of microfluidics-based approaches24.
Furthermore, the resulting spatial distribution of particles held immo-
bilized in the scaffold is well-ordered in three dimensions (Fig. 2b,
Supplementary Fig. 6). In the axial direction the particles are ordered
because the instability growth is dominated by a single wavelength. In
the transverse dimensions, order is imposed on the cores during the
stacking process (Supplementary Figs 3–6).

The third characteristic is the ease by which this top-down process
may be configured to produce structured particles. Because the preform
is constructed at the centimetre scale, complex preform geometries may
be readily designed and realized, so that the PRI-driven breakup in the
drawn fibre produces a desired particle structure. We demonstrate
here the size-controllable fabrication of spherical core–shell particles
(Fig. 3) and ‘Janus’ particles (Fig. 4). The preform used to produce the
core–shell particles (corresponding to a double emulsion15) consists of
a polymer core (diameter D1) and glass cladding (diameter
D2 < 2.5 3 D1), surrounded by a polymer matrix (Fig. 3a; cross-
sections shown in Fig. 3b, c). The polymer core and glass shell undergo
a correlated PRI-driven breakup that results in core–shell particles,
observed experimentally (Fig. 3d, e) and confirmed through simula-
tions (Fig. 3f). To confirm that the PRI-driven breakup produces the
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Figure 1 | Fluid capillary instabilities in multimaterial fibres as a route to
size-tunable particle fabrication. a, A macroscopic preform is thermally
drawn into a fibre. Subsequent thermal processing of the fibre induces the PRI,
which results in the breakup of the intact core into spherical droplets that are
frozen in situ on cooling. b, Reflection optical micrograph of a fibre cross-
section with 20-mm-diameter core; inset shows the core (scale bar, 20mm). The
fibre consists of an As2Se3 glass core (G), encased in a PES polymer cladding
(P). c, Transmission optical micrograph of the fibre side-view in b after a
temperature (T) gradient is applied along the axis to induce the PRI at the core–
cladding interface. d, Calculated instability time, t, for various temperatures T
and core diameters D (see Supplementary Information). e, SEM images of
microparticles with diameters of ,1.4 mm, 200mm, 18mm and 2.7mm. f, SEM
images of nanoparticles with diameters of ,920, 560, 62 and 20 nm.
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Figure 2 | Scalable fabrication of micro- and nano-scale spherical particles.
a, SEM micrograph of 12 20-mm intact glass cores (G, As2Se3), exposed from a
1-mm-diameter fibre after dissolving the polymer cladding (P, PES). An SEM
micrograph of the fibre cross-section is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.
b, Transmission optical micrograph of the fibre side-view, showing the cores
after global heating of the fibre, which results in the simultaneous breakup of
the cores into an ordered distribution of particles in three dimensions held in

the polymer cladding. c, SEM micrograph of a large number of 40-mm (average
diameter) glass particles released from the fibre in b by dissolving the polymer
cladding. d, SEM micrograph of 27,000 200-nm-diameter intact glass cores
exposed from a 1-mm-diameter fibre. An SEM micrograph of the fibre cross-
section is shown in Supplementary Figs 4, 5. e, SEM micrograph of a large
number of 400-nm (average diameter) glass particles. f, SEM micrograph of a
few particles from e. See Supplementary Fig. 2 for the particle-size distribution.
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Figure 4-1: Experimental setup of the fiber-drawing process [59]: A macroscopic
preform is thermally drawn into a fibre. Subsequent thermal processing of the fibre
induces the capillary instability, resulting in the fiber core breakup and spherical
particles.

of the extended fiber and breaks up the core into spherical Si particles, which can

be widely used in a broad range of applications such as photonic devices, optical

communications, and bio-engineering. This novel approach of particle fabrication

easily produces uniform-size spherical particles over a wide range of diameters, has

great scalability to fabricate millions of microspheres with just one drawing process,

and is easy to produce structured spheres such as multi-layered particles [59, 60].

Theoretically, the fiber-drawing process can be described by modelling the fiber core

as a viscous fluid thread surrounded by another viscous fluid, and making use of the

classical Tomotika formula to calculate the growth rate for potential instability modes.

Moreover, Liang extended the Rayleigh-Plateau and Tomotika instability analysis to

multi-flluid geometries which accurately described the experimental observations [60].

More recently, researchers have developed an adapted way to produce controllable-

size spheres by an axial thermal gradient and a controlled feed speed [61]. In the
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An alternative viewpoint using the Tomotika model mentioned
above can be adopted to qualitatively understand the particle
scaling with velocity: In an infinite fluid cylinder perturbations
with a wavelength l grow at a rate s(l) to break-up on a
timescale proportional to 1/s(l). In our case, a finite fluid
cylinder of length d is fed into the flame at a constant speed vf
where d extends from the melting plane of the Silicon, vf and d
define an additional timescale d/vf. As a consequence, classical
capillary break-up cannot occur for wavelengths with 1/s(l)ood/
vf, as a wavelength cannot break-up before it is liquefied. For high
viscosity contrasts, in which longer wavelengths break-up faster
in the Tomotika model (that is, s is monotonically increasing
with l), this means that break-up will first occur for the
wavelength satisfying 1/s(l)El/vf, which will be much
smaller than the Tomotika wavelength. Making a quantitative
prediction from this model is complicated by the fact that the
growth rate s increases as the fibre is fed deeper into the flame
(decreasing the viscosity). One can either use a single ‘typical’

viscosity to estimate s (which neglects the fact that higher feed
speeds will effectively ‘see’ a lower viscosity), or better yet
integrate s(l,x) along an estimated temperature profile T(x)
(Supplementary Fig. S6) in the fibre until break-up occurs,
as described in Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Figs S7
and S8; either approach can be used to predict particle diameters
that are consistent with the observed values to within an order of
magnitude. A fundamental difficulty is that the Tomotika growth
rate s(l) is derived for an infinite isothermal cylinder, and is only
a crude approximation when applied to our situation, in which
the viscosity varies dramatically over the scale of a single l. Our
estimates suggest that the true growth rates are several times
larger than the Tomotika model’s, especially for wavelengths
on the same scale as the temperature gradient, agreeing with
the intuition that temperature non-uniformities can help to
accelerate geometric non-uniformities (break-up) compared with
Tomotika’s case of a uniform cylinder with only small initial
perturbations. In future work, we hope to perform full numerical
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10-fold magnified while in sphere diameters—1,000-fold magnified. The error in the sphere diameter is assumed to originate from both the break-up period
and the fibre core thickness instabilities (see Supplementary Note 1). (d) Schematic of the step-by-step formation of a sphere and dimensional analysis: in the
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An alternative viewpoint using the Tomotika model mentioned
above can be adopted to qualitatively understand the particle
scaling with velocity: In an infinite fluid cylinder perturbations
with a wavelength l grow at a rate s(l) to break-up on a
timescale proportional to 1/s(l). In our case, a finite fluid
cylinder of length d is fed into the flame at a constant speed vf
where d extends from the melting plane of the Silicon, vf and d
define an additional timescale d/vf. As a consequence, classical
capillary break-up cannot occur for wavelengths with 1/s(l)ood/
vf, as a wavelength cannot break-up before it is liquefied. For high
viscosity contrasts, in which longer wavelengths break-up faster
in the Tomotika model (that is, s is monotonically increasing
with l), this means that break-up will first occur for the
wavelength satisfying 1/s(l)El/vf, which will be much
smaller than the Tomotika wavelength. Making a quantitative
prediction from this model is complicated by the fact that the
growth rate s increases as the fibre is fed deeper into the flame
(decreasing the viscosity). One can either use a single ‘typical’

viscosity to estimate s (which neglects the fact that higher feed
speeds will effectively ‘see’ a lower viscosity), or better yet
integrate s(l,x) along an estimated temperature profile T(x)
(Supplementary Fig. S6) in the fibre until break-up occurs,
as described in Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Figs S7
and S8; either approach can be used to predict particle diameters
that are consistent with the observed values to within an order of
magnitude. A fundamental difficulty is that the Tomotika growth
rate s(l) is derived for an infinite isothermal cylinder, and is only
a crude approximation when applied to our situation, in which
the viscosity varies dramatically over the scale of a single l. Our
estimates suggest that the true growth rates are several times
larger than the Tomotika model’s, especially for wavelengths
on the same scale as the temperature gradient, agreeing with
the intuition that temperature non-uniformities can help to
accelerate geometric non-uniformities (break-up) compared with
Tomotika’s case of a uniform cylinder with only small initial
perturbations. In future work, we hope to perform full numerical
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10-fold magnified while in sphere diameters—1,000-fold magnified. The error in the sphere diameter is assumed to originate from both the break-up period
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(a) (b)

Figure 4-2: (a) Break-up periods and (b) corresponding sphere diameters (squares)
as a function of the feed speed for a 4 mm Si-core fibre shown together with the
magnified graphs of standard deviation values (bars) as they appear within each one
of the samples. The s.d. values in (a) are shown 10-fold magnified and 1,000-fold
magnified in (b). Figures are from [61].

process, the fibre is fed into a spatially localized flame at a controlled rate. By

continuously feeding the fibre from low-temperature region into the high-temperature

flame, particles emerge one by one. The size of the sphere is highly controllable by the

feed speed. And surprisingly, the sphere size can be well below that of an isothermal

process and approaches the fundamental diameter limit. This chapter focuses on

developing a numerical tool and an analytical model to understand the capillary

instability with thermal gradient.

In the following sections, we will first develop a large-scale parallel Stokes-equation

solver to numerically calculate the time evolution of the capillary breakup process and

extract the pinch-off period in the fiber. A few examples with different temperature

profiles and different layers of materials will be shown. In addition, accurate nu-

merical simulations enable us to develop a semi-analytical model with quantitative

validation. Our 1d model fits the simulation results over a wide range of the width

of the temperature gradient.
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4.2 Numerical modeling of capillary breakup with

thermal gradient

Here, we consider an axisymmetric two-layer fluid system in the low Reynolds number

regime. Assume the surface tension at the interface is 𝛾. Inner layer and outer

cladding are both highly viscous fluids with viscosities 𝜇𝑖(𝑧) and 𝜇𝑜(𝑧), respectively.

Due to thermal gradient, both 𝜇𝑖 and 𝜇𝑜 vary with axial (𝑧−) direction. In the silicon-

in-silica fiber, viscosities of the inner silicon core and silica cladding can be estimated

from the spatially varying temperature 𝑇 (𝑧) by

𝜇𝑖(𝑧) = 10
819.0

𝑇 (𝑧)+273
−3.727Pa · s (4.1)

𝜇𝑜(𝑧) = 10
26909.0
𝑇+273

−7.2348 Pa · s. (4.2)

The fluid dynamics in the system is described by the Stokes equation:

−∇𝑝 + ∇ ·
[︀
𝜇(𝑟)

(︀
∇𝑣 + ∇𝑣𝑇

)︀]︀
= 𝛾 𝛿(𝜑(𝑟))𝜅(𝜑(𝑟))

∇𝜑(𝑟)

|∇𝜑(𝑟)| (4.3)

where 𝑝 and 𝑣 are the pressure and velocity fields, 𝜑(𝑟) is the level-set function which

defines the interface 𝑟𝑖 with 𝜑(𝑟𝑖) = 0 (described with more details below), 𝛿(𝜑) is

the delta function, and 𝜅(𝜑) is the curvature of the interface. A more general form

for 𝑁 -layers concentric fluid system with 𝑁 − 1 interfaces can be written as

−∇𝑝 + ∇ ·
[︀
𝜇
(︀
∇𝑣 + ∇𝑣𝑇

)︀]︀
=

𝑁−1∑︁

𝑛=1

𝛾(𝑛)𝛿(𝜑(𝑛))𝜅(𝜑(𝑛))
∇𝜑(𝑛)

|∇𝜑(𝑛)| (4.4)

Additionally, we assume the fluids are incompressible with continuity equation

∇ · 𝑣 = 0. (4.5)

In order to describe the movement of the fluid interface, we use the level-set

method. Level-set methods were firstly proposed by James A. Sethian and Stanley

Osher in 1988 to deal with evolving boundaries or interfaces problems [62]. In the
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level-set method, a level-set function 𝜑(𝑟) is defined for all spatial points 𝑟, not just

the ones on the boundaries. The interface is implicitly represented by the zero level set

𝜑(𝑟) = 0. An example of a signed distance function 𝜑(𝑟) discretized on a Cartesian

grid is shown in Fig. 4-3. It has the property that |∇𝜑| = 1 with different signs at

the two sides of the interface. Also, |𝜑(𝑟)| gives the distance from 𝑟 to the boundary

𝜑 = 0. The level-set method itself doesn’t require 𝜑(𝑟) to be a distance function, but

the numerical approximation is inaccurate if 𝜑 has large variations in the gradient.

So we want to keep 𝜑 close to a signed distance function by frequent re-initialization

processes [63] as shown below.

φ>0

φ<0

Figure 3: A signed distance function φ discretized on a Cartesian grid.

In three dimensions, we compute the mean curvature

κM = ∇ · ∇φ

|∇φ| =

{
(φyy + φzz)φ

2
x + (φxx + φzz)φ

2
y + (φxx + φyy)φ2

z

−2φxφyφxy − 2φxφzφxz − 2φyφzφyz

}

(φ2
x + φ2

y + φ2
z)

3/2
(5)

and the Gaussian curvature

κG =

⎧
⎨
⎩

φ2
x(φyyφzz − φ2

yz) + φ2
y(φxxφzz − φ2

xz) + φ2
z(φxxφyy − φ2

xy)
+2[φxφy(φxzφyz − φxyφzz) + φyφz(φxyφxz − φyzφxx)

+φxφz(φxyφyz − φxzφyy)]

⎫
⎬
⎭

(φ2
x + φ2

y + φ2
z)

2
. (6)

From these the principal curvatures can be obtained as κM ±
√

κ2
M − κG.

Using φ, we can also write different expressions for the two regions φ < 0,
and φ > 0. For example, the density

ρ(x) = ρ1 + (ρ2 − ρ1)θ(φ(x)) (7)

takes the value ρ1 for φ < 0 and ρ2 for φ > 0. On a discrete grid, the Heaviside
function θ(x) has to be approximated numerically for example by smoothing.

1.3 The Level Set Equation

Using the implicit representation φ, we can propagate the zero level set by the
velocity field v by solving the convection equation (we actually propagate all
the level sets, not just φ = 0):

φt + v · ∇φ = 0. (8)

For motion in the normal direction, we use (3) and write v = Fn = F ∇φ/|∇φ|.
Insert in (8) and use ∇φ · ∇φ = |∇φ|2 to obtain the Level Set Equation

φt + F |∇φ| = 0. (9)

4

Figure 4-3: An example of level-set function: a signed distance function discretized
on a Cartesian grid. Figure from Ref. [63].

The movement of the interface is governed by the following convection equation

that updates the level-set function,

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑣 · ∇𝜑 = 0 (4.6)

where 𝑣 is the velocity fields obtained from the Stokes equation. Re-initialization

steps need to be taken frequently to ensure that the gradient of level-set function at

the interface is around 1. The rre-initialization is performed by evolving discretized

timesteps of the equation:

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡
+ sign(𝜑)(|∇𝜑| − 1) = 0. (4.7)
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In our implementation, one re-initialization timestep is taken typically at every 10

steps of interface evolution of (4.6).

Numerically, (4.3) and (4.5) are discretized by a second-order finite-difference

scheme, and solved by a parallel MUMPs direct solver [39] using the PETSc library.

For equations (4.6), and (4.7), we use a third order TVD (total vibration dimin-

ish) Runge-Kutta method for time evolution and the HJ WENO method for the

spatial differentiation [62]. More details on the numerical schemes are presented in

Appendix H.

In the following sections, we will present a few examples of numerical modeling of

capillary breakup with thermal gradient. Exact temperature profile and the viscosity

distribution in experiments are difficult to measure. But our numerical model gives a

rough estimate of the temperature profile that quantitatively matches the measured

breakup period. In addition, a semi-analytical 1d model is proposed to explain the

breakup mechanism which fits fairly well with the simulations.
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4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Example 1

We first present a numerical example of a three-layer fluid fiber with uniform viscosity

in each layer along the 𝑧 direction. From the linear analysis in Ref. [60], different

instability time-scales of the two interfaces create competing modes: which mode is

the most unstable depends on the radius, viscosity, and surface tension values of the

two interfaces. Fig. 4-4 shows two numerical simulations of a three-layer system with

different surface tensions for the outer interface. The radii of the inner and outer

interfaces are 𝑅(1) = 1.0 and 𝑅(2) = 5.0, respectively. All three layers have viscosities

equal to 𝜇(1) = 0.91, 𝜇(2) = 1.0, and 𝜇(3) = 0.91. The surface tension 𝛾(1) of the inner

interface for both cases is 1.5, while the surface tension of the outer interface 𝛾(2) is

1.5 for Fig. 4-4(a) and 25.0 for Fig. 4-4(b). In Fig. 4-4(a), the two interfaces have

similar surface tensions, but the radius of the outer interface is 5 times bigger than

the inner interface, indicating the inner interface is about 5 times more unstable and

certainly breaks up faster. While in Fig. 4-4(b) with a much bigger 𝛾(2), the outer

interface breaks up first with ∼ 5× larger mode wavelength, which also arises from

the bigger radius if we assume 𝑘𝑎 is a constant.

inner breakup "wins" outer breakup "wins"

Large scale parallel solver 
•  Stokes equation with moving interfaces. 
 
 
 
 
 
•  Parallel solver on distributed-memory 

supercomputers since the large axisymmetric 
scaling in experiments is difficult to model. 
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Introduction 
Capillary instability of liquid jets is widely exploited 
in the technology of droplets design. Recent 
breakthroughs in fiber drawing process harness 
fluidic instabilities for nanofabrication and define a 
promising direction towards new and scalable 
methods of fabricating semiconductor or polymer 
spheres. In a non-isothermal fiber drawing process, 
capillary breakup is controlled by the axial thermal 
gradient and a controlled feed speed. 
 

To fully understand the thermal gradient breakup, 
our team developed a large scale Stokes-equation 
solver, parallelized to support distributed-memory 
supercomputers to numerically simulate the realistic 
drawing process with the scaling of realistic 
experiments. As well, an analytical approximation 
was formulated to describe the breakup behavior 
which matches simulations quite well. In addition, 
capillary breakup with laser heating and multilayer 
breakup were both studied. 

Numerical solver 

S
ilicon spheres have been the subject of recent investigations
in a broad range of fields spanning mechanics1,
biotechnology2, photonics3 and green energy4. A variety

of bottom-up5–7 and top-down4,8,9 methods have been developed
to address the need for Si spheres ranging in size from the nm to
mm scale. However, to date, no single fabrication methodology
exists that is simultaneously scalable in size and quantity over the
full spectrum of radii. Recent breakthroughs10–13 in harnessing
fluidic instabilities14,15 for nanofabrication define a promising
direction towards new and scalable methods, but are currently
restricted because of the isothermal profile: For example, in cases
involving high viscosity-contrast materials systems14–16 such as
Silicon-in-Silica, the isothermal break-up condition15 would
dictate a large break-up wavelength lT and correspondingly
large particles.

Here we report on a method for producing Si spheres in a Silica
fibre17 in which capillary break-up is controlled by an axial
thermal gradient and a controlled feed speed. In our process, the
fibre is fed into a spatially localized flame at a controlled rate, so
that melting of the Silicon occurs at a fixed location in space,
beyond which a molten Si cylinder cladded by softened Silica
develops. Capillary instability causes the core to break-up into a
sphere in order to reduce its surface energy. A close analogy is the
use of flow rate to control droplet formation in dripping
faucets18,19. By continuously feeding the fibre into the flame a
string of particles emerges, the size of which is below that of an
isothermal process and approaches the fundamental diameter limit.

Results
Challenges in entering the micron-pitch break-up regime. The
generation of submicron Silicon spheres via a fluid instability
mechanism requires very small core diameters to begin with, as

the size of the sphere cannot be smaller than
ffiffiffiffi
3p
2

3
q

D (correspon-

dent to wavelength pD —the wavelength equal to the core cir-
cumference), where D is the diameter of the core. To generate
small cores a multistep process is developed: A 2-mm thick Si rod
clad by an 8 mm thick Silica tube is thermally drawn to a Si-core
size of 130mm and redrawn to achieve a core size of 4 mm (see
Methods, Supplementary Figs S1 and S2 for details), as shown in
Fig. 1a. The resulting twice-drawn fibre is redrawn under high
tension in a hydrogen flame. A relatively fast feed speed
(3 mm min! 1) and relatively slow draw speed (15 mm min! 1)
scales the fibre by a factor of

ffiffiffi
5
p

while keeping the Si-core intact
and without inducing any cracking. This step (Fig. 1b) can be
repeated multiple times until the desired Si-core diameter is
obtained (see Methods, Supplementary Fig. S3 for details).
Starting with a 4-mm Si-core fibre, a triple rescaling leads to a
continuous Si-core fibre with a diameter of (340±15) nm.

In the isothermal regime, perturbations to an infinitely long
cylinder of diameter D develop into periodic break-up, resulting
in a chain of spheres14. In the treatment of this problem by
Tomotika15, an instability growth rate s(l) is associated with each
perturbation wavelength l 2 ½pD ;1#, the wavelength lT with the
fastest growth rate sets the observed break-up period. lT depends
on the materials’ viscosity ratio, and thus should vary with the
chosen temperature. However, for any temperature above the Si
melting (1,414 !C) this ratio remains in the 108–1012 range,
resulting in lT44pD (see Supplementary Figs S4 and S5 for
details).

What will happen if the cylinder is neither infinite nor
uniformly heated, but instead is dynamically fed into a flame
causing the cylinder to melt? We argue that under this condition,
droplet formation will occur at the cylinder tip, and that spheres
will break off it with a period that is set by the feed speed. If this

speed is slow enough, much smaller spheres than those obtained
via uniform heating are expected to be formed. Based on this
insight, we developed a process in which the fibre is fed through
the hot spot of a hydrogen/oxygen flame at a constant speed vf. As
predicted, we observed that Si spheres break off of the fibre core
one by one at regular intervals, as shown in Fig. 1c,d, respectively
(see Supplementary Movie 1 for detailed representation of the
process). Figure 2a–c show, for a 4-mm Si-core fibre, how slower
feed speeds successfully induce the formation of smaller Si
spheres. A simple dimensional analysis can account for this
scaling of the observed ‘dominant’ break-up period ld with vf.
Indeed, for a given feed speed and in steady state, spheres detach
from the Si-core at a fixed location in space: the pinch-off point
x ¼ xp. As schematically depicted in Fig. 2d (where x ¼ 0
corresponds to the Si melting front), the Si/Silica interfacial
tension gp at x ¼ xp drives the core pinching with a characteristic
velocity up % gp=mSiO2

p , where mSiO2
p is the local Silica viscosity

(see Methods for details). Therefore, ld is the length of Silicon fed
during the time D =2up needed for the core to pinch-off, and we
can thus write ld % vf ðD mSiO2

p =2gpÞ. This expression seemingly
implies a linear scaling of ld with vf, but in reality, xp depends on
the feed speed: as vf is increased, pinch-off occurs deeper into the
flame, where the higher temperature in turn yields faster pinching
speeds. This explains the sub-linear trend of ld(vf) displayed in
Fig. 2c. Importantly, with the new technique, the control over vf
provides an additional independent knob for tuning the break-up
period much more practical than varying the temperature to
change the viscosity contrast. This novel control enables, as
illustrated in Fig. 2c for this particular example, to reduce the
break-up period by a factor of 2 by varying vf, which in turns
reduces the spheres diameter by 20%.

Polymer coating

vd

vf

vf

Silica
cladding

Figure 1 | Fabrication Process. (a) Schematic representation and
experimental results of a redrawn Si-core fibre. (Left scale bar—100mm,
Inset—5mm). (b) Schematics of a high-tension redraw process that allows,
upon repeated application, continuous reduction of the Si-core towards the
deep submicron regime. (c) Schematics of our gradual liquefaction
technique. (d) Photograph of a typical break-up experiment of 4mm Si-core
fiber under pure hydrogen flow of 0.8 l m! 1 and vf of 10mm s! 1 (scale bar,
5 mm). the break-up period is 1.2 mm and the resulting sphere size is 31mm.
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Capillary breakups with thermal gradient
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1 Introduction

In this report, we mainly organize the original goal of the project, and our
methods as well. The story comes from the paper by Dr Alexander Gumennik
in 2013, “Silicon-in-Silica spheres via axial thermal gradient in-fibre capillary
instabilities”. In this paper, the authors demonstrated experimentally a method
for producing Si spheres in a Silica fibre in which capillary break-up was con-
trolled by an axial thermal gradient and a controlled feed speed. Before this
work, researchers had successfully fabricated spheres under uniform tempera-
ture environment. The sphere size is determined by Tomotika’s result. In the
case of extremely large viscosity contrast, the sphere size is large ( >50 times of
the inner layer radius) and non-uniform in general. Making use of the flame edge
and introducing the thermal gradient, people can now fabricate much smaller
spheres.

Full numerical Stokes simulations with non-uniform viscosities are important
for further understanding these e↵ects. But unluckily they were not done in
the paper but are our goal in this report. The dominant equations for the
problem are Navier Stokes equation and continuity equation. In the case of
large viscosity, Navier stokes equation is approximated by the Stokes equation.
Then we have

�rp + r ·
⇥
µ
�
rv + rv

T �⇤
=

N�1X

n=1

�
(n)

�(�
(n)

)(�
(n)

) r�
(n)

��
r�(n)��

r · v = 0.

(1)

Here, p and v are the pressure and velocity fields. µ is the fluid viscosity. �
(n)

is the interfacial tension of the n-th interface. �(�) is the delta function. (�)
is the curvature. And � is the level set function, which describes the motion of
interfaces.

2 The level set method

Level set method was proposed by James A. Sethian and Stanley Osher in 1988
to deal with evolving boundaries or interfaces problems. The boundary is given

1

0. For simplicity, we adopt the mirror boundary condition for all 4 boundaries.
As long as the computational cell is large enough, meaning that the neighboring
cells don’t a↵ect each other the instability breakups, this boundary condition is
trustworthy.

But for the liquid phase boundary in z direction, it’s better that we use
outflow boundary condition. We should investigate the influence of outflow
boundary condition in the project.

3.3 Time evolution

The evolution of the interface is implicitly described by the following convection
equation that updates the level set function:

@�

@t
+ v · r� = 0. (20)

This moves an implicit surface in an externally generated velocity field.
As discussed in previous sections, reinitialization steps need to be taken

frequently to guarantee the gradient of level set function at the interface is 1.
Reinitialization is done by time evolution

@�

@t
+ sign(�)(|r�| � 1) = 0. (21)

In our code, one step of reinitialization is done every 5 steps of (20).
We use third order TVD (total vibration diminish) Runge-Kutta method

for time evolution. And for the spatial di↵erentiation, we use HJ WENO
(Hamiltonian-Jacobi weighted essential non-oscillatory polynomial interpola-
tion) method.

If we just want to achieve first order accuracy in both time and spatial
di↵erentiation, we can simply use forward Euler for the time part and upwind
scheme for the spatial di↵erentiation. Let’s take the level set equation as an
example.

�
n+1
i � �

n
i

�t
+ (u

n
i (�r)

n
i + w

n
i (�z)

n
i ) = 0 (22)

where we can use upwind scheme to determine the discretization form of (�r)
n
i

and (�z)
n
i . For simplicity, let’s only consider a 1d case �x. Upwind scheme tells

that

(�x)i =

(
(��

x )i if ui > 0

(�
+
x )i if ui < 0

(23)

in which (��
x )i contains information from the left of site i because the wind

blows in positive direction while (�
+
x )i contains information from the right of

site i.
The first order accurate upwind scheme gives the expression of �x as below:

(��
x )i :=

�i � �i�1

�x
(= (�x)i + O(�x))

(�
+
x )i :=

�i+1 � �i

�x
(= (�x)i + O(�x))

(24)

7

Analytical modeling 
Full simulations enable the development of 
accurate analytical tools, which can be 
quantitatively validated because the parameters 
are known exactly (unlike experiments). 
 

New criteria 
•  xp minimizes the total breakup time consisting 

of feed time and breakup time. 

An alternative viewpoint using the Tomotika model mentioned
above can be adopted to qualitatively understand the particle
scaling with velocity: In an infinite fluid cylinder perturbations
with a wavelength l grow at a rate s(l) to break-up on a
timescale proportional to 1/s(l). In our case, a finite fluid
cylinder of length d is fed into the flame at a constant speed vf
where d extends from the melting plane of the Silicon, vf and d
define an additional timescale d/vf. As a consequence, classical
capillary break-up cannot occur for wavelengths with 1/s(l)ood/
vf, as a wavelength cannot break-up before it is liquefied. For high
viscosity contrasts, in which longer wavelengths break-up faster
in the Tomotika model (that is, s is monotonically increasing
with l), this means that break-up will first occur for the
wavelength satisfying 1/s(l)El/vf, which will be much
smaller than the Tomotika wavelength. Making a quantitative
prediction from this model is complicated by the fact that the
growth rate s increases as the fibre is fed deeper into the flame
(decreasing the viscosity). One can either use a single ‘typical’

viscosity to estimate s (which neglects the fact that higher feed
speeds will effectively ‘see’ a lower viscosity), or better yet
integrate s(l,x) along an estimated temperature profile T(x)
(Supplementary Fig. S6) in the fibre until break-up occurs,
as described in Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Figs S7
and S8; either approach can be used to predict particle diameters
that are consistent with the observed values to within an order of
magnitude. A fundamental difficulty is that the Tomotika growth
rate s(l) is derived for an infinite isothermal cylinder, and is only
a crude approximation when applied to our situation, in which
the viscosity varies dramatically over the scale of a single l. Our
estimates suggest that the true growth rates are several times
larger than the Tomotika model’s, especially for wavelengths
on the same scale as the temperature gradient, agreeing with
the intuition that temperature non-uniformities can help to
accelerate geometric non-uniformities (break-up) compared with
Tomotika’s case of a uniform cylinder with only small initial
perturbations. In future work, we hope to perform full numerical
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Analytical model vs numerical model 
•  Analytical approximation is robust for a wide 

range of temperature profile with width from 
1.18-2 mm.  

Fig. 2 Schematics of the capillary breakup with feed speed vf 
(left) and a new analytical criteria of the breakup (right). 
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But if we consider the pressure and Stark broadening e↵ect, each velocity subclass has di↵erent

absorption ability, as discussed above. Therefore, the pump rate varies with velocity subclass,

pL!U (vi) =

 Ppump

h⌫pump

1 � exp(�↵L) + · · ·
⇡R2L

� nL(vi)fbroadening(vi � vpump)
P

vi nL(vi)fbroadening(vi � vpump)

1

nL(vi)

=

 Ppump

h⌫pump

1 � exp(�↵L) + · · ·
⇡R2L

� fbroadening(vi � vpump)
P

vi nL(vi)fbroadening(vi � vpump)

question: how to reduce this result to the ↵ ! 0 limit, as in Henry’ dissertation page 46? If

↵ is small, photons will not be absorbed fast enough so that they’ll bounce back from the back

wall and accumulate in the cavity. If there is equilibrium state, the pump photon will in the end

be totally absorbed. Otherwise the cavity will be burnt down eventually. The limit in page 46 I

guess should only work for infinite long cavity.
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Other capillary-breakup designs 
With our modeling ability, many other problems in 
this IRG can be studied, such as laser heating and 
multi-layer breakup. 
 

Laser heating 
•  10x smaller simulations because the heating 

region is smaller
•  Simulations help determine unknown 

parameters such as surface tension in high 
temperature. 

Modeling of EM scattering/forces  
 

Fig.1 Schematics of thermal gradient capillary breakup and 
experimental measurements. [Gumenik et al. Nat Comm 4 
(2013) 2216.] Multi-layer breakup and competing modes 

•  In multi-layer situation, there are competing 
modes with different breakup wavenumbers. 
Which mode wins depends on the radius, 
viscosity, and surface tension values. 

inner breakup "wins" outer breakup "wins"

Beyond the frontiers
Time to explore and discover!

Homer Reid: The Upside of Noise MIT Physics Colloquium, 10/15/2015 41 / 41

• New surface-integral formulations for problems: 
scattering, transmission, optical force/torques, 
etc. 

• Thermal/quantum interactions: thermal/quantum 
forces, near-field heat transfer, and fluorescence. 

• Key to ongoing work on nanoparticle optimization 
(1000s of parameters) and upper bounds for 
absorption/forces/… 

 

[ H. Reid, …, Johnson, arXiv:1708.01985 (2017) ]

Thermal self-propulsion 
•  For the first time be able to compute 

magnitude (and sign!) of  the force/torque of 
uniform temperature asymmetrical bodies.

•  Example: Au “quantum pinwheel” at 300K 

[ F. Wang, Liang, Fink, Nave, Johnson, 
manuscript in preparation ] 

Fig. 4 Snapshots of Si/SiO2 fiber interface in experiment (left) 
and numerical simulations with two different values of interfacial 
tension (right). γ=5.0 J/m2 matches better with experimental 
observation. (The experimental figure is provided by Dr Levy in 
Prof Fink’s group.)  

Fig. 3 Breakup period predicted by both numerical simulation 
(dashed) and analytical approximation (solid) as a function of 
feed speed. Temperature profiles of the flame varies between 
1400 oC to 1850 oC, with different transition width from 1.18mm 
to 2.0mm. Fitting parameter α is set to be 0.45 for all curves.  
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spheres.A
simpledim
ensionalan
alysiscan
accountfo
rthis

scalingof
theobserve
d‘dominan
t’break-up
periodld withvf .

Indeed,for
agivenfeed
speedandi
nsteadysta
te,spheres
detach

fromtheSi
-coreatafi
xedlocatio
ninspace:
thepinch-o
ffpoint

x¼xp .Assche
maticallyd
epictedin
Fig.2d(w
herex¼0

correspond
stotheS
imelting
front),the
Si/Silicain
terfacial

tensiongp atx¼xp drivesthec
orepinchin
gwithach
aracteristic

velocityup %gp =m SiO2p ,wherem SiO2p isthelocal
Silicavisco
sity

(seeMetho
dsfordetai
ls).Therefo
re,ld isthelength
ofSiliconfe
d

duringthe
timeD=2up neededfor
thecoreto
pinch-off,a
ndwe

canthusw
riteld %vf ðDm SiO2p =2gp Þ.Thisexpre
ssionseem
ingly

impliesali
nearscaling
ofld withvf ,butinrea
lity,xp dependson

thefeedspe
ed:asvf isincreased
,pinch-off
occursdeep
erintothe

flame,wher
ethehigher
temperatur
einturnyi
eldsfasterp
inching

speeds.Thi
sexplains
thesub-lin
eartrendo
fld (vf )displayed
in

Fig.2c.Im
portantly,w
iththenew
technique,
thecontrol
overvf

providesan
additionali
ndependen
tknobfort
uningtheb
reak-up

periodmu
chmorep
racticaltha
nvarying
thetemper
atureto

changethe
viscosityc
ontrast.Th
isnovelco
ntrolenab
les,as

illustrated
inFig.2c
forthispa
rticularexa
mple,tore
ducethe

break-upp
eriodbya
factorof2
byvarying
vf ,whichin
turns

reducesthe
spheresdia
meterby2
0%.

Polymer co
ating

vd
vf

vf

Silicacladding

Figure1|
Fabricatio
nProcess
.(a)Sche
maticrepr
esentation
and

experimen
talresults
ofaredra
wnSi-core
fibre.(Left
scalebar—
100mm,

Inset—5mm
).(b)Sche
maticsof
ahigh-ten
sionredra
wprocess
thatallow
s,

uponrepe
atedappli
cation,con
tinuousre
ductionof
theSi-core
towardsth
e

deepsubm
icronregim
e.(c)Sch
ematicso
fourgrad
ualliquefa
ction

technique
.(d)Photo
graphofa
typicalbre
ak-upexpe
rimentof4
mmSi-core

fiberunde
rpurehyd
rogenflow
of0.8lm !1andvf of10mms !1(scalebar,

5mm).the
break-upp
eriodis1.2
mmandth
eresulting
spheresiz
eis31mm.
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Capillary
breakups
withther
malgradi
ent

FanWan
g

July14,
2014

1Intr
oductio
n

Inthisr
eport,w
emainly
organize
theorigi
nalgoal
ofthep
roject,a
ndour

methods
aswell.
Thestor
ycomes
fromthe
paperby
DrAlexa
nderGu
mennik

in2013,
“Silicon-
in-Silica
spheres
viaaxial
thermal
gradient
in-fibrec
apillary

instabilit
ies”.Int
hispaper
,theaut
horsdem
onstrated
experime
ntallyam
ethod

forprod
ucingSi
spheresi
naSilic
afibrein
whichca
pillaryb
reak-up
wascon-

trolledb
yanaxi
altherm
algradie
ntanda
controlle
dfeedsp
eed.Bef
orethis

work,re
searchers
hadsucc
essfully
fabricate
dsphere
sunder
uniform
tempera
-

tureenv
ironment
.Thesp
heresize
isdeterm
inedby
Tomotik
a’sresul
t.Inthe

caseofe
xtremely
largevis
cosityco
ntrast,th
esphere
sizeisla
rge(>5
0timeso
f

theinner
layerrad
ius)and
non-unif
orminge
neral.M
akinguse
ofthefla
meedge

andintr
oducing
thetherm
algradie
nt,peop
lecanno
wfabric
atemuch
smaller

spheres.Fullnum
ericalSto
kessimu
lationsw
ithnon-u
niformv
iscosities
areimpo
rtant

forfurth
erunder
standing
thesee↵
ects.Bu
tunluck
ilythey
werenot
donein

thepape
rbutar
eourgo
alinthi
sreport.
Thedom
inanteq
uations
forthe

problem
areNavi
erStoke
sequatio
nandco
ntinuity
equation
.Inthe
caseof

largevis
cosity,N
aviersto
kesequa
tionisap
proximat
edbyth
eStokes
equation
.

Thenwe
have�rp+r· ⇥µ �rv+rv T �⇤= N�1Xn=1 � (n)�(� (n))(� (n)) r� (n)��r� (n) ��

r·v=0.

(1)

Here,pa
ndvare
thepress
ureand
velocity
fields.µ
istheflu
idviscos
ity.� (n)

isthein
terfacial
tensiono
fthen-t
hinterfa
ce.�(�)
isthede
ltafunct
ion.(�
)

isthecu
rvature.
And�is
thelevel
setfunct
ion,whic
hdescrib
esthem
otionof

interface
s.2The

levelset
method

Levelset
method
wasprop
osedbyJ
amesA.
Sethiana
ndStanl
eyOsher
in1988

todealw
ithevolv
ingboun
dariesor
interface
sproblem
s.Theb
oundary
isgiven

1

0.Forsi
mplicity,
weadopt
themirro
rbounda
rycondit
ionfora
ll4boun
daries.

Aslonga
sthecom
putation
alcellis
largeeno
ugh,mea
ningthat
theneigh
boring

cellsdon
’ta↵ecte
achother
theinsta
bilitybre
akups,th
isbound
arycond
itionis

trustwor
thy.Butfor

theliqui
dphase
boundary
inzdire
ction,it’
sbetter
thatwe
use

outflow
boundary
condition
.Wesh
ouldinv
estigate
theinflu
enceofo
utflow

boundary
condition
inthepr
oject.

3.3Tim
eevolut
ion

Theevol
utionoft
heinterfa
ceisimp
licitlyde
scribedb
ythefoll
owingco
nvection

equation
thatupd
atesthe
levelset
function:@�@t +v·r�=0.

(20)

Thismov
esanim
plicitsur
faceina
nexterna
llygener
atedvelo
cityfield
.

Asdiscu
ssedinp
reviouss
ections,
reinitiali
zationst
epsneed
tobeta
ken

frequentl
ytogua
ranteeth
egradien
toflevel
setfunct
ionatth
einterfac
eis1.

Reinitial
izationis
doneby
timeevo
lution

@�@t +sign(�
)(|r�|�1)=
0.

(21)

Inourco
de,ones
tepofre
initializa
tionisdo
neevery
5stepso
f(20).

Weuset
hirdorde
rTVD(
totalvib
rationdi
minish)
Runge-K
uttamet
hod

fortime
evolution
.And
forthes
patialdi
↵erentiat
ion,we
useHJ
WENO

(Hamilto
nian-Jac
obiweig
htedess
entialno
n-oscillat
orypoly
nomiali
nterpola-

tion)me
thod.Ifwejus

twantt
oachiev
efirstor
deraccu
racyinb
othtime
andspat
ial

di↵erenti
ation,we
cansimp
lyusefo
rwardEu
lerforth
etimepa
rtandu
pwind

schemef
orthesp
atialdi↵
erentiatio
n.Let’s
takethe
levelset
equation
asan

example.
� n+1i �� ni�t +(u ni (�r ) ni +w ni (�z ) ni )=0

(22)

wherewe
canuseu
pwindsc
hemeto
determin
ethedis
cretizatio
nformo
f(�r ) ni

and(�z ) ni .Forsim
plicity,le
t’sonlyc
onsidera
1dcase�

x .Upwind
schemet
ells

that

(�x )i = ((� �x )i ifui >0
(� +x )i ifui <0

(23)

inwhich
(� �x )i contains
informat
ionfrom
theleft
ofsitei
because
thewind

blowsin
positive
direction
while(� +x )i contains
informat
ionfrom
theright
of

sitei.Thefirst
orderacc
urateup
windsch
emegive
stheexp
ressiono
f�x asbelow
:

(� �x )i := �i ��i�1�x
(=(�x )i +O(�x)
)

(� +x )i := �i+1 ��i�x
(=(�x )i +O(�x)
)

(24)
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Analytical m
odeling 

Full simula
tions enabl
e the devel
opment of 

accurate an
alytical too
ls, which ca
n be 

quantitative
ly validated
 because th
e paramete
rs 

are known 
exactly (un
like experim
ents). 

 New criteri
a • xp  minimizes

 the total br
eakup time
 consisting
 

of feed time
 and break
up time. 

Analternat
iveviewpoi
ntusingthe
Tomotikam
odelmentio
ned

abovecan
beadopted
toqualitati
velyunder
standthe
particle

scalingwit
hvelocity:
Inaninfin
itefluidcy
linderpert
urbations

withawa
velengthl
growata
rates(l)t
obreak-up
ona

timescalep
roportional
to1/s(l).
Inourcas
e,afinite
fluid

cylinderof
lengthdis
fedintoth
eflameat
aconstant
speedvf

wheredex
tendsfrom
themelting
planeofth
eSilicon,v

f andd

defineana
dditionalti
mescaled/
vf .Asacon
sequence,c
lassical

capillarybr
eak-upcan
notoccurfo
rwavelengt
hswith1/s(
l)ood/

vf ,asawavel
engthcann
otbreak-up
beforeitis
liquefied.F
orhigh

viscosityco
ntrasts,in
whichlong
erwavelen
gthsbreak-
upfaster

intheTom
otikamode
l(thatis,s
ismonoton
icallyincre
asing

withl),th
ismeans
thatbreak
-upwillfi
rstoccur
forthe

wavelength
satisfying
1/s(l)El/v

f ,which
willbem
uch

smallertha
ntheTom
otikawave
length.Ma
kingaqua
ntitative

prediction
fromthism
odeliscom
plicatedby
thefactth
atthe

growthrate
sincreases
asthefibre
isfeddeep
erintothe
flame

(decreasing
theviscosit
y).Oneca
neitherus
easingle
‘typical’ viscosityto

estimates
(whichneg
lectsthefa
ctthathigh
erfeed

speedswil
leffectivel
y‘see’a
lowervisco
sity),orb
etteryet

integrates
(l,x)along
anestimat
edtemper
atureprofi
leT(x)

(Supplemen
taryFig.S
6)inthe
fibreuntil
break-upo
ccurs,

asdescribe
dinSuppl
ementaryN
ote1,Supp
lementary
FigsS7

andS8;eith
erapproach
canbeused
topredictp
articlediam
eters

thatarecon
sistentwith
theobserve
dvaluesto
withinano
rderof

magnitude.
Afundame
ntaldifficul
tyisthatth
eTomotika
growth

rates(l)is
derivedfor
aninfinitei
sothermalc
ylinder,and
isonly

acrudeap
proximatio
nwhenap
pliedtoou
rsituation,
inwhich

theviscosit
yvariesdra
maticallyo
verthesca
leofasing
lel.Our

estimatess
uggestthat
thetruegr
owthrates
areseveral
times

largerthan
theTomot
ikamodel’
s,especiall
yforwave
lengths

onthesam
escaleas
thetemper
aturegradi
ent,agreein
gwith

theintuitio
nthattem
peraturen
on-uniform
itiescanh
elpto

accelerateg
eometricno
n-uniformi
ties(break-
up)compa
redwith

Tomotika’s
caseofau
niformcyl
inderwith
onlysmall
initial

perturbatio
ns.Infutur
ework,we
hopetoper
formfulln
umerical

700

25201510508060
4020
0

Feed spee
d !f  (µm s –1)

Sphere diameter (µm)

a
b

6005004003002001000
Breakup period " (µm)

80Feed spee
d !f  (µm s –1)

6040
2000

upup

=

Time
vf

Position
Timeperiod!d D2up vf

xp

Figure2|
Feedspee
dimpact
onbreak-
upperiod
sandsph
eresizes.
(a)Typica
lhighfeed
speed(vf ¼90mms "1)break-up
resultin4
mmSi-core
fibre

(scalebar,
200mm).(
b)Typical
lowfeeds
peed(vf ¼2mms "1)break-up
resultin4
mmSi-core
fibre(scal
ebar,200
mm).(c)Br
eak-uppe
riodsand

correspon
dingspher
ediamete
rs(squares
)asafunc
tionofthe
feedspeed
forthe4mm
Si-corefib
reshownt
ogetherw
iththema
gnifiedgra
phsofs.d.
values

(bars)as
theyappe
arwithine
achoneo
fthesamp
les.Fibres
ectionswe
refedthro
ughtheho
tzoneof
thehydrog
en/oxygen
flameatfl
owsof0.3
and

0.1lmin "1,respectiv
ely.Ineac
hexperim
entonlyth
efeedspe
edofthefi
brethroug
htheflam
eisvaried
.Thes.d.v
aluesinth
ebreak-up
periodsar
eshown

10-foldma
gnifiedwh
ileinsphe
rediamete
rs—1,000-
foldmagn
ified.The
errorinth
esphered
iameteris
assumedt
ooriginate
fromboth
thebreak-
upperiod

andthefib
recorethi
cknessins
tabilities(s
eeSupplem
entaryNot
e1).(d)Sc
hematicof
thestep-b
y-stepform
ationofas
phereand
dimension
alanalysis
:inthe

timeittak
estogoo
veronefu
llcycleof
spherefor
mation,in
whichale
ngthld isfedats
peedvf ,thecore
ofdiamete
rDispinc
hedatas
peedup .
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Analytical m
odel vs num
erical mode
l 

• Analytical ap
proximation
 is robust fo
r a wide 

range of te
mperature 
profile with
 width from
 

1.18-2 mm
.  

Fig. 2 Sche
matics of th
e capillary 
breakup wi
th feed spe
ed vf  

(left) and a
 new analy
tical criteria
 of the brea
kup (right).

 

7

Butifwe
consider
thepress
ureandS
tarkbroa
deninge↵
ect,each
velocitys
ubclassh
asdi↵ere
nt

absorptio
nability,
asdiscus
sedabov
e.Theref
ore,thep
umprate
varieswi
thvelocit
ysubclas
s,

pL!U (vi )= Ppumph⌫pump 1�exp(�↵L)
+···⇡R 2L

�nL (vi )fbroadeni
ng (vi �vpump )

Pvi nL (vi )fbroadeni
ng (vi �vpump ) 1nL (vi )

= Ppumph⌫pump 1�exp(�↵L)
+···⇡R 2L

�fbroadeni
ng (vi �vpump )

Pvi nL (vi )fbroadeni
ng (vi �vpump )

question
:howto
reduceth
isresult
tothe↵
!0limit,as
inHenry
’disserta
tionpage
46?If

↵issma
ll,photon
swillno
tbeabso
rbedfast
enoughs
othatth
ey’llbou
nceback
fromthe
back

walland
accumula
teinthe
cavity.If
thereise
quilibrium
state,the
pumpph
otonwill
intheen
d

betotally
absorbed
.Otherw
isetheca
vitywill
beburnt
downeve
ntually.
Thelimit
inpage4
6I

guesssho
uldonly
workfor
infinitelo
ngcavity
.

M1h�i = LvfM1 vfL =h�i= 1L ZL0 �(�,z)dz
= 1L ZL0 �(z)dz

! ZL0 1µo (z) dz= 2M1 vf r0�
M2h�i� = �vf

M2 vf� =h�i� = 1� ZLL�� �(z)dz

! ZLL�� 1µo (z) dz= 2M2 vf r0�

minx g(x)=m
inx xvf +⌧=mi
nx xvf +↵ 2r0 hµ2 (x)i�

=minx xvf +↵ 2r0� 1⌧vf "Zxx�⌧vf 1µ(x 0) dx 0 #�1

=minx xvf +↵ 2r0� 1⌧vf Zxx�⌧vf µ(x 0)dx 0

⌧vf

[1]

Other capil
lary-breaku
p designs 

With our m
odeling abi
lity, many o
ther proble
ms in 

this IRG ca
n be studie
d, such as 
laser heatin
g and 

multi-layer 
breakup. 

 Laser heati
ng • 10x smaller 

simulations b
ecause the h
eating 

region is sma
ller

• Simulations
 help deter
mine unkno
wn 

parameters
 such as su
rface tensio
n in high 

temperatur
e. 

Modeling of
 EM scatteri
ng/forces 

 

Fig.1 Sche
matics of th
ermal grad
ient capilla
ry breakup
 and 

experiment
al measure
ments. [Gu
menik et al
. Nat Comm
 4 

(2013) 221
6.] 

Multi-layer 
breakup an
d competin
g modes 

• In multi-laye
r situation, 
there are c
ompeting 

modes with
 different b
reakup wav
enumbers.
 

Which mod
e wins dep
ends on the
 radius, 

viscosity, a
nd surface 
tension val
ues. 

inner brea
kup "wins"

outer brea
kup "wins"

Beyondthe
frontiers

Timetoex
ploreand
discover!

HomerRe
id:TheU
psideofN
oise

MITPhys
icsColloq
uium,10/
15/2015
41/41

• New surfa
ce-integral 
formulation
s for proble
ms: 

scattering, 
transmissio
n, optical fo
rce/torques
, 

etc. • Thermal/q
uantum inte
ractions: th
ermal/quan
tum 

forces, nea
r-field heat
 transfer, a
nd fluoresc
ence. 

• Key to ong
oing work o
n nanopart
icle optimiz
ation 

(1000s of p
arameters)
 and upper
 bounds for
 

absorption/
forces/… 

 
[ H. Reid, …,
 Johnson, ar
Xiv:1708.019
85 (2017) ]

Thermal se
lf-propulsio
n 

• For the first t
ime be able 
to compute 

magnitude (a
nd sign!) of  
the force/torq
ue of 

uniform temp
erature asym
metrical bod
ies.

• Example: Au
 “quantum pi
nwheel” at 3
00K 

[ F. Wang,
 Liang, Fin
k, Nave, Jo
hnson, 

manuscrip
t in prepar
ation ] 

Fig. 4 Snaps
hots of Si/SiO

2  fiber interfac
e in experim
ent (left) 

and numeric
al simulation
s with two dif
ferent values
 of interfacia
l 

tension (righ
t). γ=5.0 J/m

2 matches be
tter with expe
rimental 

observation.
 (The experim
ental figure i
s provided b
y Dr Levy in 

Prof Fink’s g
roup.)  

Fig. 3 Brea
kup period 
predicted b
y both num
erical simu
lation 

(dashed) a
nd analytic
al approxim
ation (solid
) as a funct
ion of 

feed speed
. Temperat
ure profiles
 of the flam
e varies be
tween 

1400 oC to 1850 oC, with diffe
rent transit
ion width fr
om 1.18mm
 

to 2.0mm. 
Fitting para
meter α is s
et to be 0.4
5 for all cur
ves.  

Large scale 
parallel solv
er 

• Stokes eq
uation with m
oving interfa
ces. 

     • Parallel so
lver on distri
buted-memo
ry 

supercompu
ters since th
e large axisy
mmetric 

scaling in ex
periments is
 difficult to m
odel. 

Modeling of c
apillary break
up in a movin
g 

thermal-grad
ient fluid sys
tem

Fan Wang, G
rad Student, 
PI: Prof Steve
n G. Johnson
 

 Department o
f Mechanical E
ngineering / A
pplied Math

Massachusett
s Institute of T
echnology, Ca
mbridge, MA 0
2139This work 

was suppor
ted by the
 CMSE as 
part of the
 

MRSEC Pr
ogram of 
the Nation
al Science
 Foundation
 

under grant
 number DM
R-14-19807.

Introduction
 

Capillary ins
tability of liq
uid jets is wi
dely exploite
d 

in the techno
logy of drop
lets design. 
Recent 

breakthroughs
 in fiber drawin
g process har
ness 

fluidic instabili
ties for nanofa
brication and d
efine a 

promising dire
ction towards 
new and scala
ble 

methods of fa
bricating semi
conductor or p
olymer 

spheres. In a 
non-isotherm
al fiber draw
ing process,
 

capillary bre
akup is cont
rolled by the
 axial therma
l 

gradient and
 a controlled
 feed speed
. 

 To fully unde
rstand the th
ermal gradie
nt breakup, 

our team de
veloped a la
rge scale St
okes-equatio
n 

solver, paral
lelized to su
pport distrib
uted-memor
y 

supercompu
ters to nume
rically simula
te the realist
ic 

drawing pro
cess with th
e scaling of 
realistic 

experiments
. As well, an
 analytical a
pproximation
 

was formula
ted to descr
ibe the brea
kup behavio
r 

which match
es simulatio
ns quite wel
l. In addition
, 

capillary bre
akup with la
ser heating 
and multilay
er 

breakup wer
e both studie
d. 

Numerical s
olver 

S iliconsphere
shavebeen
thesubjecto
frecentinve
stigations

inabroa
drangeo
ffieldssp
anningme
chanics 1,

biotechnolog
y 2,photonics 3andgreene
nergy 4.Avariety

ofbottom-up
5–7andtop-dow

n 4,8,9methodshav
ebeendevel
oped

toaddressth
eneedforSi
spheresrang
inginsizefr
omthenmt
o

mmscale.H
owever,tod
ate,nosingl
efabrication
methodology

existsthatis
simultaneou
slyscalablei
nsizeandqu
antityovert
he

fullspectrum
ofradii.Rec
entbreakthr
oughs 10–13inharnessin
g

fluidicinsta
bilities 14,15fornanofab
ricationdefi
neapromi
sing

directiontow
ardsnewan
dscalablem
ethods,but
arecurrently

restrictedbe
causeofthe
isothermalp
rofile:Forex
ample,inca
ses

involvinghi
ghviscosity-
contrastma
terialssystem
s 14–16suchas

Silicon-in-Si
lica,theis
othermalbr
eak-upcon
dition 15would

dictateala
rgebreak-u
pwavelengt
hlT andcorresp
ondingly

largeparticle
s.Herewerepo

rtonameth
odforprodu
cingSispher
esinaSilica

fibre 17inwhichca
pillarybreak
-upiscont
rolledbyan
axial

thermalgrad
ientandaco
ntrolledfeed
speed.Inou
rprocess,th
e

fibreisfedin
toaspatially
localizedflam
eatacontro
lledrate,so

thatmelting
oftheSilico
noccursat
afixedlocat
ioninspace
,

beyondwhi
chamolten
Sicylinder
claddedby
softenedSili
ca

develops.Ca
pillaryinstab
ilitycausest
hecoretob
reak-upinto
a

sphereinord
ertoreduce
itssurfaceen
ergy.Aclose
analogyisth
e

useofflow
ratetocon
troldroplet
formationi
ndripping

faucets 18,19.Bycontinu
ouslyfeedin
gthefibre
intotheflam
ea

stringofpar
ticlesemerge
s,thesizeo
fwhichisb
elowthatof
an

isothermalp
rocessandap
proachesthe
fundamental
diameterlim
it.

ResultsChallengesi
nenteringt
hemicron-p
itchbreak-u
pregime.T
he

generationo
fsubmicron
Siliconsphe
resviaaflu
idinstability

mechanism
requiresvery
smallcored
iametersto
beginwith,
as

thesizeofth
espherecan
notbesmall
erthan ffiffiffiffi3p2 3 qD(correspon
-

denttowav
elengthpD—
thewavelen
gthequalto
thecorecir
-

cumference)
,whereDis
thediameter
ofthecore.
Togenerate

smallcoresa
multisteppr
ocessisdeve
loped:A2-m
mthickSiro
d

cladbyan8
mmthickSi
licatubeist
hermallydra
wntoaSi-co
re

sizeof130m
mandredra
wntoachiev
eacoresize
of4mm(see

Methods,Su
pplementary
FigsS1and
S2fordetail
s),asshown
in

Fig.1a.The
resultingtw
ice-drawnfi
breisredraw
nunderhig
h

tensionin
ahydrogen
flame.Ar
elativelyfas
tfeedspee
d

(3mmmin !1)andrelativ
elyslowdra
wspeed(15
mmmin !1)

scalesthefib
rebyafacto
rof ffiffiffi5 pwhilekeepin
gtheSi-core
intact

andwithout
inducingan
ycracking.
Thisstep(F
ig.1b)can
be

repeatedmu
ltipletimes
untilthede
siredSi-core
diameteris

obtained(s
eeMethods
,Supplemen
taryFig.S3
fordetails).

Startingwith
a4-mmSi-co
refibre,atr
iplerescalin
gleadstoa

continuousS
i-corefibrew
ithadiamet
erof(340 ±15)nm.

Intheisoth
ermalregim
e,perturbati
onstoanin
finitelylong

cylinderofd
iameterDd
evelopintop
eriodicbreak
-up,resultin
g

inachain
ofspheres 14.Inthetre
atmentoft
hisproblem
by

Tomotika 15,aninstabilit
ygrowthrat
es(l)isassoc
iatedwithea
ch

perturbation
wavelengthl
2½pD;1#,the
wavelengthl

T withthe

fastestgrowt
hratesetsth
eobservedb
reak-upperi
od.lT depends

onthemate
rials’viscosi
tyratio,and
thusshould
varywithth
e

chosentemp
erature.How
ever,forany
temperature
abovetheSi

melting(1,4
14!C)thisra
tioremains
inthe10 8–10 12range,

resultingin
lT 44pD(see
Supplementa
ryFigsS4
andS5for

details).Whatwill
happenift
hecylinder
isneitheri
nfinitenor

uniformlyh
eated,butin
steadisdyn
amicallyfed
intoaflame

causingthec
ylindertom
elt?Weargu
ethatunder
thisconditio
n,

dropletform
ationwilloc
curatthecy
lindertip,an
dthatspher
es

willbreakof
fitwithape
riodthatiss
etbythefee
dspeed.Ifth
is speedisslow

enough,muc
hsmallersp
heresthanth
oseobtained

viauniform
heatingare
expectedto
beformed.
Basedonth
is

insight,wed
evelopedap
rocessinwh
ichthefibre
isfedthroug
h

thehotspot
ofahydroge
n/oxygenfla
meatacons
tantspeedvf .As

predicted,w
eobservedt
hatSisphere
sbreakoffo
fthefibreco
re

onebyonea
tregularinte
rvals,asshow
ninFig.1c,d
,respectively

(seeSupplem
entaryMovi
e1fordeta
iledrepresen
tationofth
e

process).Fig
ure2a–csho
w,fora4-mm
Si-corefibre
,howslower

feedspeeds
successfully
inducethe
formationo
fsmallerS
i

spheres.A
simpledime
nsionalana
lysiscanac
countfort
his

scalingofth
eobserved‘
dominant’b
reak-upperi
odld withvf .

Indeed,fora
givenfeedsp
eedandins
teadystate,s
pheresdetac
h

fromtheSi-
coreatafix
edlocationi
nspace:the
pinch-offpo
int

x¼xp .Asschem
aticallydep
ictedinFi
g.2d(whe
rex¼0

corresponds
totheSim
eltingfront)
,theSi/Sili
cainterfacia
l

tensiongp atx¼xp drivestheco
repinching
withachara
cteristic

velocityup %gp =m SiO2p ,wherem SiO2p isthelocal
Silicaviscos
ity

(seeMethod
sfordetails)
.Therefore,
ld isthelength
ofSiliconfed

duringthet
imeD=2up neededfort
hecoretop
inch-off,and
we

canthuswr
iteld %vf ðDm SiO2p =2gp Þ.Thisexpress
ionseeming
ly

impliesalin
earscalingo
fld withvf ,butinreali
ty,xp dependson

thefeedspee
d:asvf isincreased,
pinch-offoc
cursdeeper
intothe

flame,where
thehigherte
mperaturein
turnyieldsfa
sterpinching

speeds.This
explainsthe
sub-lineartr
endofld (vf )displayedi
n

Fig.2c.Imp
ortantly,wit
hthenewte
chnique,the
controlover
vf

providesan
additionalin
dependentk
nobfortunin
gthebreak-u
p

periodmuch
morepracti
calthanvar
yingthetem
peratureto

changethe
viscosityco
ntrast.This
novelcontr
olenables,
as

illustratedin
Fig.2cfort
hisparticula
rexample,t
oreducethe

break-uppe
riodbyafa
ctorof2by
varyingvf ,whichint
urns

reducesthe
spheresdiam
eterby20%.

Polymer coa
ting

vd
vf

vf

Silicacladding

Figure1|F
abrication
Process.(a
)Schemati
crepresent
ationand

experiment
alresultso
faredrawn
Si-corefibr
e.(Leftsca
lebar—100
mm,

Inset—5mm)
.(b)Schem
aticsofah
igh-tension
redrawpro
cessthata
llows,

uponrepea
tedapplica
tion,contin
uousreduc
tionofthe
Si-coretow
ardsthe

deepsubm
icronregim
e.(c)Sche
maticsofo
urgradual
liquefaction

technique.
(d)Photogr
aphofatyp
icalbreak-u
pexperime
ntof4mmS
i-core

fiberunder
purehydro
genflowof
0.8lm !1andvf of10mms !1(scalebar,

5mm).the
break-uppe
riodis1.2m
mandther
esultingsph
eresizeis3
1mm.
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Capillary
breakupsw
iththerma
lgradient

FanWangJuly14,2
014

1Intro
duction

Inthisre
port,we
mainlyor
ganizeth
eoriginal
goalofth
eproject
,andour

methods
aswell.T
hestoryc
omesfrom
thepaper
byDrAle
xanderG
umennik

in2013,“
Silicon-in
-Silicasp
heresvia
axialther
malgrad
ientin-fib
recapilla
ry

instabiliti
es”.Inth
ispaper,t
heauthor
sdemonst
ratedexp
erimental
lyameth
od

forprodu
cingSisp
heresina
Silicafibr
einwhic
hcapillar
ybreak-u
pwascon
-

trolledby
anaxialt
hermalgr
adientan
dacontr
olledfeed
speed.B
eforethis

work,res
earchersh
adsucces
sfullyfab
ricatedsp
heresund
eruniform
tempera-

tureenvir
onment.
Thesphe
resizeis
determine
dbyTom
otika’sre
sult.Int
he

caseofex
tremelyla
rgeviscos
itycontra
st,thesp
heresize
islarge(
>50time
sof

theinner
layerradi
us)andn
on-unifor
mingene
ral.Maki
nguseof
theflame
edge

andintro
ducingth
ethermal
gradient,
peopleca
nnowfab
ricatemu
chsmalle
r

spheres.Fullnume
ricalStok
essimulat
ionswith
non-unifo
rmviscos
itiesareim
portant

forfurthe
runderst
andingth
esee↵ect
s.Butu
nluckilyt
heywere
notdone
in

thepaper
butareo
urgoalin
thisrepo
rt.The
dominant
equations
forthe

problem
areNavie
rStokes
equation
andconti
nuityequ
ation.In
thecase
of

largevisc
osity,Nav
ierstokes
equation
isapprox
imatedby
theStoke
sequation
.

Thenwe
have�rp+r· ⇥µ �rv+rv T �⇤= N�1Xn=1 � (n)�(� (n))(� (n)) r� (n)��r� (n) ��

r·v=0.
(1)

Here,pa
ndvare
thepressu
reandve
locityfiel
ds.µist
hefluidv
iscosity.�

(n)

istheint
erfacialte
nsionoft
hen-thin
terface.�
(�)isthe
deltafunc
tion.(�
)

isthecur
vature.A
nd�isth
elevelset
function,
whichdes
cribesthe
motionof

interfaces
.2The

levelset
method

Levelset
methodw
aspropos
edbyJam
esA.Seth
ianandS
tanleyOs
herin198
8

todealw
ithevolvi
ngbound
ariesorin
terfacesp
roblems.
Theboun
daryisgi
ven

1

0.Forsim
plicity,we
adoptthe
mirrorbo
undaryco
nditionfo
rall4bou
ndaries.

Aslongas
thecompu
tationalc
ellislarge
enough,m
eaningtha
ttheneig
hboring

cellsdon’t
a↵ecteach
otherthe
instability
breakups,
thisboun
darycond
itionis

trustworth
y.Butfort

heliquid
phasebou
ndaryin
zdirectio
n,it’sbe
tterthat
weuse

outflowb
oundaryc
ondition.
Weshoul
dinvestig
atethein
fluenceof
outflow

boundary
condition
inthepro
ject.

3.3Tim
eevoluti
on

Theevolu
tionofthe
interfacei
simplicitl
ydescribe
dbythef
ollowingc
onvection

equation
thatupda
testhelev
elsetfunc
tion:@�@t +v·r�=0.

(20)

Thismov
esanimp
licitsurfa
ceinane
xternally
generated
velocityfi
eld.

Asdiscus
sedinpr
evioussec
tions,rein
itializatio
nstepsn
eedtobe
taken

frequently
toguaran
teethegr
adientof
levelsetf
unctiona
ttheinte
rfaceis1.

Reinitializ
ationisd
onebytim
eevolutio
n

@�@t +sign(�)
(|r�|�1)=0
.
(21)

Inourcod
e,oneste
pofreinit
ialization
isdoneev
ery5step
sof(20).

Weuseth
irdorder
TVD(tot
alvibrati
ondimini
sh)Rung
e-Kuttam
ethod

fortime
evolution.
Andfor
thespatia
ldi↵erent
iation,we
useHJW
ENO

(Hamilton
ian-Jacob
iweighte
dessentia
lnon-osc
illatoryp
olynomial
interpola-

tion)met
hod.Ifwejust

wanttoa
chievefirs
tordera
ccuracyin
bothtime
andspati
al

di↵erentia
tion,wec
ansimply
useforwa
rdEulerf
orthetim
epartand
upwind

schemefo
rthespat
ialdi↵ere
ntiation.
Let’stake
thelevel
setequati
onasan

example.
� n+1i �� ni�t +(u ni (�r ) ni +w ni (�z ) ni )=0

(22)

wherewe
canuseu
pwindsch
emetode
termineth
ediscretiz
ationform
of(�r ) ni

and(�z ) ni .Forsimp
licity,let’s
onlyconsi
dera1dc
ase�x .Upwind
schemete
lls

that
(�x )i = ((� �x )i ifui >0

(� +x )i ifui <0
(23)

inwhich
(� �x )i containsi
nformatio
nfromth
eleftofs
iteibeca
usethew
ind

blowsinp
ositivedir
ectionwh
ile(� +x )i containsi
nformatio
nfromth
erightof

sitei.Thefirst
orderaccu
rateupwi
ndscheme
givesthe
expression
of�x asbelow:

(� �x )i := �i ��i�1�x (=(�x )i +O(�x))

(� +x )i := �i+1 ��i�x (=(�x )i +O(�x))
(24)

7

Analytical m
odeling 

Full simulati
ons enable t
he developm
ent of 

accurate an
alytical tools
, which can 
be 

quantitativel
y validated b
ecause the p
arameters 

are known e
xactly (unlik
e experimen
ts). 

 New criteria
 • xp  minimizes t

he total brea
kup time con
sisting 

of feed time
 and breaku
p time. 

Analternativ
eviewpoint
usingtheTo
motikamod
elmentioned

abovecanb
eadoptedt
oqualitative
lyunderstan
dthepartic
le

scalingwith
velocity:In
aninfinitefl
uidcylinder
perturbation
s

withawav
elengthlgr
owatarat
es(l)tob
reak-upon
a

timescalepr
oportionalt
o1/s(l).In
ourcase,a
finitefluid

cylinderofl
engthdisfe
dintothefl
ameataco
nstantspeed
vf

wheredexte
ndsfromth
emeltingpl
aneoftheS
ilicon,vf andd

defineanad
ditionaltim
escaled/vf .Asaconse
quence,clas
sical

capillarybre
ak-upcanno
toccurforw
avelengthsw
ith1/s(l)ood/

vf ,asawavele
ngthcannot
break-upbef
oreitislique
fied.Forhigh

viscositycon
trasts,inwh
ichlongerw
avelengthsb
reak-upfast
er

intheTom
otikamodel
(thatis,sis
monotonical
lyincreasing

withl),thi
smeansth
atbreak-up
willfirstoc
curforthe

wavelength
satisfying1
/s(l)El/vf ,whichw
illbemu
ch

smallerthan
theTomotik
awavelengt
h.Makinga
quantitative

predictionfr
omthismo
deliscomp
licatedbyth
efactthatt
he

growthrate
sincreasesa
sthefibreis
feddeeperi
ntotheflam
e

(decreasing
theviscosity
).Onecan
eitherusea
single‘typic
al’ viscosityto

estimates(w
hichneglect
sthefactth
athigherfee
d

speedswill
effectively‘s
ee’alower
viscosity),o
rbetteryet

integrates(l
,x)alonga
nestimated
temperature
profileT(x)

(Supplement
aryFig.S6
)inthefib
reuntilbre
ak-upoccur
s,

asdescribed
inSuppleme
ntaryNote
1,Suppleme
ntaryFigsS
7

andS8;eithe
rapproachc
anbeusedt
opredictpa
rticlediamet
ers

thatarecons
istentwithth
eobservedv
aluestowith
inanordero
f

magnitude.A
fundamental
difficultyist
hattheTom
otikagrowth

rates(l)isd
erivedforan
infiniteisoth
ermalcylind
er,andison
ly

acrudeapp
roximationw
henapplied
tooursituat
ion,inwhic
h

theviscosity
variesdrama
ticallyovert
hescaleofa
singlel.Our

estimatessu
ggestthatt
hetruegro
wthratesar
eseveraltim
es

largerthan
theTomotik
amodel’s,
especiallyfo
rwavelengt
hs

onthesam
escaleast
hetemperat
uregradient
,agreeingw
ith

theintuition
thattemper
aturenon-u
niformities
canhelpto

acceleratege
ometricnon
-uniformitie
s(break-up)
comparedw
ith

Tomotika’s
caseofau
niformcylin
derwithon
lysmallini
tial

perturbation
s.Infuturew
ork,wehope
toperformf
ullnumerica
l

700

25201510508060
4020
0

Feed speed
 !f  (µm s –1)

Sphere diameter (µm)

a
b

6005004003002001000
Breakup period " (µm)

80Feed speed
 !f  (µm s –1)

6040
2000upup

=

Time
vf

Position
Timeperiod!d D2up vf

xp

Figure2|F
eedspeed
impacton
break-upp
eriodsand
spheresize
s.(a)Typic
alhighfeed
speed(vf ¼90mms "1)break-up
resultin4mm
Si-corefibr
e

(scalebar,
200mm).(b
)Typicallo
wfeedspe
ed(vf ¼2mms "1)break-up
resultin4mm
Si-corefibr
e(scaleba
r,200mm).(
c)Break-up
periodsand

correspond
ingsphere
diameters(s
quares)as
afunctiono
fthefeeds
peedforth
e4mmSi-co
refibresho
wntogethe
rwiththem
agnifiedgra
phsofs.d.v
alues

(bars)asth
eyappearw
ithineacho
neofthes
amples.Fib
resections
werefedth
roughtheh
otzoneof
thehydroge
n/oxygenfl
ameatflow
sof0.3an
d

0.1lmin "1,respective
ly.Ineache
xperimento
nlythefeed
speedofth
efibrethro
ughtheflam
eisvaried.
Thes.d.val
uesintheb
reak-upper
iodsaresh
own

10-foldmag
nifiedwhile
insphered
iameters—1
,000-foldm
agnified.Th
eerrorinth
espheredi
ameterisa
ssumedto
originatefro
mboththe
break-uppe
riod

andthefibr
ecorethick
nessinstab
ilities(seeS
upplementa
ryNote1).
(d)Schema
ticofthest
ep-by-step
formationo
faspherea
nddimensio
nalanalysis
:inthe

timeittake
stogoove
ronefullc
ycleofsph
ereformati
on,inwhic
halength
ld isfedatsp
eedvf ,thecoreo
fdiameter
Dispinche
dataspee
dup .
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Analytical m
odel vs num
erical model
 

• Analytical app
roximation is
 robust for a
 wide 

range of tem
perature pro
file with widt
h from 

1.18-2 mm. 
 

Fig. 2 Schem
atics of the c
apillary brea
kup with fee
d speed vf  

(left) and a n
ew analytica
l criteria of th
e breakup (r
ight). 

7

Butifwe
considert
hepressur
eandStar
kbroaden
inge↵ect,
eachveloc
itysubcla
sshasdi↵
erent

absorption
ability,as
discussed
above.Th
erefore,th
epumpra
tevariesw
ithvelocit
ysubclass
,

pL!U (vi )= Ppumph⌫pump 1�exp(�↵L)+
···

⇡R 2L �nL (vi )fbroadenin
g (vi �vpump )

Pvi nL (vi )fbroadenin
g (vi �vpump ) 1nL (vi )

= Ppumph⌫pump 1�exp(�↵L)+
···

⇡R 2L �fbroadenin
g (vi �vpump )

Pvi nL (vi )fbroadenin
g (vi �vpump )

question
:howtor
educethis
resulttot
he↵!0limit
,asinHe
nry’disse
rtationpa
ge46?If

↵issmall
,photons
willnotb
eabsorbe
dfasteno
ughsoth
atthey’ll
bounceba
ckfromth
eback

wallanda
ccumulate
inthecav
ity.Ifthe
reisequil
ibriumsta
te,thepu
mpphoto
nwillint
heend

betotally
absorbed.
Otherwise
thecavity
willbebu
rntdown
eventually
.Thelim
itinpage
46I

guessshou
ldonlywo
rkforinfin
itelongca
vity.

M1h�i = LvfM1 vfL =h�i= 1L ZL0 �(�,z)dz
= 1L ZL0 �(z)dz

! ZL0 1µo (z) dz= 2M1 vf r0�
M2h�i� = �vfM2 vf� =h�i� = 1� ZLL�� �(z)dz

! ZLL�� 1µo (z) dz= 2M2 vf r0�

minx g(x)=mi
nx xvf +⌧=minx xvf +↵ 2r0 hµ2 (x)i�

=minx xvf +↵ 2r0� 1⌧vf "Zxx�⌧vf 1µ(x 0) dx 0 #�1

=minx xvf +↵ 2r0� 1⌧vf Zxx�⌧vf µ(x 0)dx 0

⌧vf

[1]

Other capilla
ry-breakup d
esigns 

With our mo
deling ability
, many othe
r problems i
n 

this IRG can
 be studied, 
such as lase
r heating an
d 

multi-layer b
reakup. 

 Laser heatin
g • 10x smaller s

imulations bec
ause the heat
ing 

region is smal
ler

• Simulations h
elp determin
e unknown 

parameters 
such as surf
ace tension 
in high 

temperature
. 

Modeling of E
M scattering/
forces 

 

Fig.1 Schem
atics of therm
al gradient c
apillary brea
kup and 

experimenta
l measurem
ents. [Gume
nik et al. Na
t Comm 4 

(2013) 2216
.] 

Multi-layer b
reakup and c
ompeting m
odes 

• In multi-layer 
situation, the
re are comp
eting 

modes with 
different bre
akup waven
umbers. 

Which mode
 wins depen
ds on the ra
dius, 

viscosity, an
d surface te
nsion values
. 

inner break
up "wins"
outer break
up "wins"

Beyondthe
frontiers

Timetoexp
loreanddi
scover!

HomerRei
d:TheUp
sideofNoi
se

MITPhysi
csColloqui
um,10/15
/2015
41/41

• New surface
-integral form
ulations for p
roblems: 

scattering, tr
ansmission,
 optical force
/torques, 

etc. • Thermal/qua
ntum interac
tions: therm
al/quantum 

forces, near
-field heat tr
ansfer, and 
fluorescence
. 

• Key to ongo
ing work on 
nanoparticle
 optimization
 

(1000s of pa
rameters) an
d upper bou
nds for 

absorption/f
orces/… 

 
[ H. Reid, …, J
ohnson, arXiv
:1708.01985 (
2017) ]

Thermal self
-propulsion • For the first tim

e be able to co
mpute 

magnitude (an
d sign!) of  the
 force/torque o
f 

uniform tempe
rature asymm
etrical bodies.

• Example: Au “
quantum pinw
heel” at 300K 

[ F. Wang, L
iang, Fink, 
Nave, Johns
on, 

manuscript 
in preparati
on ] 

Fig. 4 Snapsh
ots of Si/SiO2  fiber interface
 in experiment
 (left) 

and numerica
l simulations w
ith two differen
t values of inte
rfacial 

tension (right)
. γ=5.0 J/m 2 matches bette
r with experim
ental 

observation. (
The experime
ntal figure is p
rovided by Dr 
Levy in 

Prof Fink’s gro
up.)  

Fig. 3 Break
up period pr
edicted by b
oth numeric
al simulation
 

(dashed) an
d analytical 
approximatio
n (solid) as a
 function of 

feed speed.
 Temperatur
e profiles of 
the flame va
ries between
 

1400 oC to 1850 oC, with diffe
rent transitio
n width from
 1.18mm 

to 2.0mm. F
itting param
eter α is set t
o be 0.45 fo
r all curves. 

 
(a) (b)

Figure 4-4: Numerical Stokes-flow simulations for a three-layer system with different
surface tension values for the outer interface. Radius of inner and outer interfaces are
1.0 and 5.0, respectively. All three layers have viscosity equal to 0.91, 1.0, and 0.91.
Surface tension of inner interface for both cases is 1.5, while the surface tension of
the outer interface is 1.5 in (a) and 25.0 in (b).
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4.3.2 Example 2

Next, we present both numerical modeling and experimental validation of a Si-in-

SiO2 fiber fed into a laser spot. As mentioned in Ref. [61], the interfacial tension

between Si and SiO2 was 1.5 J/m2. This value was obtained using a first-principle

approach at absolute zero temperature, i.e., 0 Kelvin, which could be very different

at the operating temperature as high as 2000 K. It is not easy to determine the

correct interfacial tension of Si/SiO2 in experiment at such high temperatures. One

potential method is to run simulations with varying interfacial tensions and match

experimental observations.

Fig. 4-5 shows numerical simulations with two different interfacial tensions 1.5 J/m2

and 5.0 J/m2. In the simulation, we assume the temperature profile by the laser heat-

ing linearly increases from 1400 𝑜C to 1700 𝑜C with a very narrow transition width

around 3 micrometers. The comparison with experimental observation in both spatial

and temporal scale indicates 5.0 J/m2 agrees better with experiments quantitatively.

In order to determine the exact value of surface tension in the future, we’ll collaborate

with experimental group to obtain the interface snapshots with a known temperature

profile, and then run simulations with varying interfacial tensions to find the best

match.

4.3.3 Capillary breakup with a thermal gradient

Lastly, we return to the case where controllable size Si spheres can be fabricated

by feeding a Si-in-SiO2 fiber into a hydrogen torch with axial thermal gradient and

with controlled feed speed 𝑣𝑓 . Note that the melting point of Si is 1414𝑜C. The

temperature of the flame is approximated to linearly change from 1400𝑜C to 1850𝑜C

with a transition width 𝑤.

𝑇 (𝑧) =

⎧
⎨
⎩

1400 + 450𝑧/𝑤, for 𝑧 ≤ 𝑤

1850, for 𝑧 > 𝑤.
(4.8)
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Figure 4-5: Snapshots of Si/SiO2 fiber interface in experiment (left) and numerical
simulations (right) with two different values of interfacial tension. 5.0 J/m2 gives
results that match better with experimental observation quantitatively. (The exper-
imental figure is provided by Prof. Fink group at MIT)

Viscosities of Si and SiO2 are shown in (4.1) and (4.2). The interfacial tension between

the two fluids is set as 10 J/m2 in our simulations. This value is larger than 1.5 J/m2

used in Ref. [61] which underestimates the surface tension as demonstrated in previous

section. The core radius is 2 𝜇m. In the simulation, the total radial size is typically

30 𝜇m with grid spacing equal to 0.2𝜇m, and the total length in the 𝑧 direction is

around 2 mm. The discretized matrix size of the Stokes equation is around 106×106.

The solution is obtained using the MUMPs direct solver with PETSc library, which is

a widely used library for scientific computing especially for solving partial differential

equations. It typically takes about 10 seconds with 32 CPU cores for one timestep

of the Stokes equation to obtain pressure 𝑝 and velocities 𝑢 and 𝑤. But as the

simulation gets closer to the pinch-off point, velocities get bigger and the time step

gets smaller, so that the time evolution gets much slower. A full simulation with

a few pinch-offs typically takes about 4–5 days, or about 3,000 CPU hours. Here,

we first fit the transition width 𝑤 to match the experimental observations, following

which a simple 1d model capturing the key breakup mechanism is proposed to fit the

numerical results.
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Figure 4-6: Breakup period predicted by both numerical simulation (dashed) and
experimental measurements (diamond) as a function of feed speed. Temperature pro-
files of the flame varies linearly between 1400 𝑜C to 1850 𝑜C, with different transition
width from 1.18mm to 2.0mm.

Figure 4-6 shows the breakup period of numerical modeling with different values

of flame width 𝑤 from 1.2mm to 2.0mm. The breakup period increases with the feed

speed, mainly because more Si is sent to higher temperature region within pinch-off

time. However, the pinch-off point also shifts to higher temperature region, resulting

in a faster pinch-off time. It overall gives the nonlinear shape of breakup period as

a function of feed speed as in Fig. 4-6. The numerical results agree quite well with

experimental measurements with temperature transition width around 1.6mm, which

is within the reasonable range for a hydrogen torch.

Based on the numerical results without any unknown parameters, we also develop

a 1d semi-analytical model. Experimental results are not adopted for model validation

because there are many unknown parameters in experiments. In the semi-analytical

model, the total breakup time consists of a “feed” time and a capillary instability

time. We propose that the pinch-off point 𝑥𝑝 as shown in Fig. 4-7 minimizes the total
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breakup time:

min
𝑥

𝑔(𝑥) = min
𝑥

(︂
𝑥

𝑣𝑓
+ 𝜏

)︂

= min
𝑥

(︂
𝑥

𝑣𝑓
+ 𝛼

2𝑟0⟨𝜇𝑜(𝑥)⟩
𝛾

)︂

= min
𝑥

⎡
⎣ 𝑥

𝑣𝑓
+ 𝛼

2𝑟0
𝛾

(︃∫︁ 𝑥

𝑥−𝑣𝑓 𝜏

1

𝜇𝑜(𝑥′)
𝑑𝑥′
)︃−1

⎤
⎦ (4.9)

where 𝑥/𝑣𝑓 is the feed time and 𝜏 is the capillary pinch-off time averaged over region

𝑥𝑝 − 𝑣𝑓𝜏 and 𝑥𝑝. 𝜏 is approximated by Tomotika’s linear stability analysis, and 𝛼

is a fitting parameter accounting for the real nonlinear pinch-off time. Note that

Tomotika’s growth rate is approximated as

𝜎 ≈ 𝛾

2𝑟0𝜇𝑜

(4.10)

in the limit of 𝜇𝑖/𝜇𝑜 → 0 which is valid in our case. Comparison of breakup period

An alternative viewpoint using the Tomotika model mentioned
above can be adopted to qualitatively understand the particle
scaling with velocity: In an infinite fluid cylinder perturbations
with a wavelength l grow at a rate s(l) to break-up on a
timescale proportional to 1/s(l). In our case, a finite fluid
cylinder of length d is fed into the flame at a constant speed vf
where d extends from the melting plane of the Silicon, vf and d
define an additional timescale d/vf. As a consequence, classical
capillary break-up cannot occur for wavelengths with 1/s(l)ood/
vf, as a wavelength cannot break-up before it is liquefied. For high
viscosity contrasts, in which longer wavelengths break-up faster
in the Tomotika model (that is, s is monotonically increasing
with l), this means that break-up will first occur for the
wavelength satisfying 1/s(l)El/vf, which will be much
smaller than the Tomotika wavelength. Making a quantitative
prediction from this model is complicated by the fact that the
growth rate s increases as the fibre is fed deeper into the flame
(decreasing the viscosity). One can either use a single ‘typical’

viscosity to estimate s (which neglects the fact that higher feed
speeds will effectively ‘see’ a lower viscosity), or better yet
integrate s(l,x) along an estimated temperature profile T(x)
(Supplementary Fig. S6) in the fibre until break-up occurs,
as described in Supplementary Note 1, Supplementary Figs S7
and S8; either approach can be used to predict particle diameters
that are consistent with the observed values to within an order of
magnitude. A fundamental difficulty is that the Tomotika growth
rate s(l) is derived for an infinite isothermal cylinder, and is only
a crude approximation when applied to our situation, in which
the viscosity varies dramatically over the scale of a single l. Our
estimates suggest that the true growth rates are several times
larger than the Tomotika model’s, especially for wavelengths
on the same scale as the temperature gradient, agreeing with
the intuition that temperature non-uniformities can help to
accelerate geometric non-uniformities (break-up) compared with
Tomotika’s case of a uniform cylinder with only small initial
perturbations. In future work, we hope to perform full numerical
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Figure 2 | Feed speed impact on break-up periods and sphere sizes. (a) Typical high feed speed (vf¼90mm s" 1) break-up result in 4mm Si-core fibre
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10-fold magnified while in sphere diameters—1,000-fold magnified. The error in the sphere diameter is assumed to originate from both the break-up period
and the fibre core thickness instabilities (see Supplementary Note 1). (d) Schematic of the step-by-step formation of a sphere and dimensional analysis: in the
time it takes to go over one full cycle of sphere formation, in which a length ld is fed at speed vf, the core of diameter D is pinched at a speed up.
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Figure 4-7: Schematics of the capillary breakup process with feed speed 𝑣𝑓 . Figure is
from Ref. [61].

between the numerical simulations and the 1d model is shown in Fig. 4-8. In the

1d model, fitting parameter 𝛼 equals 0.45 for all curves. The fitting model agrees

very well with the numerical simulation for all the temperature profiles with different
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transition width, in particular when the feed speed is below 20 𝜇m/s. The 1d model

slight overestimates the breakup period at higher feed speed, due to the nonlinearity

behavior near the pinch-off time.

Figure 4-8: Breakup period predicted by both numerical simulation (dashed) and 1d
analytical approximation (solid) as a function of feed speed. Temperature profiles of
the flame varies linearly between 1400 𝑜C to 1850 𝑜C, with different transition width
from 1.18mm to 2.0mm. Fitting parameter 𝛼 is 0.45 for the fitting.
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have developed a large scale parallel numerical solver for Stokes-

equation to simulate and study the capillary breakup phenomena between concentric

multi-fluid systems with thermal gradient. Our efficient parallel solver is able to scale

up the simulation regime to experimental scale. With the numerical tool, we com-

pute the breakup period as a function of feed speed which matches the experimental

measurements. Spheres with controllable size can be obtained by controlling the feed

speed.

Additionally, a one dimensional semi-analytical model is proposed based on min-

imization of the total breakup time consisting of feed time and capillary instability

time. However, the model includes a fitting parameter accounting for the nonlinear

pinch-off time which only allows the model to make qualitative predictions. To be able

to quantitatively predict the capillary breakup dynamics with any thermal gradient,

other theoretical methods such as marginal stability analysis [64] deserve exploration

in the future.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we have demonstrated how to build and model a compact, high-

efficiency, and widely frequency-tunable gas-phase terahertz lasers, after which we

also presented how to model the capillary instability of multi-fluid fibers with ther-

mal gradient.

We first developed an innovative model for the OPFIR laser that correctly captures

the full physics of the pump and lasing processes. The numerical model accurately

predicts the lasing behavior across all pressures. Validated against experiments quan-

titatively, our model shows that nearly all previous OPFIR lasers were operating in

the wrong regime and that 10× greater efficiency is possible by redesigning the ter-

ahertz cavity. These results reintroduce the use of OPFIR lasers as a powerful and

compact source of terahertz radiation.

Furthermore, a revolutionary concept of QCL-pumped molecular laser is proposed

as a widely frequency-tunable compact terahertz source. Using laughing gas N2O, we

demonstrated broad tunability over 31 rotational transition lines with 25.1 GHz fre-

quency spacing, spanning 0.25–0.80 THz. Our theoretical model is able to constrain

the key molecular parameters, match quantitatively with experimental measurements,

and predict the optimal performance of the laser. Additionally, a universal analyti-

cal theory is developed for QPML to identify the key factors for improving the laser

performance. We believe that these developments will revive interest in optically

pumped molecular laser as a powerful, widely tunable, and compact source of tera-
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hertz radiation.

Molecular gas laser in a hollow-core fiber system is inspired by combining the

narrow bandwidths and frequency flexibility of gas lasers with the interaction lengths

and high powers enabled by long fibers. And it’s important to understand and be able

to control the fiber drawing process. In the fiber drawing process, capillary instability

and thermal gradient is important for micro particle fabrication. In order to fully

understand the nonlinear drawing process, we developed a large-scale parallel Stokes-

equation numerical solver to study the capillary breakup phenomenon in a multi-

fluid system due to surface tension. The numerical results match the experimental

observation with fitted temperature profile which is unknown in experiments. A

pinch-off criteria which minimizes the total breakup time is also proposed. This 1d

semi analytical model with the criteria well-matches the simulations.

There are a few directions worth exploring in the future. Our modeling describes

continuous wave OPFIR lasers. While pulsed lasers with high pulse intensities are also

very important in many applications such as terahertz spectroscopy, ultrafast imaging,

tele-communication, and remote sensing. Instead of solving the rate equations directly

for steady state as presented in this thesis, time evolution is needed for modeling

a pulsed laser. However, the rate equations are quite stiff ODEs with divergent

characteristic time scales especially at high pressures and with high pump powers.

As a consequence, explicit numerical methods fails and we need to exploit efficient

implicit numerical methods for the problem. As for modeling the capillary instability,

the semi analytical model including a fitting parameter for the nonlinear pinch-off time

only makes qualitative predictions. To be able to quantitatively describe the capillary

breakup dynamics with thermal gradient, other theoretical methods such as marginal

stability analysis deserve explorations in the future.
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Appendix A

Parameters of Methyl Fluoride

Dipole moments, rotational constants, vibrational energies, and collisional cross sec-

tions of two methyl fluoride isotopes are listed in the following table.

Table A.1: Parameters of Methyl Fluoride

12CH3F 13CH3F
Mass (AMU) 34 35

Dipole moment 𝜇0 (Debye) 1.86 1.86
𝑑𝜇3/𝑑𝑄3 (Debye) 0.2756

𝐴0 (MHz) 155352.7
𝐵0 (MHz) 25536.1499 24862.6427
𝐷𝐽0 (MHz) 0.060233 0.057683
𝐷𝐽𝐾0 (MHz) 0.4395743 0.42441
𝐵3 (MHz) 25197.5092 24542.1324
𝐷𝐽3 (MHz) 0.0568788 0.055156
𝐷𝐽𝐾3 (MHz) 0.05180831 0.47788
E3 (cm−1) 1048.61 1027.49
E6 (cm−1) 1182.35 1175
E2 (cm−1) 1459.40 1453.64
E5 (cm−1) 1467.82 1465.58
E1 (cm−1) 2966.25
E4 (cm−1) 3005.81
𝜎DD (Å2) 320.0
𝜎GKC (Å2) 44.0
𝜎SPT (Å2) 137.0
𝜎VSwap (Å2) 21.0
𝜎36 (Å2) 1.61
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Appendix B

Average velocity of the population

flux into the wall

The boundary condition for the vibrational levels, discussed in Section 2.3.3, depends

on the average molecular speed 𝑣 in the direction perpendicular to the wall (say,

+𝑥). In this section, we briefly review the computation of 𝑣 by standard methods.

In particular, the molecular velocity follows the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution

𝑓MB(𝑣𝑥) =

√︂
𝑚

2𝜋𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑒
− 𝑚𝑣2𝑥

2𝑘𝐵𝑇 .

The average velocity is obtained by

𝑣 =

∫︀∞
0

𝑣𝑥𝑓MB(𝑣𝑥)𝑑𝑣𝑥∫︀∞
0

𝑓MB(𝑣𝑥)𝑑𝑣𝑥
= 2

∫︁ ∞

0

𝑣𝑥𝑓MB(𝑣𝑥)𝑑𝑣𝑥

=

√︂
𝑚

2𝜋𝑘𝐵𝑇

∫︁ ∞

0

𝑒
− 𝑚𝑣2𝑥

2𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝑑(𝑣2𝑥)

=

√︂
2𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜋𝑚
.
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On the other hand, the average absolute velocity is

⟨𝑣abs⟩ =

(︂
𝑚

2𝜋𝑘𝐵𝑇

)︂3/2 ∫︁
|𝑣| exp

(︂
− 𝑚𝑣2

2𝑘𝐵𝑇

)︂
𝑑𝑣

=

√︂
8𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝜋𝑚
.

Therefore 𝑣 = ⟨𝑣abs⟩/2.
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Appendix C

Transmission through the output

pinhole

THz radiation transmitted through the output pinhole affects the calculation of total

loss, lasing threhold, and the output power. Instead of using the ratio of pinhole area

and the cavity cross section [31], which is only correct for a uniform intensity (e.g. a

plane wave), the transmission coefficient 𝑇 is computed by integrating the waveguide

mode’s Poynting flux over the output pinhole. (This is also an approximation, which is

valid because the 1mm diameter pinhole is not small compared to 1.2mm wavelength.

The radiation through a very subwavelength hole would require an entirely different

approach [65].) For a circular waveguide’s TE𝑛𝑚 mode [35],

𝑃rad =

∫︁

S

1

2
ℜ (𝐸 ×𝐻*)𝑧 𝑑𝑟 =

𝑍TE
𝑛𝑚

2

∫︁

S

(|𝐻𝑟|2 + |𝐻𝜑|2)𝑑𝑟 (C.1)

in which 𝑍TE
𝑛𝑚 = (𝑘0/𝛽𝑛𝑚)𝑍0 is the modal wave impedance. 𝑘0 is the free space wave

number, 𝛽𝑛𝑚 =
√︀
𝑘2
0 − (𝑝′𝑛𝑚/𝑅)2 is the propagation constant, and 𝑍0 is the vacuum

impedance. Here we consider the TE01 mode in a circular waveguide, since it has

the lowest Ohmic loss. It is straightforward to do a similar analysis for other cavity

modes.
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The radiated power through an area 𝑆 for the TE01 mode is

𝑃rad =
𝑍TE

01

2

(︂
𝛽01𝑝

′
01

𝑅𝑘2
𝑐,01

)︂2 ∫︁

S

𝐽2
1

(︂
𝑝′01𝑟

𝑅

)︂
𝑑𝑟 (C.2)

where 𝑝′01 = 3.83 is the first zero of the Bessel function derivative 𝐽 ′
0(𝑥) and 𝑘𝑐,01 =

𝑝′01/𝑅 is the wavenumber corresponding to the TE01 mode. The total radiation over

the whole waveguide cross section is

𝑃tot =
𝑍TE

01

2

(︂
𝛽01

𝑘2
𝑐,01

)︂2

2𝜋

∫︁ 𝑝′01

0

𝐽2
1 (𝑥)𝑥𝑑𝑥 =

𝜋𝑍TE
01 𝛽2

01

2𝑘4
𝑐,01

𝑝′201𝐽
2
0 (𝑝′01). (C.3)

In the experiment, the pinhole is centered at 𝑟 = 0 with radius equal to 𝑅/5, so the

radiation through the pinhole is

𝑃pinhole =
𝜋𝑍TE

01 𝛽2
01

𝑘4
𝑐,01

∫︁ 𝑝′01/5

0

𝐽2
1 (𝑥)𝑥𝑑𝑥. (C.4)

The effective transmission coefficient is

𝑇exp =
𝑃pinhole

𝑃tot

=

∫︀ 𝑝′01/5
0

𝐽2
1 (𝑥)𝑥𝑑𝑥

∫︀ 𝑝′01
0

𝐽2
1 (𝑥)𝑥𝑑𝑥

≈ 0.016.

𝑇exp is smaller than the area ratio 0.04, due to the fact that the Poynting flux of

TE01 mode is higher around 𝑟 = 0.48𝑅, instead of 𝑟 = 0. This indicates that an

off-centered pinhole would give larger transmission, which would increase the lasing

efficiency (and the threshold power) by increasing the THz radiation rate compared

to the Ohmic loss rate. Here, we compute the optimized transmission coefficient for

a pinhole centered at 𝑟 = 0.48𝑅 with the same radius 𝑅/5:

𝑇opt =

∫︀ 2𝜋

0

∫︀ 𝑅pinhole

0
𝐽2
1 (𝑝′01𝑥(𝑟, 𝜃)/𝑅) 𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑑𝜃

2𝜋
∫︀ 𝑅

0
𝐽2
1 (𝑝′01𝑟/𝑅)𝑟𝑑𝑟

≈ 0.075,

where 𝑥(𝑟, 𝜃) =
√︀
𝑟20 + 𝑟2 − 2𝑟𝑟0 cos 𝜃 with 𝑟0 = 0.48𝑅 is the pinhole center. This

enhanced transmission coefficient for an off-center pinhole increases both the output

power and the efficiency by decreasing the fraction of power lost to Ohmic absorption.
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Appendix D

Spontaneous emission time

In Chapter 2, the spontaneous emission lifetime 𝑡sp is taken to be 10 seconds to

compute the gain coefficient and the output power for 13CH3F OPFIR lasers. In fact,

the precise value of 𝑡sp has little effect on the peak output power far above threshold.

In this section, we first demonstrate the effect of 𝑡sp by explicit numerical calculations

(re-running our model with different values of 𝑡sp, shown in Fig. D-1), and then we

present a simple analytical explanation for the lack of influence of 𝑡sp.

Fig. D-1 shows the numerical output power of both direct (solid lines) and refilling

(dashed lines) lasing as a function of pressure with the input pump power equal to

10W, and with three different spontaneous emission lifetimes 𝑡sp: 1 sec (blue), 10 sec

(red), and 100 sec (green). The output power curves are very close, especially in the

high-power regions far above the threshold, for both direct and refilling inversions.

The biggest effect of 𝑡sp is on the high-pressure cutoff for the direct transition, but

in this (uninteresting, low-efficiency) high-pressure regime our model’s 𝑧-averaging

assumption is inaccurate as discussed in Chapter 2.

It is straightforward to show analytically that the effect of 𝑡sp approximately can-

cels in the high-power regime. In that regime, far above threshold, Φ ≫ Φ𝑠, and

(2.37) from the main text becomes

𝛼THz ≈
1

𝑉

∫︁ ∫︁
∆𝑁(𝑣)𝜎(𝜈)

Φ𝜏𝑠𝜎(𝜈)
𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑟 =

⟨∆𝑁⟩
Φ𝜏𝑠

(D.1)
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Figure D-1: Numerical output power of both direct (solid lines) and refilling (dashed
lines) lasing versus pressure with the input pump power equal to 10W, and with
three different spontaneous emission lifetimes 𝑡sp: 1sec, 10sec, and 100sec. 𝑡sp has
little effect on the peak output power far above threshold for both lasing transitions.

where ⟨∆𝑁⟩ is the spatially averaged population inversion and 𝜎(𝜈) is the transition

cross section (which depends on 𝑡sp). This equation yields an approximate flux density

Φ ≈ ⟨∆𝑁⟩
𝜏𝑠𝛼THz

, (D.2)

in which 𝜎 has been cancelled and therefore the dependence on 𝑡sp has vanished.
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Appendix E

Conservation of population

Here, we will show how we can derive

𝑁net(𝑟) ≡ 𝑁0(𝑟) + 𝑁3(𝑟) + 𝑁Σ(𝑟) = 0 (E.1)

for all positions 𝑟. By adding the rate equations of vibrational levels with the same

A/E symmetry, we obtain

�̇�net
𝑆 (𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐷∇2𝑁net

𝑆 (𝑟, 𝑡). (E.2)

Note that VS process doesn’t add populations, and SPT processes also doesn’t add

net population because the non-thermal rotational populations in V0 and V3 are

equal and the SPT transition rates are the same. The boundary condition for 𝑁net

is −𝐷
𝜕𝑁net

𝑆

𝜕𝑟
= 𝑣𝑁net

𝑆 /2 −∑︀𝑝 𝑞𝑝𝑁
net
𝑆 /2 = 0 or simply

𝜕𝑁net
𝑆

𝜕𝑟
= 0. (E.3)

(E.2) and (E.2) simply describe a diffusion equation with Neumann boundary con-

ditions, which is well known to conserve the “mass”. Hence the integral of the total

population 𝑁 is conserved over time, with the steady-state being a constant, set to
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zero by the initial conditions, i.e.,

𝑁net
𝑆 (𝑟) = 0. (E.4)
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Appendix F

V-swap

We consider the most common form of V-swap process occurring between v0 and v3

molecules: the swap of A or E types. Here, we show that to the first order, V-swap

effectively moves nonthermal rotational population to A and E thermal pools equal

rates. Collisions between thermal v3 and thermal v0 are neglected since they don’t

induce any change of population.

For the non-thermal populations in v3 state, we consider the following two pro-

cesses:

v3A
nonth + v0A ↔ v3A + v0A (F.1)

v3A
nonth + v0E ↔ v3E + v0A (F.2)

The net effect is to move 2𝑥 population from v3Anonth to v3 thermal pools, half amount

to the A type and the other half to the E type, and to move 𝑥 amount of population

from v0E to v0A. 𝑥 is determined by the V-swap collisional cross section. Note that

we only consider collisions between nonthermal population and the v0 pool which

has largest amount of population. We also assume A and E types have the same

population which is true to the first order.
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Similarly, for the non-thermal population in v0 state, we consider:

v0A
nonth + v0A ↔ v0A + v0A (F.3)

v0A
nonth + v0E ↔ v0E + v0A (F.4)

The net effect is to move 2𝑦 amount of population from non-thermal v0A to thermal

v0A state. So the total net effect is to decrease 2𝑥 population from v3Anonth, 2𝑦

population from v0Anonth and 𝑥 population from v0E, and increase 𝑥 population in

v3A, 𝑥 population in v3E, and 2𝑦 + 𝑥 population in v0A.

There is an important observation: 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 0. This is true because the pump

increasing one population in v3Anonth would create a “hole” in v0Anonth, and the tran-

sition rates (such as the dipole–dipole collision, SPT process, etc.) are the same for

both v3Anonth and v0Anonth. Therefore, the total net effect is the movement of 2𝑥

population from v3Anonth, half to v3A and half to v3E, and the movement of 2𝑦 pop-

ulation from v0Anonth, half to v0A and half to v0E. 𝑥 and 𝑦 are determined by the

V-swap collisional cross section.
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Appendix G

Dipole matrix element

The dipole matrix element, defined as |⟨𝑖|𝜇|𝑓⟩|2, determines the transition probability

for transition 𝑖 → 𝑓 . For a pure rotational transition that doesn’t change vibrational

state, the dipole matrix element is given by

|⟨𝐽 + 1, 𝐾, 𝑉 |𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 = 𝜇2
0

(𝐽 + 1)2 −𝐾2

(𝐽 + 1)(2𝐽 + 1)
, (G.1)

|⟨𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 |𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 = 𝜇2
0

𝐾2

𝐽(𝐽 + 1)
, (G.2)

|⟨𝐽 − 1, 𝐾, 𝑉 |𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 = 𝜇2
0

𝐽2 −𝐾2

𝐽(2𝐽 + 1)
. (G.3)

𝜇0 is the dipole moment. As for the IR absorption line, vibrational state changes,

with dipole matrix element for the R-, Q-, and P-branch given by

|⟨𝐽 + 1, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 =

[︃(︂
𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑄𝑘

)︂2
ℎ̄

2𝜔𝑘

(𝑉 + 1)

]︃
(𝐽 + 1)2 −𝐾2

(𝐽 + 1)(2𝐽 + 1)
, (G.4)

|⟨𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 =

[︃(︂
𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑄𝑘

)︂2
ℎ̄

2𝜔𝑘

(𝑉 + 1)

]︃
𝐾2

𝐽(𝐽 + 1)
, (G.5)

|⟨𝐽 − 1, 𝐾, 𝑉 + 1|𝜇|𝐽,𝐾, 𝑉 ⟩|2 =

[︃(︂
𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑄𝑘

)︂2
ℎ̄

2𝜔𝑘

(𝑉 + 1)

]︃
𝐽2 −𝐾2

𝐽(2𝐽 + 1)
. (G.6)

Here,
(︁

𝑑𝜇
𝑑𝑄𝑘

)︁2
ℎ̄

2𝜔𝑘
(𝑉 + 1) is the square of the dipole derivative for 𝑉 → 𝑉 + 1 of the

𝑘th vibrational mode. For the v3 band of CH3F, it is measured to be 0.2756 Debye.
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Appendix H

More on the numerical details of the

Stokes equation

As discussed in the main text, the governing equations for the capillary breakup in a

concentric two-phase fluid system are:

−∇𝑝 + ∇ ·
[︀
𝜇(𝑟)

(︀
∇𝑣 + ∇𝑣𝑇

)︀]︀
= 𝛾 𝛿(𝜑(𝑟))𝜅(𝜑(𝑟))

∇𝜑(𝑟)

|∇𝜑(𝑟)| (H.1)

∇ · 𝑣 = 0 (H.2)
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑣 · ∇𝜑 = 0 (H.3)

with frequent re-normalization process:

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡
+ sign(𝜑)(|∇𝜑| − 1) = 0. (H.4)

Since there is an azimuthal symmetry in the capillary breakup problem, we can derive

terms in cylindrical coordinate (𝑟, 𝑧). In particular, explicit form of the lefthand side

of (H.1) assuming 𝑣 = 𝑢𝑒𝑟 + 𝑤𝑒𝑧 is

−∇𝑝 + ∇ ·
[︀
𝜇
(︀
∇𝑣 + ∇𝑣𝑇

)︀]︀
=

{︂
−𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑟
+

2

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇𝑟

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟

)︂
−2𝜇

𝑢

𝑟2
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

[︂
𝜇

(︂
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟
+

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧

)︂]︂}︂
𝑒𝑟

+

{︂
−𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
+

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

[︂
𝜇𝑟

(︂
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
+

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟

)︂]︂
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

(︂
2𝜇

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧

)︂}︂
𝑒𝑧.
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The continuity equation (H.2) is

∇ · 𝑣 =
1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟𝑢) +

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0. (H.5)

The unit normal vector equals

𝑛 =
∇𝜑

|∇𝜑| =
𝜑𝑟√︀

𝜑2
𝑟 + 𝜑2

𝑧

𝑒𝑟 +
𝜑𝑧√︀

𝜑2
𝑟 + 𝜑2

𝑧

𝑒𝑧, (H.6)

where 𝜑𝑟 = 𝜕𝜑/𝜕𝑟 and 𝜑𝑧 = 𝜕𝜑/𝜕𝑧. And the curvature is in the form of

𝜅(𝜑) = ∇ · 𝑛 =

(︂
𝑒𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
+ 𝑒𝜃

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝜃
+ 𝑒𝑧

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

)︂
·
(︃

𝜑𝑟√︀
𝜑2
𝑟 + 𝜑2

𝑧

𝑒𝑟 +
𝜑𝑧√︀

𝜑2
𝑟 + 𝜑2

𝑧

𝑒𝑧

)︃
(H.7)

=
𝜑𝑟𝑟𝜑

2
𝑧 − 2𝜑𝑟𝜑𝑧𝜑𝑟𝑧 + 𝜑𝑧𝑧𝜑

2
𝑟

(𝜑2
𝑟 + 𝜑2

𝑧)
3/2

+
1

𝑟

𝜑𝑟√︀
𝜑2
𝑟 + 𝜑2

𝑧

. (H.8)

For the Dirac delta function, it’s approximated for the sake of numerical representa-

tion by

𝛿(𝜑) = lim
𝜖→0+

𝑔(𝜖, 𝜑) (H.9)

where

𝑔(𝜖, 𝜑) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, for 𝜑 ≤ −𝜖,
[︀
1 + cos

(︀
𝜋𝜑
𝜖

)︀]︀
/2𝜖 for − 𝜖 < 𝜑 < 𝜖,

0, for 𝜑 ≥ 𝜖,

(H.10)

In our implementation, 𝜖 = 3∆𝑟 where ∆𝑟 is the grid spacing in the 𝑟 direction.

The spacial discretization is performed on a staggered grid where the pressure 𝑝

is in the cell corner, the 𝑟-direction velocity 𝑢 placed on the horizontal cell interfaces,

and the 𝑧-direction 𝑤 placed on the vertical cell interfaces as shown in Fig. H-1.

Using finite difference scheme, the discretization form for different terms in the
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uij

wij

Figure H-1: Discretization grid of pressure 𝑝, velocities in 𝑟 direction 𝑢, and in 𝑧
direction 𝑤.

Stokes equation at grid site (𝑖 + 1/2, 𝑗) with 𝑒𝑟 components is

−𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑟
: = −𝑝𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑟
2

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇𝑟

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟

)︂
: =

1

(𝑖 + 1/2)∆𝑟

1

∆𝑟

[︂
2(𝑖 + 1)𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗∆𝑟

𝑢𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑟
− 2𝑖𝜇𝑖,𝑗∆𝑟

𝑢𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗

∆𝑟

]︂
,

−2𝜇
𝑢

𝑟2
: = −2𝜇𝑖+1/2,𝑗

𝑢𝑖,𝑗[︀(︀
𝑖 + 1

2

)︀
∆𝑟
]︀2 ,

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

(︂
𝜇
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟

)︂
: =

1

∆𝑧

(︂
�̄�𝑖,𝑗

𝑤𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑟
− �̄�𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑤𝑖+1,𝑗−1 − 𝑤𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑟

)︂
,

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

(︂
𝜇
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧

)︂
: =

1

∆𝑧

(︂
�̄�𝑖,𝑗

𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑧
− �̄�𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑢𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑧

)︂

where 𝜇𝑖+1/2,𝑗 = (𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗 + 𝜇𝑖,𝑗)/2 and �̄�𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜇𝑖+1/2,𝑗+1/2 = (𝜇𝑖,𝑗 + 𝜇𝑖,𝑗+1 + 𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗 +

𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗+1)/4.

Similarly, discretization forms for 𝑒𝑧 components are expressed at site (𝑖, 𝑗 + 1/2),

−𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑧
: = −𝑝𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑧
,

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇𝑟

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧

)︂
: =

1

𝑖∆𝑟

1

∆𝑟

[︂
�̄�𝑖,𝑗

(︂
𝑖 +

1

2

)︂
∆𝑟

𝑢𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑢𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑧
− �̄�𝑖−1,𝑗

(︂
𝑖− 1

2

)︂
∆𝑟

𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗+1 − 𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗

∆𝑧

]︂
,

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇𝑟

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟

)︂
: =

1

𝑖∆𝑟

1

∆𝑟

[︂
�̄�𝑖,𝑗

(︂
𝑖 +

1

2

)︂
∆𝑟

𝑤𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑟
− �̄�𝑖−1,𝑗

(︂
𝑖− 1

2

)︂
∆𝑟

𝑤𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑤𝑖−1,𝑗

∆𝑟

]︂

𝜕

𝜕𝑧

(︂
2𝜇

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧

)︂
: =

1

∆𝑧

(︂
2𝜇𝑖,𝑗+1

𝑤𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑧
− 2𝜇𝑖,𝑗

𝑤𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑤𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑧

)︂
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The continuity equation is discretized at site (𝑖, 𝑗):

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
: =

𝑤𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑤𝑖,𝑗−1

∆𝑧
,

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟𝑢) : =

1

𝑖∆𝑟

1

∆𝑟

[︂(︂
𝑖 +

1

2

)︂
∆𝑟𝑢𝑖,𝑗 −

(︂
𝑖− 1

2

)︂
∆𝑟𝑢𝑖−1,𝑗

]︂
.

Notice that in 𝑒𝑧 component and the continuity equation, terms of 1/𝑖∆𝑟 might

diverge when 𝑖 = 0 at 𝑟 = 0. We need special treatment for 𝑟 → 0. Say

𝑞(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝜇
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
.

There is no extra source at 𝑟 = 0, so 𝑢(0, 𝑧) = 0, and 𝑞(0, 𝑧) = 0. Then we can

express 𝑞(𝑟, 𝑧) by Talyer expansion

𝑞(𝑟, 𝑧) = 𝑟
𝜕𝑞(𝑟, 𝑧)

𝜕𝑟
+ 𝑟2

𝜕2𝑞(𝑟, 𝑧)

𝜕𝑟2
+ 𝑂(𝑟3) (H.11)

so that

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇𝑟

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟

)︂⃒⃒
⃒⃒
𝑟→0

=
1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟𝑞(𝑟, 𝑧))

⃒⃒
⃒⃒
𝑟→0

= 2
𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧

)︂

Similarly, we can get

1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇𝑟

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟

)︂⃒⃒
⃒⃒
𝑟→0

= 2
𝜕

𝜕𝑟

(︂
𝜇
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑟

)︂

since 𝜕𝑤/𝜕𝑟|𝑟→0 → 0. And
1

𝑟

𝜕

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟𝑢)

⃒⃒
⃒⃒
𝑟→0

= 2
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟

For the time evolution in (H.3) and (H.4), we use a third order TVD Runge-Kutta

method and the HJ WENO method for spatial discretization, following the standard

method in Ref. [62].

Mirror boundary condition is implemented at 𝑟 = 0. For the other 3 boundaries,

we also adopt mirror boundary condition without affecting the capillary instability.

As long as the computational boundary in the 𝑟 direction is far away from the interface
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between the two fluids, the boundary condition doesn’t affect the capillary instability.

In the 𝑧 direction, there is a large thermal gradient as well as large viscosity gradient

in the 𝑧 direction, so the mirror boundary condition works fine in the low temperature

end since the interface movement is very slow. At the high-temperature boundary, the

fluid column has usually broken into several spheres already, so the mirror boundary

condition also doesn’t affect the breakup process that is typically far away from the

cell end.
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